Alistair Nixon carving it up down Mt. Brew
Photo: Dan Perrakis
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President's Message

PresÍdent's Message
vocJ 1997
It is often said that trends move from East to West. Well, after reading the 1990 Canadian
Alpine Journal (a particularly good vintage I might add) it struck me how sirnila¡ the flavour of
issues being discussed in that issue reflected the conversations and discussions taking place around
the clubroom and at exec meetings. And hey, if you're thinking that 7 years is a long time for trends
to get from Banff to Vancouver, well, it seems like the CAJ changed its format (to the bold front
cover format) in 1970. The VOCJ changed its format in 1992.I guess some trends travel faster than
others

!

Seriously though, the questioning and discussion of fundamental principles and values is
indicative of times of change. One change in paficular I tried to push for was more of an alpine
focus for the club. Although I cannot say that it has been a resounding success, I can say that I have
seen a renewed interest in the use of our three (soon to be four in August 1997) huts. Hopefully this
will be the first step in getting people out to the areas where alpine climbing can be done. All our
huts are situated in excellent terrain for such climbing. I strongly believe that once people see what
is out there, when they see all that B.C. has to offer, then that will be the spark to put the separate
disciplines together and do some mountaineeririg - it sure got me hookedl. We are also planning a
week-long general mountaineering course for the upcoming summer. These things take time and I
see a defrnite staf. Rock climbing at the crags is awesome. Rock climbing in an alpine setting is
nothing short of orgasmic!
We also had in-depth discussions on what it means to be a VOC member, and why we
belong to this club. \ù/e talked about what should and should not be in the Journal. We talked about
big plans for the summer, and of course, we talked about what we did last weekend.
In the end what mattered most was that we went out and learned by doing. In one very cold
snowy night I leamed how to be a contende¡ for the Broken Board Award; eight people learned
how to sha¡e a two person tent; three people leamed how to sleep under a an impromptu lean-to and
five people learned how to sleep under a tarp. Yeah, we learn by doing. We learn even more by
doing and screwing up. We leam most from our mistakes. (I guess my parents learned a lot when I
was born!!! Sorry Ma. Sorry Pa!)
And what a busy year it was. I remember talking with our intrepid Trips Coordinator, Dave
Dexter, in early September about trþs and schools for the term. Every weekend up to and including
Remembrance Day had a major activity planned. Membership topped out around the 400 mark
(thanks in large part to all the guys Jen Wild attracted during clubs days). I am still looking for the
secret to increasing the percentage of active members, though. A huge success for this year was that
we were well into the black ink. Special thanks to Joanna for keeping us on track - spending less
and taking in more than budgeted - a cefain recipe for success. An equally pleasant surprise was
the dinner prepared by Blair, Judith and Robyn at Longhike - yummy and wholesome - what a concept! The gear room has had me salivating all year long - so well stocked and tidy too - well done

President's Message
Shane and (Strong-arm) Shoshanna. Ron Horwood found the missing pages of the Dead Sea scrolls
in the filing cabinet and Drew was the man with the connections for evening and Wednesday noon
slide shows. Another weekly highlight was Tamara's afwork in the VOCene's - can I be in your art

class? John Ford provided us with "long reaches for good holds" on the wall - reaches even too
long for yours truly. I guess that proves that being tall isn't always the ticket in climbing. I think it
says a lot for technique, too. Tim Duty was last reported to be fighting off a vicious pack of supervisors on his grad committee - or so his informers tells us. I think that it's all a ruse and he's been
shredding the slopes around Harrison Hut. Dan Perrakis is just about to start his marathon of putting the Journal together, with slackers like myself giving him undue grief. Apologies in advance. I
would like to say a special thanks to Shane Cook for lending an ear and helping me make sense of

this world.
Hope to see you out there,

Mark Grist
President, 1996-1997
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Editor's Message

Editor's Message
Our target: the word "Joumal", printed in bold red letters on the markerboard.
Our weapons: A massive arsenal of the latest and most deadly Nerf weapons.
Kraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaugh!

Fuzzy blobs blazed across the room towards the wall. The result: a direct hit - as many as
five fuzzy darts stood quivering pn the boa¡d, all by obscuring the evil word. Paul dropped the plastic gun to reload and ducked for cover as I fired a purple crossbow bolt from across the room. 'War
raged on in the editing room. Yes, folks, it's been quite a journal. As the days rolled on, and the
clock slowly turned from seven to twelve to six, thejournal truly reared its ugly head. The old saying still holds true: don't be fooled by a cute face - if could still bite your ankles off! Oh, there's
blood in this joumal, there's no denying it.
On a slightly more lucid note, we had
some rather spicy controversies in the editing
of this year's journal. Decisions had to be made
(for probably the ûrst time in VOC history) on
whether or not to include or edit certain articles. While no single solution could ever please
everyone, I hope the material contained in this
edition (or lack thereof...) does not offend anyone. But if it does, at this point, live with it, my
friends!
There comes a time in the compiling of
any text such as this one when the novelty has
worn off, the fun is gone, and the caffeine has
seeped out of your system. Your eyes blur and
motor skills are lost. In effect you become a
useless blob of human, yet the work on your
plate still stares back at you, like an ugly fungus on old cheese. At times like these, only the
presence of friends keep things going. Many
names come to mind, and I hope you know
who you are. Most of all a åig thanks goes out

to Paul Fearing, without whom this journal
would be a ruffled stack of photocopies from
Kinko's. His name should really be on this
The editor strides towards his goal.
Photo: Paul Fearing

page as well. This will probably be the last
time the journal is done in this way, as I suggest future volumes should be done by a com-

mittee. I would also like to thank the various weasel species for general inspiration.

Head Geek's Message

Head Geek's Message
by Pøul Fearing
As the Journal's technical guy, I was responsible for all the cursing, enchanting, praying and
fiddling that usually go into working with computers. I was also responsible for growing a beard,
worrying, and the tough but fattening job of doughnut dispersal.
Here are a few scenes from the making of the Joumal.."

Paul gets a few ideas for the Journal by reading

COSMO

Paul withstands constant inquiries
from the Journal editor

Paul, pumped out from all that typing....

VOC Executives

VOC Executives
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Social Scene

Social Scene
It's very ha¡d for me to resist incorporating gossip into the social scene roundup, so maybe
just
I'11
say that the fine old VOC tradition of musical chairs has been very much present in the last
couple of years and remind people that the rule of the game is you marry the one you're with when
you graduate!
So...social scene. I'll attempt to summarize in chronological order. Last year's banquet was
a hit. Don Serl did the slide show and motivated the climbers in the crowd (and even the non-climbers !) to get out there and climb what hasn't been climbed before and to challenge ourselves beyond
Squamish weekends. There were many great door prizes. I won a one month pass to the Edge,
which was exciting since it's probably the frrst time I won anything. Eric Clemson, being an "old
and wise membe/', got to judge the slide contest.
Over the suutmer there were the summer BBQs, but I missed most of them because I was
working, so I'll skip that! I'm looking forward to this summer's BBQs: 1st Wednesday evening of
every month at Jericho beach, the foot of Tolmie St. I hope to see everyone there. The BBQs are a
good opportunity to see who's in town and plan trips.
September was the summer pot-luck reunion at the Grad Centre, which was reputed to be a
hit with much good food, but by the time I arrived all that was left was carrot juice. Apparently, this
is Dave Way's annual contribution- too healthy for me!
Longhike went off without a hitch. The cooking crew (thanks to all!) made a veritable feast
for all to enjoy. V/hile they were waiting in line for dinner, the hungry climbers were even served
fresh garlic bread by Blai¡, Shoshanna, and I and probably some of the other kitchen helpers. What
service! Later in the evening saw dancing, limbo, and generally a happy crowd of party people. Oh
yeah, and people learned how to climb, set up TRs, and lead.
Some of the parties this year were Halloween at Shosho's and a couple of parties at
Robyn's, including a toga party. Jen Wild received a farewell party at John Ford's before she took
.Wales.
Cookies and carrot cake and drinks made for a good time. Shosoff for her adventure in
hanna, Doug, John, and Jeff held a slide show/wine and cheese after their trip to Utah. I think we
should have more of those!
That pretty much brings us to this year's banquet which is still in the planning phase. John
Baldwin will be our speaker and it'll be held at my favourite Greek restaurant in Vancouver; I hope
everyone else likes it as much as I do! All in all, I think this was a successful year. I'm not sure how
to conclude this, but maybe "I hope to see you all at Lighthouse Park, Summer BBQs, and on many
fine paddling and backpacking trips this summer!". Cheesy, but it'll do.

Judith Shapiro

Vice-President'
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VOC Alumni News

VOC Alumni News
compiled by Drew Brayshøw
Andy and Muriel Pacheco are still in Tircson, where Andy is doing post-doctoral work.
Kobus Barnard and Emily Butler. Kobus is still doing comp. sci. at SFU, and Emily is working
and guiding for Outward Bound.

Matt Nikkinen is working at Coast Mountain Sports in Kitsilano.
Lorne Hoover is a manager at Coast in West Van.
Noel Buckley is still around campus - his photos can be seen in The Point
Chris Gill is back from his post-doc and is doing contract work for the Chemistry depafment.
Andy Gabrys and Jen White a¡e living in Campbell River. Andy is working for the mine, and Jen
is working as a lifeguard.
Eric Clemson and Dave Way are teaching at the same school in "White Rock" (i.e. Surrey).
Phil Stringer is subbing on the North Shore. Brodie Haupt is the live in help for "one of the most
disturbed kids in the province".
Pat Hajek is still working for his dad.
Anders Ourum is President of the BCMC, director of the CASBC [Climber's Access Society of
BCI and working sales at MEC.
Andrew Port is doing geotech work. His company got the contract for the Bennett Dam hole.
Mike Holmes is in town, trying to qualify for some sort of highly paid position. ("Broker, or something like that".)
Mike Buda recently got to move back to BC from Onta¡io, and is still working for Youth Challenge International.
Dominik Hartmann is back in Europe (?) after school at Laurentian University in the East. He was
on the back cover of the 1996 CAJ climbing Lotus Flower - the swinel
Guy Edwards is now working in Cranbrook.
Tami Rummell is a stewa¡dess for Air Canada. Jason Malloffis travelling the world on a climbing
trip until planting season starts.
Carl Fleet is working on campus for Paprican.
Caitlin Roberts is guiding for Sage Wilderness Experiences.
Derek Willmott is working for MEC.
J. P. Molgat quit MEC to work as a govemment negotiator in Native Land Claims settlements.
Chris Brayshaw is an art critic [still makes ends meet by working at the Main Library, though].
Cam Campbell is patrolling on Grouse. Alexa Smythe is a highly paid actuary, proving that there
is life after amafh degree.
Sarah \[eber was last seen in Thailand. Chad Rudiak is travelling the world.
Ken Legg is a downtown lawyer type for Price Waterhouse.
Charles Evans got married and had a kid. He said "Oh God, I'm not going to be a three-line write-

upinthejournal, amI?"
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The New Cabin Update

The New Cabin Update

by Bløir Hammond
Joy and exaltation should be in the air for all VOC'ers and the mountaineering community
in general. Our new hut is moving ahead, more or less on schedule. Brian Gawley and his WCB
crews are slowly but surely putting it together and the hopes are that it will be ready a¡ound May or
June. We intend to put it in during the B.C. day long weekend (August 1-4).
If you're not sure what this hut is going to look like refer to my stunning piece of art-work in
last year's journal or look at the photo of the model below I can assure you that it's going to be
very sturdy and look more like a little chalet than your average coast mountain hut. Prominently

displayed will be a hand carved VOC logo, coufesy of the WCB. It will sleep roughly the same
number of people as Brew or Ha¡rison huts and will have a wood buming stove, so it will be very
toasty.

'Whe¡e is it going
to be? rùy'ell, the gods willing (I mean the Ministry of Forests willing) it
will be in the headwaters of Phelix Creek, which flows into Birkenhead Lake Provincial Park, north
of Pemberton. The access hike/ski will be between six and eight hours. The UTM coordinates
we've applied for are 523300 5608500 on map-sheet 92J06'7 (MOF 1:20 000).
A¡e there likely to be any problems in getting the hut approved and installed, you may ask?
Well, yes, there may be. The first is that the MOF is overworked and understaffed, so there may be
some delays. The second is that all proposals such as ours are now forwarded to the First Nations
community nearest the proposal, and archaeological assessments are typically being requested.
This will cost us money, as we will have to pay for a member of the band or a consultant to assess
the hut site. Finally, this hut is sturdy, which means it's heavy, which means it will cost a great deal
to fly the materials in. We should be able to afford it.
Now the most important question: How can you get involved? Well, first off, in the week
leading up to the hut installation (July 28-31) we'lI need people to be at the hut site preparing the
base for the hut. Ten or so people would be good. The hut installation (August 1-4)itself will
require 10-15 helpers, though the Îü/CB ca4)enters and staff will be present to manage the whole

job. We'll also likely need help just prior, getting the equipment together etc...Other

assistance

could include drawing on contacts in the local helicopter and construction industries.
There is a chance that the hut will not go in on the August 1 weekend, either due to weather,
helicopter availability or too much snow at the hut site. This would mean pushing the date ahead a
little, which is why we chose early and not late August for the installation date. We'll be sure to
keep members informed of developments as they occur.
So, that's the hut update. All in all the whole. project should be great fun. If you can possibly
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do so, book time offin August and come out and help!! I know I'll be over 600 km away, but I
won't miss this for the world. Be a part of club history and join in. Hope to see you there!

A (bring-your-own-walls) model of the new VOC hut
Photo: Blair Hammond
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SMELL my armpits!
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Eric Hutton "rvalking the tightrope" at Joshua Tree
Photo: I)rew Brayshaw
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An Assault on (by) Sky Pilot

An Assault on (by) Sky Pilot
by Jeremy Frimer
"ROCK!"
I flattened myself again against the snow slope attempting to protect my un-helmeted head
with one arm. V/hile waiting for the rock and ice to pass, I wondered how I had managed to get
myself into another predicament where my instinct to survive became my best weapon...
I had first set eyes on Sky Pilot while flipping through Fairley's guide. Three friends and I
figured that the south ridge would be a nice, casual objective. Being late spring, I thought ice axes
would prove useful even though none ofus knew how to use one. So, while at the clubroom picking up the axes, I (most fortunately) encountered Drew. He recommended the north couloir and an
approach from the north. Had he not been there, we'd still be wrestling slide alder above Britannia
Beach.

I was an eager, over-confldent, summit-craving, naive fool (I still am). I knew so little about
I found myself smiling and nodding as Drew went on about the deadly cornices
that th¡eaten the north couloir (I didn't know what a comice was!)
snow travel that
'We

reached the base of the couloir just before 6 am. The previous evening, we had seen how
whistle from a kilometre away was enough to dislodge rock and ice from the mountain and send it
barreling down the north couloir: An early staf would be necessary. At the bottom, one of our guys
got nervous looking up at the couloir and headed back to camp. I gave my two other, less experienced (if that's possible), buddies the only piece of advice I had: "Your ice axe is your life-link plant it like you mean it!"
We began our ascent. Since my boots didn't have a fi¡ll shank, my two buddies had to altera

nate kicking steps into icy snow. Within half an hour, the grade had steepened to 40o and we found
ourselves on tricky class 3 with some class 4. At the time, we didn't know how to self-a¡rest but we
were rather proficient at butt-sliding, so I tested out the slope in case of a possible emergency
descent. There was no friction to speak of; attempting a slide would have been suicide.
As we gained elevation, we had that unnerving feeling you get when you lie in the street and
close your eyes hoping that a car doesn't whip around the bend and crush your head like a pop can.
A rather huge cornice hung several hundred feet above us at the top of the couloir. We were in its
bowling alley: we would have to play according to its rules now. The cliffs towering above us to the
left and right began dripping as the morning sun beat them tenaciously. But our colossal egos
would not let us abandon the route so early in the attempt, so we continued.
Around two thirds of the way to the top, the shower began. Rocks and ice periodically hurdled off the cliffs into the couloir above and below us. By that time, my two buddies' toes were
bleeding from kicking steps. But we pushed on. Soon we came upon a technical spot where we had

to cross a 600 fluting to gain the upper segment of the couloir. Another shower smashed into the
couloir and came barreling down partially rnissing us, partially not.
"God damn it! Let's get the fuck out of here!" I yelled, dislodging and sending more ice
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Sþ Pilot

down the gully with my loud cursing. We began the quickest down-climb we could muster, having
to descend in our footholds we had made on our ascent. Our wrists were so sore that we couldn't
plunge our axes any more: we had to use our ascending holes. Desperation and fear continually
tried to take over my mind but I made myself focus. A mistake would mean death.
The shower intensified so we were fo¡ced to have one person on watch for rocks at all time.
Almost half way down, our route split from the main couloi¡ and descended to the right. The last
one of us descending was no more than 30 feet from the split when a thundering crash sounded and
a mammoth amount of ice and rock began flooding the couloir high above. We all looked up and
saw the ever increasing speed of the advancing army. "ROCK!" There was time only to hug to
'We
were narrowly missed. The danslope and pray. Luckily, the huge slide took the main couloir.
ger was over,

Phyllis' Engine, south of Castle Towers (in Garibaldi Park)
Photo: Mark Grist
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My Very Own Crag
by Andre Zimmermann
My early years learning to climb were quite different than those of most of the people I
know. I didn't staf out at a rock climbing school like Longhike or even at a popular crag - I learned
at my very own crag. I began learning about climbing around age of thirteen, mostly at a place
called Garland Bay. My dad use to do a fair bit of climbing in the seventies and taught a number of
people how to climb. The first thing he taught me was how to prussik up a rope, as he stressed it
was essential in getting back to the rock aftet a fall on an overhang. I am still waiting to climb
something which requires this essential skill. So off I went and after managing to throw the rope
over a tree branch, I learned how to prussik. I learned with my dad's old climbing rope and his
homemade upper body harness, with no padding. Leamed quick, I did... it is amazing how you can
leam to stand in your prussiks when the altemative is hanging by your armpits.

Andre on "his" crag at Garland Ba¡ Kootenay Lake
Photo: Andre's dad, we think
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After mastering the prussik (or more likely wanting to get on to some "real" climbing"), we
were off to "top rope land". Garland Bay is an old log collection site and the courteous loggers had
left some really big bolts in the rocks which were perfect for top rope anchors. Before leaming how
to go up I had to learn how to go down, so after learning the body belay and the biner brake, I tried
rappelling down anything I could frnd. Finally, I actually got to climb up something. My dad
belayed me with a handy body belay and I tried to figure out the sport in my hiking boots and chest
harness. Every year since I have made at least one visit to the area, and with a sit harness and some
other equipment I have been able to do a few interesting climbs. Ga¡land Bay served as a great
place to begin climbing, for both me and some of my friends who came along on occasion.
Over the years (after learning what most climbing crags look like) I have come to the conclusion that no one else has ever climbed at Garland Bay, and my first top rope was likely a first
ascent. In my mind, the Garland Bay cliffs are my crag and (unlike many routes which people put
up) no route has ever been put up to achieve a first ascent, or to open the area up. All the climbing I
have ever done there has simply been for fun. There has never been any scrubbing done to attract
other users. I always got to remove the lichen as I climbed and never was able to tell the true diffrcuþ of a route as most of them were covered with a good layer of lichen or moss, protecting all
possible holds. The "clean-as-you-climb" areas do wonders for learning to climb and especially
learning how to use your feet. After all, what's a little dirt on a crag? Maybe if we didn't clean them
we would get fewer posers and posettes out trying to be hard core climbers. If the only way you can
get people to climb your climb is to polish it up for them, do you really care if those people climb it
after you? Sure, your shoes don't stick as well to lichen, and dify climbs are ha¡der to climb - but
you are out there for a challenge, aren't you?
I hope the¡e will always be areas tike Ga¡land Bay, which can serve as learning places for
people who don't need their routes polished. The area likely will never see many climbers, which to
me is just perfect, After all - this wilt ensure that I can always go out and polish as I climb.
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Redemption at Needle Peak
(or, There and Back Again)

by Blair Hammond
Needle Peak was the sight of one of my first attempts at ski touring some years ago, and the
experience was bad enough to alnost put me off touring for good. It all started well enough, being
invited along by Marcus, who assured me that it wasn't beyond a strong beginner, which, apparently, he assumed me to be. The evening before I popped by his place to borrow some boots and
skis, on to which I could strap my recently acquired proudly purple climbing skins. "I'll be O.K. on
these, then?" I inquired, noticing that the skis were somewhat longer and more narrow than I had
been used to. "should be pretty good; I just waxed them, so you'll get good glide" I shall never forget him saying.

The trip started in typical Marcus fashion, at about 5 a.m., or some similarly ungodly hour,
in unpleasant weather. After rendezvousing with the rest of the group at the V/endy's just before the
Highway 1 exit we were on our way. I was relieved to see that Tim came along, who had only done
a little bit more skäng than I had at that time; at least I wouldn't be the only beginner. The weather
didn't deteriorate too badly by the time we reached the trail-head, and everyone eagerly got their
skins and skis on and headed up the steep, wooded trail. Tim considerately waited for me to get my
gear sorted out, and we headed up, a little behind but near the last of the more experienced members. For a while, all went well, though the going was steep, and we kept up with the others. Then
I started to have equipment problems.
At first, things were minor, and my roll of duct tape seemed adequate. My skins kept coming
off; I'd tape them back on; Tim would wait and we'd get a little behind. Then they'd come off
again-the sharp edges of the skis would cut the "new" type of duct tape I'd brought with me, and
Tim would wait again, and we'd fall further behind. It happened again and again, Tim still waiting,
me growing more frustrated by the minute.
Now the trees got a little tighter, and the 205 cm skis on my feet kept getting caught up, and
I was getting too flummoxed to be able to deal with my lack of dexterity with any success. Tim,
finally fed up with shepherding this basket case up the hill, decided to hustle up and catch the rest
of the crew, kindly leaving me his "old" duct tape to fix my skins. After cursing long and loud
enough to make a sailor blush, I repaired my skins with an enoflnous wad of tape and plodded on,
now into more open forest.
I finally broke tree-line, and I could see the others, way up ahead, taking of their skis and
preparing to scramble up the summit. The weather had deteriorated somewhat, and there was a
howling wind. As the old saying goes, hate can sustain a man, and at that moment I hated just about
everything; I poured on the effort, and pushed myself to catch up. I moved quite quickly along the
ridge, grateful that Tim's tape had solved the problems with my climbing skins (so I thought). I got
to the point where everyone else had left thei¡ skis, and did the same with mine, scrambling to catch
up. I made it quite a ways, when I saw Crystal, who had stopped, for what reason I can't recall. I

Redemption at Needle Peak
also saw my party summit without me, and staf heading back. I turned around, trudged back to my
skis, Crystal doing her best to temper my grumpiness.
Everyone from the summit party caught up as I fumbled putting my skis back on, ate, drank
and prepared myself for the descent. I new it would be difficult, but I f,gured that it had to be better
than on the way up. Everyone took their skins off, and one by one stafed swooshing down the gentle ridge. I should mention that I was in the company of some excellent tele skiers that day, who
made everything look sooo easy and graceful. Many of them were former VOC'ers who helped to
establish and maintain the club's reputation as a collection of hardmen, as I would leam later in that
year when I'd read about their exploits in the journal. V/ith this crowd, I tried to keep up.
Marcus' "good-gliding" wax job on my borrowed 205's nearly proved my undoing. Hearken back to the 1970's, if you can, and recall all those jet powered rocket cars that zoomed along
the salt flats in the U.S. desert, vying for the world land speed record. Had my skis been worn that
day by a more competent skier, that record would have been easily shattered. As it was, I would
stand up, go down the hill like a bullet out of a gun for 20-30 meters before soaring off some rock
shelf or narrowly avoiding some wispy little alpine fir and nearly loosing an eye. And this was on
the gently sloping, open ridge top.
At first I think some of the party took me for a dare-devil who had been frustrated by equipment problems and was now breaking free, but they were soon disabused of that notion. When I
finally made it to the steep, wooded drop off that ma¡ked the beginning of the real descent, clothes
tattered and face a mess of cuts, I declared that I was walking down. Groans echoed all around. I
took off my skis and I sank up to my thighs. Acquiescing, I declared that I was going to keep my
skins on for the descent. Some relief ¿ìmong my comrades was evident, Problem: somewhere along
the line, one of my skin-tip attachments had gone astray; I was committed to a fast, greasy, long
skied descent, sans skins.
I was having a hard time standing up on the flats, so well waxed were my skis; it was as if I
couldn't tell my ankles from the rest of my feet (as Neil Young so aptly described a walking drunk).
Markus, being the experienced leader of men that he was, provided some psychological assistance
in the form of wax that would supposedly help kill some of my ski's speediness. I knew he hadn't
thought he'd ever have to use it, as it was way, way down in the bottom of his pack, probably left
over from the evacuation of some one legged grand-mother from the local bunny hill.

With this mental boost, I plunged, and plunged, and plunged my way down the hill. My
compatriots swooshed smoothly on, and even Tim, a Virginian, for crying out loud, who'd only
tele'd a few more times than I had, managed to get down with some form and carved a few good
turns. This was especially humiliating, as I had, like all good North Van boys, sta¡ted down-hilling
at age three. Unfo¡tunately, I had quit before I started driving and, so I had discovered, lost all my
nerve, balance and skill. I remembered that I hated naturals.
I finally got to the bottom, black and blue, with still more cuts and welts on my face, a broken and defeated man. I only wanted pity, and my compatriots were kind enough to dole it out, in
small quantities with comments like "the skis were probably too long", "I shouldn't have waxed
them" or "the snow wasn't very good, I had some trouble too". The last was laughable, of course,
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for trouble to them meant not being able to put their contacts in as they descended. I was very glad
to get home that night, have four beers in rapid succession, a t hour shower and then sleep like the
dead.

Now jump ahead several years. Somehow, probably because of a pride that wouldn't let
myself be seen as a quitter, I had continued to ski tour and practice my tele turns. For all of those
years, I continued to be driven into the snow by the pile-driver force of a big pack, and the mysterious grace of the tele turn continued to elude me, despite taking two tele-schools and having many
tolerant teachers. I continued to hate naturals who would pick it up in a couple of days. I did however, discover that I loved winter touring, and ifI continued to dread the inevitable descent, I truly
loved moving up through treed winter landscapes, slowly easing into the alpine and gliding through
the most magnificent landscapes any mind could imagine. I would curse and swear and nearly cry
every time I came down, but the beautiful blankets of white, with their subtle shades of blue, and
the light of the moon on a snow capped peak kept me going back up. I would tolerate the cold and
the pain of descent just to be in the presence of the magnificence around me.
One day, not very long ago at all, I was yo-yo sküng at Red Heather meadows, practicing
my turns. I had long since stafed going alone so I could avoid the humiliation of talented beginners. It was mid week, February I think, and while the weather was foul down in Vancouver and
Squamish, it was brilliant, blue and cold in the meadows, and all the new snow was dry, fluffy and
untracked. I had done several runs, with the usual results, but I was enjoying myself none-the less.
I decided to do one more run, and then head home. I got to the top of the bowl, and absorbed the
picture of Atwell Peak, glossy white against the darkening blue sky. I pointed my skis down hill,
and sta¡ted my ûrst turn, almost unconsciously. Something happened, and it felt right; I executed a
(for me) beautiful tum, and then another, and another. I too quickly got to the bottom, and looking
back could see my tracks. Instead of the usually "half-turn, crater" pattern that ma¡ked all my other
tracks, the last was a well linked series of graceful looking "S" tums. Despite the failing light, I ran
back up the hill, and did it again, and again. I skied for 3 hours by brilliant moonlight before heading home. By the end of the day, it look as if two skiers, not one, had skied that slope.
It would be weeks before I could once again turn like I did that day, but eventually, I
achieved some consistency, and my dread of descent turned only to mild aversion, and without an
overnight pack, to appreciative anticipation. Almost five years after my first visit, I went back to
Needle Peak.

Not having been there in 5 years, and having blocked out most of the painful memories of
that trip, Gunnar, Lynn and myself managed to get off route from the start. It was a beautiful sunny
day, though cold and windy, and we eventually, with some little difficuþ, wound our \¡vay to the top
of the ridge. On the way up, instead of looking with foreboding on the steeply treed mountain side,
I was thinking "I think I could ski that if I had to". It was too late in the day to summit, but we had
a snack, took pictures, and rested before beginning our descent.
I didn't have a particularly good ski down that day, having not skied in two weeks, but I still
managed some good turns in moderately difûcult conditions. I had some good wipe-outs too, and
some problems with my release kit, but I enjoyed the ski down and got to the bottom in good form,
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with no black eyes, cuts or serious bruises. A trþ that had not so long ago reduced me to a pathetic
heap of broken masculinity had become a fun, none-too-challenging day trip. There had been no
fear, trepidation or regret, though there had been some confusion, when we realized we were off
route!

It was while in a pub in Abbotsford having dinner that the significance of all this hit me.
Contentedly sipping a glass of Cardu, the differences between my two trips to Needle Peak struck
me; one, I remembered as hellish and humiliating, the other as a pleasant way to spend a Sunday
with friends. Corny as it sounds, the two trips were a vivid representation of the adage that anything
worthwhile takes effort. In my case, it took a lot more effort than for most. I know, however, that
every shred of effort I've put in since that first Needle Peak trip has been rewarded many times
over.

Thinking back on that first Needle Peak trip reminded me of how difficult a day's skiing on
moderate terrain can be for a beginner. I know I'll remember that the next time on a trip and people
are having trouble when I'm not, Hopefully, others who a¡e slow on the pick-up when it comes to
skiing will stick with it and eventually reap the rewards that I have. I guess that's why I w¡ote this
piece in the first place. Not to say "stick with it an you'll be a great skier like me" because, as I am
very aware, I'm not a great skier, but to say that the eventual rewards are greater than the initial
punishments, no matter how long it may take. I well know that the rewards are sweet when you've
worked hard, and it stands to reason that if you work ha¡der and longer, the eventual rewa¡ds a¡e
greater and sweeter.

Near the summit of Rainbow
Photo: Blair Hammond
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by Drew Brøyshaw
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II: The Icefields Strike Back
May 1996
by Lenny Thomas

Our expedition starts rather inauspiciously. With dusk fast approaching, I manage to get
The Cheezemobile (our excellent car) stuck on top of a large mound of snow that blocks our
progress along the Lillooet logging main. It takes four hours of digging that night and two the next
morning to free her, enabling us to drive for five more minutes until an impenetrable wall of snow
scuppers any hope of further auto-assisted advancement. We a¡e still several kilometers short of
the tum off to Salal Creek, our intended access route to the Lillooet Icefields.
Some of you will remember the outstanding
success of our first trip last year (documented in
Four Dunderheads Go Sküng in the Waddington
Range, VOCJ 1995/96). By success I mean that
four complete novices went on a two week selfsupported ski tour to one of the large icefields that

cloak the centre

of BC's Coast Mountains

and

encountered nothing but good food, great weather
and fine ski slopes. As a sequel this year we hope

to

complete the "Lillooet River Horseshoe",

a

traverse along glaciers and ridge-tops around the
headwaters of the Lillooet River, west of Pemberton. Two of the original dunderheads have dispersed in the intervening year, one to Smithers a¡d
one to Australia, leaving only me and my sweetie,
Katrine. Undaunted, we plan on using the same
formula as last time: no air support, lots of duct
tape, a good book (this year it's One Hundred Years
of Solitude) and Scots Oat Cakes for lunch. The
only real uncertainty is the weather, and everyone
knows that it's always gorgeous in BC in May...
Isn't it amazing how the prospect of shouldering an 80 pound pack can make one procrasti..No, I thought yOU brought the polypro! ,2n nate? We fart around by the car adjusting this and
that, trying to frnd more non-essential things that
photo: Lenny Thomas

we can leave behind (there aren't any), and admiring funny shaped pebbles we pick up from the

¡oad. In the distance we hear a rumbling

sound, and the ground begins to

shake. Avalanche?

Earthquake?? Mount Meager erupting??? In fact it is none of these: a¡ound the corner rumbles
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huge truck with caterpillar tracks and a snow-plow attachment on the front. We calch a glimpse of
a very surprised face behind the wheel as the truck blasts past and straight through the snow pile
ahead of us without even slowing down. Behind it a pick-up stops to investigate. The occupant is

Kevin, who is surprised firstly that we made it over the first snow pile and secondly that we hadn't
called the logging company to find out when they were going to plow the road. We explain that we
are dunderheads, and that this is the kind of thing that dunderheads do all the time. Understandingly, he offers us a ride to the trailhead, and also offers to drive The Cheezemobile back that
evening to our planned point of emergence at Meager Creek. Some people sure are nice.
'We
have lunch in the truck while the snowplow pushes great piles of snow out of our path,
and are dropped off at the Salal Creek turn-off early in the afternoon. No excuses now: we shoulder our packs, tie the crazy-catpet sleds to our hip-belts and ski off up the valley. A couple of days
later we emerge onto the Bridge Glacier, which leads into the heart of the Lillooet Icefield. The
access has been relatively easy - nice gentle open forest and one small stream crossing. We set up
camp and bathe in the afternoon sun while dinner simmers away. This trip is really shaping up.
By the next afternoon we have reached the top of the Bridge Glacier. Ahead of us the vast
Stanley Smith Glacier winds its way west, and to the south a short snow-ramp leads up to Stanley
Peak. Both of these names commemorate the epic journey that Mr. Stanley Smith and his companion, Mr. Doolitle, made back in the summer of 1893. Wearing standa¡d-issue tweed suits and
entirely without the aid of duct tape, the daring duo traversed through the bush from Squamish to
the head of the Elaho river, over the hitherto unexplored Lillooet Icefield and down to Chilko Lake
in the Chilcotin. To get home again they traveled overland to Tatla Lake, built a dugout canoe,
paddled it down the Klinaklini River (class 5 whitewater, first descent) to Knight Inlet, and from
there took a steamship to Vancouve¡. They were ostensibly on the trail of two other explorers who
had disappeared near Squamish earlier that year, but I think they were being paid by Eco-Challenge
to scout for possible locations for their race. In the 100 years it took Eco-Challenge to come to BC
everyone has gone soft and insists on having Gore-Tex, Energy Bars, cartographic maps and other
non-essential luxuries. I admire these early adventurers, but I'm not sure whether I would be able
to shoot a mountain goat off a chff at 500 paces if I was so snow-blind I could hardly open my eyes,
not even if I was reallyhungry...
The next day dawns brightly, but the sun is quickly swallowed by rising clouds. We are
content to have an easy day, and after breakfast we bumble up to the un-named peak 9300 south of
our camp. The view comes and goes with the clouds, but at times we can see the tips of many
mountains poking out of the ice-sheet all around: Donar and Fulgora to the east, Porter, Mills and
Henderson to the north, Stanley to the south. We crank a few turns back to camp, and then decide
to tackle Stanley Peak. Again we have to wait for a view at the top, but it's worth it. The mountains a¡e an elixir, and I circle slowly, arms spread wide, drinking them in. The ski back down is
wonderful: countless turns in hero power. So wonderful, in fact, that we go back up for a second
run.
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Coasting down the Stanley Smith Glacier, below Mount Daphnis.
Photo: Lenny Thomas
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One morning a flock of birds alight by our campsite. They fly off into the storm, but a¡e
back again in half an hour. I suppose that we are on a migration path: songbirds probably fly up
Howe Sound then carry on up the Cheakamus River and on to Pemberton; then if they tum left they
must follow the Lillooet River to the end, where it turns into the Lillooet Glacier and leads them
here. I don't think they are enjoying the whiteout conditions, or the strong wind and horizontal
snow My suspicion is confirmed when, a few days later in another storm, we find a dead bird on
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the snow.

We become reconciled to the idea that we will have to abandon our original plans. All our
weather days are used up, and we cannot hope to have the 8 days of consistently good weather we
need to finish the trip. We decide on a shorte¡ tour that will take us west, half-way down the Stan-

ley Smith Glacier, then north up the Dona¡ Glacier and down the other side towards Monmouth
Mountain, east to the Frank Smith Glacier (no relation, I think) and finally south back to the Bridge
Glacier. If the weather is good, the¡e are plenty of peaks to climb and slopes to ski. If the lousy
weather continues, we can easily retreat.
On the fifth storm day the wind has dropped and it is no longer snowing. At times the sun
tries to break through the fog that seems to stretch only a few hundred feet above us. Having
exhausted all the ca¡d g¿ìmes we can think of, we decide it's time to move. Vy'e pack up and set off,
brave songs in our dunderheads and hope as strong as duct tape. We head towards the base of
Mount Fulgora on a compass bearing and then tum down the Stanley Smith Glacier. As we ski the
clouds retreat before us to sit in an ominous mass at the bottom of the glacier. Vy'e avoid them by
tuming right onto the Donar Glacier, and welcome sunshine helps push us up to our campsite on a
flat spot half way up.
The next day we continue up to the top of the glacier, dump our packs and scamper off to
peak9352 to check out the view. Wave after wave of mountains stretch into the distance in every
direction. We look for Mount Waddington far away to the north-west, but as we watch, clouds
sprint in from the ocean and smother the peaks. When we get back to our packs they are almost
buried by spindrift.

In the next few days we complete the nofh and east parts of our substitute route, skiing
between Mount Fowler and Transition Peak to come out near the base of the Frank Smith Glacier.
The weather has been good enough to allow navigation, but not nice enough for peak-bagging.
Now, as we start on the last stage of our journey, the clouds close over us once again and we get out
the compasses. We stumble past Mounts Pofer and Mills in whiteout conditions and then set a
bearing that will hopefully bring us out onto the Bridge Glacier, where we can retrace our steps
back to Salal Creek. I am in front and, despite the compass, keep wandering off course. From the
other end of the rope, Katrine has to keep shouting "left a bit", 'light a bit". The next day we are
on the Bridge Glacier, in the middle of a crevasse ûeld we didn't even notice on the way up.
There's a lesson in this: good weather and high spirits produce a carelessness that you can regret
later. Katrine is in the lead today, and the light is so flat that she can only tell where the crevasses
are when the ground falls away beneath her skis.
By the end of a rather harrowing day we reach the place where we first joined the Bridge
Glacier. It is hard to believe that we were sunbathing ìn the same spot two weeks earlier: no trace
of our previous campsite remains. From here it is only a few hours the next moming until we are
back in Salal Creek and within easy reach of the road. Katrine has to walk the last bit because one
of her skis splits right under the binding plate. There is a lesson here too: don't take foam-core skis
on long-backcountry trips where reliability is an important asset. We thank St. Duct, the patron
saint of dunderheads, that this did not happen a few days earlier.
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Descending onto the Bridge Glacier.

Photo: Katrine Vogt
From our last campsite, I can see right up into the headwaters of the Lillooet River. This
beautiful area is one of the last unlogged coastal valley-bottom forests in southwestern BC. Environmentalists are calling for it to be set aside as a provincial park, but the logging companies are
lobbying hard to have access to the timber. This is my last Coast Mountain ski trip for a few years:
I'm due to finish my degree this coming winter and then return to my native UK. I hope that when
I retum to this area it hasn't been chopped up, turned into pulp or just left as raw logs, and sold
overseas at bargain-basement prices like all the others.
Sitting outside our tent, munching the last dinner, I reflect back over my time in BC.
Thanks to the VOC and its members, I have been able to visit some amazing remote corners of the
natural world that I otherwise would never have found. Often it's been hard to take the time away
from school, but I've never once regretted it. After all, the wrath of one's advisor is temporary, but
the memory of a wonderful backcountry experience lasts forever.

A note on safety:
Tlvo dunderheads are not enough to form an effective safety net should something go wrong
out there. So, this year we decided to take an emergency beacon along with us. We rented a SATFIND-406 PLB (personal locator beacon) from Mr. Andrew Holden (403 239-4748; $135 for a
JJ
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month including GST; book well in advance). The technology is the same as that used in aircraft
ELTs: when activated a distress signal beams your identitcation code and approximate location to
any passing satellite, which in turn relays it to the rescue centre. Hopefully then the rescue people
a¡rive and bring the pizza I single malt / hockey results / whatever it was you wanted. The unit is
relatively light (650 g) and most of that is battery, so real weight freaks could make a considerable
saving by leaving the battery at home...

Particinants:
Katrine Vogt
Lenny Thomas
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VOC Random Dot Stereogram
by Paul Fearing
Somewhe¡e within this ness of dots is a special, 3-dimensional VOC image. All you have to do is look at the page süaight-on md
slowly relu you cyes (bccr may heþ). Bonus points for thosc of you that cm identify the "mystery anima.l".
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The VOC's special envoy to Ghana
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Wedgemont Lake
Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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Mt. Cartier
by Shoshanna Reiter
It was a sizzling hot July day in Vemon when recently unemployed Bastiaan Monker and I
decided to escape the heat by fleeing to the mountains of Revelstoke. Our escape vehicle was Bastiaan's hippy-flamer van, and with his plastic Godzilla on the dashboard, we knew we couldn't go
wrong.
Our initial plan to hike Mt. Begbie was crushed when a friendly salesman in the outdoors
store said we would need ice tools to cross the glacier. He recommended the McRae Lakes Trail, so
we took off in that direction. Unfortunately, the road to the trailhead eluded us. We got impatient
and decided to do Mt. Ca¡tier (the trailhead is hard to miss since it starts from the highway). By this
time it was 7:30pm, so we didn't get very far along the trail before deciding to call it a day. I highly
recommend the spot we used as it provides awonderbar view which if you're as lucky as us, can be
enhanced by a full moon and incredible lightning over the peaks in the distance, To get there, go
left when the trail forks at abott 2 km. A black bear was rumoured to have taken up residence
between the 2 km and 3 km mark, but we put Godzilla on the picnic table and he protected us.
We sta¡ted out bright and early eager to reach the summit. We decided to go for hardperson
points and not fill up our water bottles at the first river we crossed. This resulted in a nice torturous
2 km climb uphill without any water. Vy'e eventually crossed another creek and there was much
rejoicing. The grind continued until we came to a cabin at approx. 9 km. This was the first of the
inconsistencies between what the hiking guide (available at the Revelstoke visitor center) described
and what we actually found; according to the guide the cabin was at 11km. Despite this unexpected
cabin we decided to stick with our original plan, which was to leave our gear at 11 km and hike the
two and half hour steep trail to the peak unencumbered. This plan changed when we lost the trail.

View from the lst camp on Mt. Cartier, Revelstoke
Photo: Shoshanna Reiter
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We figured we'd already gained enough hardperson points for the trip, so we left the bigger pack at
the cabin and shared the other pack containing the essentials. So with lightened step we headed
straight up the mountain through stinging nettle and devil's club. Much fun was had. Eventually we
c¿tme across the trail. From there on the trail climbed in extremely long switchbacks with a gradual
uphill incline. We frolicked in the first snow we found which did much to appeases the burnt out
shells we had become from tree-planting in interior suûìmer weather. After a snowball fight and
some boot sküng, we continued on our way. \Me reached 11 km and found no sign of a cabin. Nor
did the trail become steept it continued its long switchbacks all the way up to the summit.
The view from the ridge was truly amazing. At approx. 9000 ft., Mt. Ca¡tie¡ is the second
highest peak in Revelstoke park (Mt. Begbie is the highest). Looking back towards Revelstoke we
had a great view of Begbie, Cranberry and other mountains. Looking the opposite direction, we
could see numerous cirques, waterfalls and alpine lakes. Many pictures were taken and life's mysteries pondered.
At about 7:00pm we reluctantly started back down. We decided to try taking the trail all the
way down to the cabin, but somehow (did I mention the Bastiaan was leading?) we lost it and once
again found ourselves hacking through evil plants. At about 9:00pm, I decided that the situation
was not acceptable; it felt like we had gone a lot further down than we had gone up from the cabin,
and there was the danger of completely missing the cabin or trail if we were too fa¡ to the left. I
convinced Bastiaan to back-track, and miraculously we found the point that we had gone off the
trail. Even more amazingly, we found where the trail continued. There was again much rejoicing.
We made it back to the cabin in time for a bit of a sunset over the peaks. The hike down the next
day was uneventful even through the bea¡'s hangout. So what did I learn from this trip? - Don't
trust free guide books, find out if the trail you plan to follow has been cleared in the last century,
and everyone that travels in bea¡ country should carry aplastic Godzilla for protection.
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Cheam and Lady in a Day
(Getting Paid To Climb)
by Drew Brayshaw
After several weeks of working in the summer I was just about ready to go and bag some
peaks. You see, Cam and I were working in the Chilliwack Valley and every day we would wake up
to some of the best mountain views around. All these mountains and we hadn't climbed any of
them - yet. So we decided to take a half-day off and bag some summits, Alexa got roped in to this
plan since she was going to be working in Chilliwack on the very same day, but only in the morning. We needed some route to be a "season opener": something easy to get us into the swing of
things. Now, with a description like that, the choice of Cheam as a destination was obvious since it
is right there in your face no matter where you go in the Fraser Valley. Plus, we had a 4WD truck
with which Cam and I had already driven all the way up Chipmunk Creek. So, the approach could
be kept to a minimum and a fine half day of climbing would be enjoyed by all.
Come the day our truck was hurting so Cam took it into town to get fixed while I loafed
around in our palatial campsite doing dick-all. Cam came back with a repaired truck and we hung
around waiting for Alexa. Cam was a bit worried since Alexa didn't really know where it was we
were camped; she had some directions from Cam so you can see why he was worried. Anyway a
white Neon came tearing by and Cam figured it was Alexa's, so he started chasing it (wearing down
camp booties none the less). After chasing it 3 km down a logging road he rcaltzed it wasn't Alexa
after all... she showed up an hour later and we took off for Cheam.
With a 4WD the approach is easy. Read your 103 Hikes or the Beckey guide for beta. Soon
we were parked and hiking to the snow covered meadows at the head of Spoon Creek. We decided
to bag Lady frrst and grunted our way onto the North-West Ridge, slogging up apparently endless
steep meadows and 30 degree snow This long grunt (2000 feet of elevation gain) was followed by
some knife-edge scrambling (not even Class 3) and then a trick move onto the exceedingly narrow
summit bump. Cam told us all how it was nothing like Denali which he had summited a few
months earlier. No shit, eh Cam? After all had attained this precarious summit we sat on a more stable section and ate some lunch. We found the summit register and I wrote some jokey comment
about "here we are and my boss thinks we're working hard, isn't getting paid to climb great?"
which provided much amusement to some of my friends when they found it a month later. I also
confidently predicted (wrongly): "Welch next week!" A good trundle session after lunch sent huge
boulders down onto the lower slopes much to the surprise of the sunbathing ma¡mots down below.
Halfway to our goal we next descended from Lady and traipsed over to Cheam. Alexa had
never used an ice axe before. After watching Cam take offin a glissade she tried it herself and had
to self-arrest immediately. She ended up doggedly face-in to the slope, downclimbing in our
kicked-in footprints from the ascent. So, after taking a while getting down, we slogged across the
col and spent what seemed like a long time slogging up more snow towards Cheam. When we summited we found that surprise, surprise, it's just a big pile of choss and scree! Good views though:
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Nofh Face. Take a paraglider and enjoy one of the best flights around.
Upon leaving the summit we found the snow perfect for glissading. It only took fifteen minutes to lose 1800 feet of elevation in a little couloir that led right back to the meadows. Half an hour
late¡ we were drinking beer at the truck. For you puritans, not only were we drinking beer, but we
were drinking beer while driving fast down a logging road, and worst of all, when we were finished
we th¡ew the cans out the window. The slipstream on a pickup grabs the can and slam dunks it into
the back of the truckbed and you feel like Michael Jordan. Two peaks for seven hours' work: not
bad for a half day, eh? Plus, we got paid for it!! Ha ha indeedl
2000 meters down the

Our Heroes:
Cam Campbell

Alexa

Smythe

Drew Brayshaw

Lady and Cheam from Jones Lake
Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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The Undisputed Champion of My World
by Jeremy Frimer
In June 1995,I found myself back in Vancouver with no idea where I was going with my
life, let alone my sunìmer. I had recently graduated from high school in the States. Fleeing Cincinnati and everything it represented to me had been so important that I hadn't considered where I was
going.
June was a dull month. With nothing to do and no one to do it with, I was going nowhere
Iwasalostsoul. Ineededafocus.Twoyearsprevious, IhadbeeninTREKsolhadasmall
background in the outdoors. With time to kill, I began a campaign to get someone to go camping
with me. By early August, I had managed to interest an old acquaintance, Michelle, from TREK.
fast.

We planned to spend five days in the Black Tusk a¡ea.
August 18 was a beautiful, clear day. A rather uninteresting morning of scrambling on scree
brought Michelle and me to the base of Black Tusk's most commonly abused chimney. Following a
half hour wait and a ten-minute scramble, we summited. During the scramble, I had periodically
gazed over towards Garibaldi in awe. But it wasn't until I was standing on the summit that I felt the

full effect of its

presence.

It stood proud and
powerful, protected by its moat of Névé. There was a feeling of importance to it: a random collection of rock and ice, it was notl
I stood there feeling more respect for Ga¡ibaldi than I had for all my high school teachers
combined. A sense of pu¡pose came over me...That was where I was supposed to be. And with that,
I also knew where I was going - to the summit of Mt. Garibaldi.
Thirteen months later, September'96, the first attempt finally came. It had originally been
scheduled for July but that attempt was canceled when I discovered that glaciers had crevasses. So
only two weeks after finishing a general mountaineering course with the Fed, I was on my way up
Brohm Ridge with Christof and Tim. Drew had told us that the road was two-wheel drivable to over
5000 feet. At 3000 feet, the clutch began smoking and smelling like burnt rubber with the ti¡es
spinning and kicking rocks. I sat in the back seat scolding myself for forgetting to take along a
grain of salt when getting advice from Drew.
Three hours of lugging our packs brought us to the last water source on the ridge where we
then set up camp. Tim then cooked up several pounds of couscous. After Christof a¡rd I had eaten
all we could force down, Tim began shoving the remaining couscous down our throats like a down
bag into a stuff sack.
The next moming, three sleepy mountaineers stumbled their way up Brohm Ridge towards
Wa¡ren Glacier. As the sun began to rise behind the Dome of Dalton, I was ready to violently regurgitate Tim's couscous. I was feeling so sick that I was on the verge of telling Tim and Christof to go
on without me and I would head back to camp. But, luckily, I was able to enroll, study, and graduate from Jenny Craig's emergency, anal explosive weight loss system. This left me feeling as good
Black Tusk was an impressive rock but Garibaldi was an institution.
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as a lab rat on heroin. I would finally attempt Garibaldi.

While I had never been on Warren Glacier or any of Garibaldi's other glaciers, I somehow
felt at home as we made our way through gaplng crevasse fields to the col between the Tent and her
royal highness. From above the final crevasse field, we had a good view of the proposed route.
Unlike the picture in Fairley's guide, the top of Warren Glacier leading to the summit was riddled
with bergschrunds and crevasses. The easy class 3 route was now a tricky 4. For va¡ious reasons
and circumstances, we didn't attempt the summit. Somehow, though, while Tim and Christof ran up
the Tent, everything felt in place. It was as if the failue to summit was supposed to happen. Mount
Garibaldi remained the undisputed champion of my world.

Christof is drawn'Tnto the lighf'
Photo: Jeremy Frimer
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Up Against Myself
by Drew Brayshaw
I always wanted to do the route over to the left of it. It's a lot more classic than this climb
I'm going to write about, but it's also busy and polished. I was going fast a¡d alone, so I gave it a
miss. No big deal, it's still there for some other time. Go with what feels good on the day. Yeah,
yeah, time to crank.
I knew Luc had done it. He's a better climber than I am, but I was feeling good and it's not
all that hard, so I should be able to pull it off, I reasoned. The lower crux is where I always get
psyched, but today I felt good. The upper crux is nothing. So, no problems there. I've done this
climb probably a dozen times, with as many partners, so I know what I'm heading for. No surprises,
no mistakes. That's what I tell myself.
Shane or Doug or somebody told me that the last time they were up there they saw two guys
simul' it. The dudes were bragging about how they did the whole thing in fifteen rninutes. Fifteen
minutes to simul? That's pretty good. I can do better, I figure. I can improve on that.
When I go for it, it's a day where everything seems right. I get out of somebody's car at the
parking lot and wave as they keep going on to Whistler. Since I'm planning this type of day my
pack is pretty light (no gear, no harness) so I decide to wear it. A bit of extra weight? It'll be not
much of a difference, I say to myself. Yeah, still feels good. I walk down the hill and when I can see
it the route is clear. No pafies on it. A good omen. Not that I'm superstitious or anything, but I'll
take any assurances I can get. A raven flies down the road ahead of me: another good sign. Today is

the day.

I scramble up the old familiar trail to the base. Go past the fork for that other climb, the one
that's always wet. Matt and I had fun there, getting a cam stuck, pulling a pin, etc. a while back. I'd
like to get that route this way too, but it's one trick that I won't be pulling for a while. It's a lot
ha¡der and the air beneath your feet is there so much more obviously when you tþtoe up to the
traverse.

At the base, there is still good kanna flowing. No one on it still. Some guys are doing the
other climb, the central line, the polished people magnet, Squamish's easiest three and a half sta¡
wonder. They have left a sling at the base of the tree. They ask me if I can bring it up for them. I tell
them they're fucked today because their road and mine have irrevocably diverged.
Sandals go into the pack. Out come the magic shoes and the chalkbag. Off I go. You know
those lower pitches: up to the flake, onto the sidewalk, away to the right, you stay level and the
ground falls away below you, steppin' out for the trees, up and down in a smooth arch to psychological safety in the fonn of another tree ledge. A deep breath here. You can still go back.
To prove a point I mantel onto the next pitch instead of stemming off the tree. Big fuckin'
deal, a 5.9 boulder problem move, oh I am just so cool and special today. Heavy padding to the base
of the waves. Here we go: no backing out now.
Up through the waves of stone I soar towa¡ds the dreaded lieback flake. The only real 5.7
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moves on it. You know how it goes. You reach up with your right hand, you match with your left,
you stick your right toe in just above (but not touching, oh no, can't do that) the rusty old pin. In a
graceful flowing motion you stand up on that right foot and your hand comes out and left where a
huge jug rests on the face. You take a breath and step out right to good footholds. In theory that's
how it goes.
I get a bit psyched. I pull it together. I grab the flake. I wiggle my feet around. I commit. I
lunge gracelessly for the big jug. I hop my feet onto the good hold. I was gripped. Now I can admit
it. Seven months later I am sweating and breathing faster just writing about it. Ever since I started
climbing this way I have come to love it for its psychological appeal. This is why I'm here.
The rest of that pitch is the hardest part. You have to mantel onto a handrail and balance
through polished bits to a tree. I've fallen here ON LEAD. Today it isn't a problem. Now that I
have done it I can't even remember it. It's that pure state of climbing when the moves come without
thought, where your body does this dangerous and difûcult thing as naturally as breathing and you
don't even have to think. Focus? Yeah, I focus. Like a zoom lens. Like a fucking microscope. And
when it's done it's done, and gone, and over, but I don't even remember it going, because the next
move is all there is, a jigsaw p:uzzle piece that fits easily into the flowing mosaic that is me on the
route. I pass those guys on the other route here. Too bad I don't have their sling, looks like they
need it. Oh well, epics are learning experiences.
The rest of the route is anticlimactic. It is so easy and pleasant. Every hold a jug. It's these
pitches that I love the route for. In the runnel I stop and Ìaugh for pure joy of being alive. This is
what climbing in this fashion is all about, the extension of your confidence, the blurring of artificial
definitions of difficulty into a zone where these pitches with their little numbers, so ignored by the
pursuit of higher, harder things, again take on the joy of the time you first led them. Like reading a
book from your childhood, that you really liked then, and now you know how it goes, and there a¡e
no surprises, and it isn't scary if it ever was: but you have so much fun, just remembering how you
used to feel, that you feel like that again.

I climb the last pitch no hands. On top, pulling on my sandals, I check my watch. Twelve
and a half minutes. Oh yeah. What a fucking awesome day. I just hang on the ledge for a bit and
just take in the scene, the sun on the big face, what I dream about sometimes. This is my home.
Then I walk down to the road, over to the Bluffs and spend the rest of the day repeating my favorite
walk-ups. Its just more of the same. Nothing new, nothing different, no great advances - what a
blast. By the time I hitch home I grin so much my ears hurt. The guy thinks I'm fucked but he
doesn't want to tell me so. Poor dude. How will he ever feel like this?
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A Day in the Valley
by Døvid Campbell
In mid-July I found myself without a job and with plenty of time on my hands. The weather
was nice in the valley, and Mike Guite and I decided we would head to Chilliwack in the Fraser
Valley to do some climbing. Slesse was the obvious choice for our destination. The standa¡d route
up the mountain is the classic moderate route in the area, and it a good stepping stone for alpine
climbing.

Mike had attempted the route a few years previous, but was turned back from the summit
due to impending nightfall. This time we planed to camp on the shoulder just above treeline. We
left eaily in the moming to allow for lots of daylight. The sun was just coming out as we worked
our way along the Chilliwack Lake Road. We were rewarded with splendid views of the Border
Peaks to the south. The logging road deteriorated as we neared the end, so we decided to park the
car and continue on foot. After a couple of miles we arrived at the trailhead and began the grind.
The Slesse trail is by far the steepest and most grueling hiking trail I have ever been on and

we were greatly relieved once we had finally surmounted that leg of the trþ. Vy'e set up our camp
and then packed our bags for the climb. From the vantage point of our camp we had an incredible
view of the route that lay ahead of us. We continued along the ridge until we cíìme to a scree slope.
rüe decided it was time to get the helnets on. I took mine out of my pack and rested it on a rock
while I took a swig of water. Unfortunately, I knocked the helmet, and watched as it bounced several hundred feet down into the valley below. After about half an hour, I managed to find the helmet
(which, surprisingly, was undamaged), and we continued on our way. We scrambled across the
scree and worked our way into a small gully. There was still a bit of snow in the gully so we took
our ¿ì.xes out for a little ext¡a support. The gully soon ended and we were now on the route. V/e got
the rope out, put the harnesses on, and started the climb. For the first several hundred feet we traversed the bottom the face. As we passed under the West Face we contemplated taking that line to
the sumrrrit. We figured that it could wait for another day and we continued along our way.
A short tricky downclimb ended our traverse, and brought us into another gully. From here,
the South Peak of the mountain loomed over us. We scrambled our way up the heather and loose
rock until we came to the flnal wall of the climb. We decided to put the rock shoes on for this section. Mike took the first lead up to a main crack system. Another 2 pitches worked us up and to the
right, and brought us to the false surrrmit of Slesse. 'We traversed over to the true summit and had a
nice rest. Mt. Baker was impressively seen off to the west. We had great views of the Border
Peaks, the Plaedies and Mt. Larabee, the Cheam group to the north, and a nice look at Rexford and
the Illusion group. We enjoyed the sun and the scenery for a while, and then started our decent. A
short downclimb brought us to the first rappel. The second rappel was a small piece of 5mm cord
had been stuffed into a crack system. Reluctantly we rapped off this. Another rappel brought us
back to the traverse. Within a short while we were back at our camp and exhausted from the long
day's endeavours. As the sun set we laid back and enjoyed a tasty meal in great surroundings.
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Phun at Phelix Creek
(the wet and muddy adventure of Drew, Eric and

Ulli)

by Drew Brayshaw
The time was sometime in August (maybe it was the long weekend??) I could have tried to
do something normal like go on a rockclimbing trip to Skaha or something, but I made a mistake...
I listened to Eric Clemson, and let him persuade me (not really all that hard to do) that I wanted to
go mountaineering. The destination - Phelix Creek, site of some supposedly good mountaineering
and a proposed VOC hut site. It seemed very few VOC'ers had ever been in there in the summer, so
we were going to go in and check things out, and maybe bag a few peaks as well. The party ended
up being Eric, myself, and Ulli Hutz, a member of the VOC's German branch, who had just a¡rived
back in Vancouver from Hamburg a few days before. In fact, I think this whole trip was planned

while we were drunk at a VOC summer barbeque
Eric and Ulli picked me up on a Saturday morning and we drove up Hwy. 99 and through
Squamish, Whistler and Pemberton, then up the D'arcy road. Hmmm...hadn't been up here for a
while... checked out some nice roadside rocks on the drive up. It "only" took us about 5 hours to
drive up because Eric, as usual, stopped every time he possibly could in order to gronk, buy food,
buy coffee, buy gas, etc. Finally we hit Birkenhead Park, then the Phelix turnoff, then stopped at the
end of the logging road when Eric's truck ran into a particularly large waterbar. OK, this must be
where we sta¡t!

Now Eric had been here before, so he knew more or less where to go. After what was actually a very quick (for Eric) pack up, we set off th¡ough the clearcut, crossed Phelix Creek and began
bushwhacking. After about 45 minutes we came out of the open, but wet, forest and hit the first of
infinitely many slide alder paths. I don't want to dwell on a painful experience too much, so I will
summarize: after 5 hours of bushwhacking, involving hideous 8 foot tall devil's club, the usual
wasp attacks, slide alder thickets more tightly interwoven than your granny's knitting, slime covered boulderfields, slippery blueberry bushes and the ever present "mountain misery", we came out
at the "Long Lake" below Mt. Shadowfax, Did I mention that it had stafed to rain? Vy'e crossed the
lake outlet by poÌevaulting from boulder to boulder and set up our tents in a swampy meadow A
fortuitous discovery of some oildrums (geological survey?) let us make a tiny shelter with the help
of Ulli's spare poncho, and we got a fire going. Yeah, I know, environmental impact, fire at treeline,
blah, blah, if you were there you would have done it too! The biggest worry was that the drums
would explode, because they were still partly full of some sort of liquid. It could have been radioactive PCB's in them for all we knew, we built the fire right up against one anyways! Eventually we
ate a soggy dinner and retired to the tents.
rüeil, it rained all night, and all the next day. In fact, I didn't spend more than 10 minutes
outside of my tent for the next 24 hours! It rained, and then it showered, and then it rained and
hailed, and then it rained and was foggy, and so on. I didn't have a single thing to read in my tent
except for the labels on my clothes. I tried all the tricks: I ate a dried apricot every hour or so; I pre-
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tended I was John Clark, stranded in a 24-day bltzzard; I tried to fall asleep, only to be awoken by
the giggling coming from Eric and Ulli's tent. Eventually I squelched over and borrowed the topo
map, which I must have spent 5 or 6 hours poring over. Eric's duct tape "tent" was slowly turning
into an aquarium with all the water on the inside, but its occupants were too busy with their farting
contests to notice. Eventually, just before I went permanently insane, it stopped raining just long
enough for dinne¡ to occur, then started again. Surprisingly enough, lying around all day had tired
me out enough that I fell asleep again no problem.
In the morning it had actually stopped raining! We packed up our soaking tents and decided
to head out. Rather than go back down the creek we hiked along the south side of "Long Lake" and
contoured over many boulder fields and pleasant meadows, gradually gaining elevation. We were
heading for a saddle, or pass, south of Mt. Gandalf. \Ve got a few good views of Gandalf a¡rd Aragorn. Didn't see any of them Nazguls though...probably a good thing. V/e mushed into a bowl and
up a snowslope, finally arriving in the pass in time for lunch. We could see the freezing level hovering about twenty meters over our heads. Whitecap Mountain lived up to its name! Then we dropped
down into the next valley to the south. On the way down, we had a little disagreement over which
way to go. Eric thought we should go one way, and I f,gured we should go a different way. I mention this only because I ended up saving about 20 minutes of time by going my way. I also flushed
a big stag out from some heather. Eric and Ulli missed out on seeing this magnificent buck because
they went the way Eric thought would be faster. They went by it vvithout seeing it: they passed the
buck (sory). All slander aside, this valley was also neat because of the goat path... up at the head,
cut into the meadow, was a quite obvious trail, a bit like a Parks Canada trail, but it had been made
by goats. hbbably less than one human a year goes into this valley. Kind of interesting when you
think about it- it's really a type of environmental impact. We didn't see any goats, though. We wandered down through the valley, and eventually into some steep bush below treeline, which took us
down to a new logging spur after only about an hour of travelling. So, it took us the same time to
get out as to come in, but only t hr. of bushwhacking going out vs. 5 going in. Remember this the
next time you go to Phelix Creek.
Eric got his truck from the other logging spur and we drove into Mt.Currie and ate junkfood
at the little store there to finish off our weekend. Vy'e didn't get much done in the three days in terms
of climbing peaks, but we did see some interesting country. I'd recommend it to anyone looking for
a nice non-technical mountaineering trip (there is some technical climbing too but I don't feel that
it is the main attraction of the area). Remember to get out of the valley and onto the ridges as soon
as possible to avoid the bush. You can also check out the 1987 VOCJ for a description of the
McGillivray-Tenquille traverse that passes thrcugh this area, supposedly quite good.

Particinants:
DfeW BfayShaW EfiC ClemSOn Illli HUtz 0øh.Iprcbåblvspeltedulli'sl¡stheewns-askæiflEe)
with special guest appearance by the 24-hour Storm
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No Plan, No Ride, No Problem
by Dave Dexter
It was mid way through August, and I had just returned from leading a ten day canoe trip on
the Nation Lakes in northern B.C.. My summer so fa¡ consisted of going on trips as part of the
Canadian Outdoor Leadership Training program (COLI). I was consumed by a sense of urgency
that September was right around the corner and I needed to get out on some trips. Luckily my good
friend, Stephen Haggarty, was in town, and coming from a summer of work in the bio-lab, had the
same sense of urgency. We needed to get ourselves into the mountains in order to prepare for
another year of school.
Initially the ideas flew as fast as one can scan amap. We excitedly traced our fingers over
expanses of aþne terrain, summit names bubbling from our lips. Our planning quickly rose from
the sublime to the ridiculous as we discussed the Cadwallader Range, the Stein Valley, Matier, Joffre, and the Tantalus Range. I wistfully asked my parents for the car, knowing that they probably
wouldn't give it up for a week or two. I was right, but we refused to allow transportation details to
dampen our enthusiasm. Shifting our mode to hitch hiking or bussing did n¿urow down our choices
somewhat. We needed some mountains accessible from well travelled areas. Tantalus was out of
the question, as the canoe needed to cross the Squamish River would obviously get in the way of
our hitch hiking. Anywhere requiring access by logging road was pretty much out as well, since we

couldn't rely on taking the bus four-wheeling.
Steve mentioned Singing Pass, and suddenly the solution was before us. When hitch hiking,
access could be easier than a B.C. Pa¡ks trail starting in
No¡th America's most popular ski resort? What would we do once we got there? It didn't matter.
There a¡e some peaks, some glaciers, we would find something to keep ourselves busy. I wanted to
bring some gear along. Just ice axes, a rope and some other technical stuff. Steve wanted to travel
lighter, so we agreed to stay off the steep stuff, at least for this trip. All there was left to do was to
throw some bagels in a bag, leave a note for my parents, and take off.
Thus it was a fine Wednesday morning, August 2I, that saw Steve and I beside highway 99
in Horseshoe Bay, with our thumbs out and not a care in the world. I have to admit to feeling rather
smug as we passed through downtown Vancouver amongst all the suits on their way to work. Not

all roads lead to Whistler Village. What

that everyone was tied to a desk, as we could see from the competition for rides at our hitching
spot. Fortunately, before Steve and I could lament that we were last in line, a 15 passenger van
pulled up and the driver invited all eight ofus inside. After all the assofed hitch hikers introduced
themselves, the driver put a tape in the stereo and we were off. The van was on its way to Whistler
to become part of a tour van fleet, so it was brand new and quite deluxe. I had no time to play with
the personal air conditioning controls, however, since there were so many new people to shmooze
with. I talked with two women from England, while Steve swapped yarns with an Australian couple. Our driver picked up a few more travellers, bringing the total up to twelve.
A few were dropped off in Squamish, and the rest of us disgorged right in Whistler Village.
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The driver, with his new accumulation of hitch hiking Karma, bid us all farewell and we parted
ways. Steve and I went into the market to rustle up a baguette and some herb cream cheese for
lunch. Vy'e sat in the village square pafaking in the people-watching one can only find in areas of
high tourist density. After seeing a few luxury four- wheel drives sporting collages of sponsorship
advertising, we deduced that much of the commotion was due to the "Eco-Challenge" race being
held in the neighbouring mountains. We thanked our lucky stars that Garibaldi Park was off limits
to the race and its accompanied media hype and corporate shenanigans. We were betting that our
mid-week trip would free us from the hordes.
After lunch we stafed up the road to the trail head, four kilometres away. lVe managed to
hitch a ride to the parking lot with a guy that was on his way to Singing Pass for a bit of a run. He
took off up the trail faster than us, needless to say, which was inconvenient as I had left my hat in
the trunk of his ca¡. Luckily he passed us -coming down-, as we were strolling up, and agreed to
stash it in the bushes for me. We continued up the trail, stoppingfor a snack at Singing Pass, and
descended to Russet Lake, guided by the biggest cairns I have ever seen. I never understand why
people feel the need to build things in the wilderness. Trail ma¡kers are one thing, but a six foot
cairn every fifty feet is a bit much. We walked through seas of alpine flowers and reached the shore
of Russet Lake by seven pm. There were a few people in the hut, but we we¡e more than happy to
sleep out in my tent. \Ve ate scrumptious burritos and did some alpen-glow philosophizing, then
retired for the night.
The morning brought with it a cloudless sky and the necessity to plan the day. Out came the
topo map and we decided to start by climbing Fissile Peak. Why go farther than the closest summit? V/e cruised up some scree and snow to Fissile's southwest ridge, and were eating bagels on the
summit by 12:30. We entefained ourselves with the views and read the sumrnit register, which was
full to overflowing with va¡ious tales. Fissile has been climbed by everyone from families with
small children to bong-toking snowboarders. The register had been put there by the VOC in the late
sixties, so I left some notepaper in its place and brought it back. It is now immortalized in the VOC
archives. Many people had impressive stories of ctimbing Overlord, Refuse, \Vhirlwind, and Fissile
all in one day. We realized later that these four "summits" are really only a stone's throw apaf.
On our way down, we left the southwest ridge to climb a mellow snow slope up to a small
bump, which turned out to be V/hirlwind. The agreement was reached that, although it was nice, it
didn't really deserve a name. Several ravens touched down nearby, giving us that mysterious look
of cunning and trickery. We scoped out the route to Overlord Mountain, looking to avoid the Overlord glacier, which we were unequipped to deal with. Fortunately Overlord was accessible, with a
bit mo¡e ups and downs, and our goal for tomorrow was decided. By now the snow was soft enough
to glissade our ascent route, which we did with wild abandon, after traversing above a few rock
bands. With no ice axes, it would have been a bummer to lose control. rile rambled circuitously
back to camp, trying to smell all the flowers, and discussing various questions in genetics and cell
life cycles. One of the benefits of going on a trip with someone like Steve is leaming that the creatures that make snow red are dynoflagellates, as are the creatures that make our coastal waters sparkle at night. We gave up on smelling all the flowers and settled for some delicious pasta with pesto.
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As the sun set, we finished up our chocolate pudding and resolved to get an early start for Overlord
the next day.
Our eady start brought with it a much harder snoW slope than anticipated. What would have
been a casual stroll with crampons and ice axe turned out to be a slow, nerve wracking climb in our
hiking boots. We picked up some long pieces of shale to improvise self arrest tools and set out,
barely able to flat-foot up the slope. I tried to think more of all the slab climbing I have done than of
the sharp rocks at the slope's end. At the top of the slope our way was aided by some mountain goat
tracks cut into the snow, which we followed to the top of Whirlwind. Looking back to Russet lake,
I couldn't help but wonder if it got its name from looking like a potato. I guess not, since so many
alpine lakes look like potatoes. Vy'e cruised along to Refuse Pinnacle, a grandly named bump, and
then over to Overlord. A tremendous view of the Spearheads led us to discussing winter fun, and of
course some long range planning. Naturally, bagels were eaten on the summit.
After lunch ìve took a jaunt over to Benvolio along a sharp ridge of loose rock. At one point
the ridge was a line of snow, where falling would have given us a choice between sliding down one
side and smacking into some sharp rubble, or sliding down the other side and finding oblivion in a
gaping dark crevasse. Once again it was time to focus on one step at a time, and not think of the
security provided by an axe and a rope. There's a really cool bivy ledge on the ridge south of Benvolio. We found a flat platform big enough for seven or eight, with rock walls built up around it to
block the wind. Keep that in mind if you ever get into a jam out there, or you're looking for a
romantic spot to spend the night with someone cuddly. Just make sute I'm not going to be there.
Steve wasn't cuddly enough for me (not that he wouldn't be cuddly to someone else) so we
'We
saw a mountain goat, or
bid adieu to Benvolio and retraced our steps back towa¡ds Whirlwind.
perhaps a sheep. It didn't like us much and easily kept a big distance. We didn't try to follow it, as
even Reinhold Messner would have trouble keeping up with a mountain goat. Our discussions rambled on, as did our inefficient, two legged walk, en route back to camp. The sunny weather had softened up all the snow, making our descent fast and fun. Naturally we had another tasty dinner, with
dessert intemrpted by a close sighting of a hoa¡y marmot. They're always bigger than I expect. Of
course they always appear as inconspicuous brown smudges in my photos.
It was with regret that we left the next day. We only had one day's wofh of bagels, and
sticking around without any technical gear would only get us into trouble. Rather than retum down
the Singing Pass trail, we decided to head out via the musical bumps and Whistler Mountain. The
morning was spsnt cruising along, admiring the views and flowers. As we approached Whistler, we
were gradually reintroduced to humanity. Initially, I greeted other hikers with a cheerful hello.
Gradually this became too frequent. It wasn't long before I had reverted to the standard city practice of barely acknowledging other human beings. We bummed a couple of lift tickets from two
friendly people, just in case we ran into hassles while downloading on the gondola. I couldn't help
but notice how bad a ski area looks without snow. There are roads and piles of fencing garbage all
over the place. I suppose I shouldn't complain, since we cruised down the mountain in the gondola.

At least we didn't pay, as a Protest.
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Those of you who have been paying attention (very charitable of you, and I appreciate it)
I left in that guy's car and that was stashed in the bushes at
the trail head. Well, I thought about it too. Only after we were in the gondola, however. Steve
agreed to plunk himseH down in the village squa¡e, and I resolved myself to hiking back up the
road to fetch my hat. I managed to tritch a ride, on the way down. Thinking positively, it was an
opportunity for some exercise. Our hitch hiking back to Vancouver didn't go as smoothly. We gave
up counting the thousands of cars that passed us by in the hour and a hatf we waited. Finally we
caught a ride with a couple who were moving to Vancouver from Ontario. It seemed like they had a
few problems to work out in North Van, but we waited for them and ate muffins in a pretty cool coffee shop. Our patience was rewarded by being dropped off right at my house, just in time for dinare probably thinking about the hat that

ner.

Steve was invited, of course, and we had another tasty meal. I couldn't believe how
smoothly we had pulled our trip off. Now it was the third week in August, and I was consumed by
a sense of urgency that September was right around the corner. I needed to get out on some trips...

Stephen Haggarty and Dave Dexter on the summit of

Photo: I)ave Dexter
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The High Point: VOC Wedge TbiP 1996
by Drew Brayshaw
Cam and I managed to finish work several days early, and in fact, we made it back into town
just in time for a party at Doug's place. This is just before the start of August. At the party I met up
with Tim and Shane who told me they were planning to bag Wedge. Oh man, Wedge! I had always
wanted to bag this peak, notjust because it is the highest in the park, but because it looks so nice in
the guidebook, especially the superduper classic North Arête. A hike, a lovely lake, a glacie¡ some
steep snow and an unparalleled summit view: a little bit of everything good. Plus, the weather was
supposed to be excellent on the weekend. So I was very keen to go along on this trip. Then came
the bad news: the car is full. So I can only go if I can find a car and driver. I was thinking of hitching up the highway in August with plastic boots on (not fun), when who should appear at the pafy
but Chad Rudiak. Now Chad always wears hiking boots, so I knew he'd be keen for a trip like this;
I just would have to persuade him that he couldn't have any more fun anywhere else. And it turned
out that Chad was easily persuaded. In fact, Tamara wanted to come along too and check out this
glacier travel stuff, so we would be a party of six. (I didn't mention yet Christoph, the other driver).
rilell, between Christoph's car and Chad's huge truck we managed to get everyone and their
packs of gear to the rüedge trailhead. Chad especially is a disciple of the "if you own
heavy
large,
of gear and had his Serratus Superguide ñ.- completely fuil of gear (!!) We had
it"
school
it, bring
like
crampons and screws and helmets and widgets and doodads of many other
stuff
all sorts of
had heard that there was still snow at Singing Pass, so he dragged along
Tim
Duty
kinds. Hardman
ski boots to hike up. This probably wasn't the cleverest thing to
wearing
planned
on
his Tuas, and
is
very steep andseems to take forever when you are packing all
trail
Wedgemount
do because that
junk.
took four hours, just like the guidebook said. Along the way
only
really
it
Nevertheless
the
are various and sundry streams and waterfalls, mossy forests and rockslides, with increasingly good
views. rwe met some people coming down (you could truly call them "dudes") who had climbed

Wedge that day, and scored some beta from them. They told us that the West Ridge really sucked...
what a surprise, eh? Eventually, just around the time most people are ready to die, the grade flattens
off and you arrive at the Wedgemont cirque, with its funky hut and A-frame outhouse'
There were several other parties who had either done, or were planning to do, \Vedge, all
camping out: they figured, just tike we had, that the hut might be full, and so brought tent, etc.
along. In fact, the hut was fully empty until Tamara moved into it; I guess she thought it was preferable to the borrowed bivi sack she had dragged up. Some people a¡e weird like that. Well, we made
some food and took sunset pictures until the sta¡s came out. Some people (the ones with heavy
packs) ate yummy gourmet dinners, while others made the old one-pot glop standby because we

(well, I) were into the cheap and light ethic. However, I'm not implying that I'm any better or

harder for this; I just felt like going cheap and light. I can appreciate the benefits of heavy and complex- in fact I DID appreciate the benefrts because Chad and Shane shared their wine and Scotch
with us all. So you can guess that it wasn't any problem to fall asleep!
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Circa 4:30 AM the alaflns went off and cursing figures struggled awake, all except Tama¡a
and Chad who had decided they had other priorities than the summit. Tamara hung out in the mead-

ows and boulders while Chad had actually ca¡ried up WORK!! and spent the day sitting on a boulder writing terrain analysis reports. The rest of us choked down breakfast and took off for the
glacier. Only one team was ahead of us. The sun was coming up, lighting everything in ever-changing shades of pink and gold, as we turned off the headlamps and put on the crampons at the foot of
the glacier. After a little review session everyone was roped up and flatfooting it up the lowest ice,
when suddenly Tim's right crampon fell off. Oops! Soon the problem was sorted out and we
quickly mushed up and over the flat part of the lower glacier, catching up and passing the other
pafy. V/e zigged right at the lowest icefatl, getting onto some 25-30 degree ice on the right margin
before cresting above it on a sort of plateau. Ice master Christoph just French techniqued his way
up, using his axe in walking stick mode (the Euros would call this piolet traction, eh?), whereas I
found it much easier, not to mention more secure mentally, to frontpoint and use my axe pick. As
the last one on the rope I was a little bit nervous as I climbed up behind Tim and watched his crampons nearly flex right off his tele boots every time he frontpointed, only about 2-3m it front of my
face. Once on the plateau, we had to zagback way left a¡ound a bergschrund to gain the col at the
bottom of the North Arête.
Now the
we had run into the day before had told us that they had picketed and
belayed their way down the North Arête after deciding not to go back down the west ridge scree
choss fest. But they were doing it at 2 in the afternoon when the snow was sloppy. By contrast, at 8
A.M. the snow was lovely and finn and we wandered up the sharp arête easily, with no need to
place protection or belay. (Also, to tell the truth, I don't think we had any pickets...) Beginning as a
shaç, but low angle crest, the arete gradually steepens to about 45 degrees at the top, but also loses
definition, so the increasing steepness is balanced by a loss of exposure. And that exposure is something you're glad to lose, although tightrope walking your way along a 2 foot wide snow crest with
80 degree, hundreds of meter drops on either side is really part of what makes the route so compelling. There is also the beautiful North Face on your left to look at: when we were there, we could
see the upper detachment where a three meter deep slab avalanche had come off right across the
face. Kind of sobering. V/e pulled up the final bit of the a¡ête (2nd class rock moves on rubbledepending on your orientation to these matters you'll either call this the crux, or sigh with relief
that you're off the snow) and onto the crest of the mountain. The summit was just a few post holes
away and it was only nine AM, with a beautiful sunny day and views in every direction "as far as
the eye can see". Despite what I'd been told, I couldn't see \Vaddington, though! Strangely enough,
you can't see Garibaldi either: the angles are just right for it to hide behind Castle Towers.
Well, we hung around and took some pictures for awhile, and then decided to head back
down. Descending the arête was easier than coming up, because I had become habituated to the air
on either side. As well, the snow had softened, making the chance of self-arrest a little better.
Although still minimal, the increase was enough to boost my confrdence, Of course, since the North
Arête is a snow arête, if by chance I had stumbled and tripped, I knew my companions would be
only too happy to hurl themselves off in the other direction in order to save my bacon. Then again,
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since they were roped to me, they would have been saving themselves too...maybe there is something to this roped travel business after all? Once we were offthe arête, we continued down more or
less the way ìve had come up, except for a slight detour at the upper limit of the icefall. There were
some tracks which went off in this direction and we thought we could shortcut and follow them
down and through the crevasses. However, like most shofcut ideas, this one turned out to be bogus.
The tracks were those of the West Ridge dudes from the previous day, and they were simply off
route. So we followed their tracks down to the lip of the giant crevasse, and then back up to the correct route again. We ended up downclimbing the icy section based on Christoph's assurance that it
would work out atright. (I was keen on bollard rappels just because I've never set one up, and not, I
stress, because I was gripped or something, That would not be in accordance with my hard man
mountain image. But I digress...). Since I was in the rea¡ I got to use the fancy feature on my Pulsar
axe by belaying through the head notch. Although this is actually set up so you can dog off a tool
while placing a screw, it works Fetty good for axe belays too, providing you have the pick in and
not the shaft.

Moonrise over Wedge ML
Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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By the time we were onto the flat part of the glacier, things were getting fairly hot and
slushy and we all had snow ball-up problems. We ended up unroping and continuing at various
paces. By this time of year the crevasses are all fairly visible, and the ones our path crossed were
not open more than a few centimeters anyways, so the decision to unrope was not that difûcult to
make. \il'e walked off the glacier, stripped off the gear and trudged back along the lakeshore to
camp, arriving about 1 in the afternoon. Here we reunited with Chad and Tama¡a, the Sherpas on
our expedition. We slept in the sun, chased mamots with our c¿ìmeras, and ate food for an hour or
so, just kicking back and enjoying the beautiful day.
In order to show that this article is not just about self-glorif.cation, I'll mention here how I
carried a bunch of gear I didn't need up to the top of Wedge and back. You see, originally we had
been planning to travel as two ropes of three. When Tamara and Chad bailed, we ended up as a rope
of four. Yet for some reason I figured travelling as two ropes of two would be better on the technical
paft of the route, so I lugged a 9mm all the way up to the sta¡t of the a¡ete only to decide it wasn't
such a good idea. For some reason I also wore my helmet all day. I must have been the only person
between Pembefon and Squamish wearing a helmet that day. Safety fust, eh?
Now is also the time to mention a mysterious incident. I was wearing my old glasses, the
first pair I ever owned. They're pretty trashed now and I use them as mountaineering/climbing
glasses because I don't really care what happens to them. Because they were stepped on at one
time, one of the lens frames is a little warped. Unless you tighten it up every couple of days, it progressively loosens until the lens falls out suddenly. Unfortunately it's the lens that I actually need. (I
have fucked up eyes-one is normal and the other one takes thick lenses. People are weird.) So, just
when we reached the col at the base of the arête, I reahzed that the lens had fallen out. The functional one. So I was wearing a pair of glasses that didn't do anything. I had no depth perception.
Funny how I had to be up above a big drop to notice this! I was kind of worried since I thought the
lens might have fallen out into a crevasse or something. However, when we got back to camp I
found the missing lens safe and sound on my bivi sack. Strange little story-no real point I guess.
Once the climbing team had rested, the reunited party set off down the Î¡ail and back to civilization. Almost at once "spacing" began to appear. Chad and his enorrnous pack, feeling the pull
of gravity more strongly than the rest ofus, accelerated and soon disappeared from view. Tama¡a,
with blistered feet, and Tim, wearing telemark boots, proceeded at a more sedate pace. In fact, Tim
had the extra burden of carrying his unused skis back down the trail. Perhaps Tim will win a goon
award for this feat? At any rate, between three and four hours later, various members of the party
staggered into the parking lot, dusty and sore. In fact, Chad staggered into the parking lot at least
twice, because he went back to help Tim and Tamara with their heavy loads once he had dropped
his own. Rememberthis story the next time you go hiking and Chad wants to come along.
After a certain amount of groaning and soaking of feet in a cold pool, everyone recovered
enough to get in the ca¡s and drive into Whistler, where the trip was celebrated with beer, french
fries and Olympic gymnastics and diving on big screen TV at the Boot Pub. Then it was back to
Vancouver.

What was so special about this trip? A bunch of people climb a summit, nothing goes
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wrong; big deal, no story, eh? And yet this trip was among the best trips I've ever done. I credit the
excellent weather and classic route partly for this; it was also pøttly a feeling of escape from work.
Yet I think that the main reason I had such a good time was simply due to my companions, who
were all also having a good time. In fact there was a noticeable abundance of good cheer and positive attitude. Climbing a peak with a bunch of your friends, on the finest day of suntmer: what can
compare to that?

Particioants:
TimDuty

Tama¡a Rusnak
Drew Brayshaw

Chad Rudiak
Shane Cook

Christoph
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The lll-Fated Yosemite Adventures of Me and
Bobbi McGee
(from St. Maries to St. Mary's)
by Shoshønnq Reiter
Bobbi and I had a dream. \ü'e had been perfectly content for about a week and a half at my
grand-parent's cabin near St. Maries, Idaho, but when we heard from Doug @oughboy) V/itm
about his upcoming Yosemite pilgrimage, we were inspired to do the same. My mom and grandparents'rvere going to be back in four days and we were suppose to meet them at the cabin, but we figured we could still get two days of climbing in. We had a slight delay about two minutes into the
fourteen hour drive, when one of our tires went pancake flat. It was too late to drive into town to get
the tire fi.xed, so we walked back to the cabin to ¡egroup. Our dream was then struck the fatal blow
when my mom called. You see, I hadn't actually asked her if we could use her not-so-trusty multi
van steed because she was at another cabin with no phone. I had assumed that since an eight hour
drive to City of Rocks was going to be OK that I could stretch the driving time a bit.
Well, I was wrong and was still wrong after a long conversation full of arguing, pleading
and begging (Bobbi and I were suffering from climbing withdrawal after all). However, we are
made of stubborn stuff, so we set our sights on another (closer) national park. The next day we set
off with a flxed tire to Glacier National Park in Montana. We didn't really know what we were
going to do there, but we flgured it was the only way to shake the Yosemite blues. The first night we
stayed at the Apgar campground near the west Glacier entrance. It is pretty much your run-of-themill mobile home infested campground.
The next morning we went to the visitor center to plan our adventure. This proved a difficult
task since all the back-country campgrounds we wanted to go to were full. I suggest going to the
visitor center the day before you want to leave to book ahead. We finally found a destination that
seemed pretty cool and was a good distance since we had to leave the next day. Our destination was
Atlantic creek which is on the eastern side ofthe park and near the continental divide. The drive to
the trail-head was amazing (Montana's autobahnesque no speed limit roads making it even more
fun). We actually passed our turn-off thanks to a lack of proper signage, but were appeased with the
views we got further down and the ice cream we got when we stopped in St. Mary's for directions.
If any of you are lucky enough to do the same hike we did, I suggest driving the extra bit to St.
Ma¡y's, and in case the back-country pemrit person forgets to tell you, the real tum-off for the trailhead is the Cut Bank Creek turn-off.
The hike to the campground is 6.9km and is really easy. There is plenty of water along the
trail, but although it looks pure and sparkling it has evil bacteria, so bring a filter (this is true for all
of the trails in the park). The trail winds through a valley with glaciers on both sides and since the
trailhead is at about 5,000ft., you get great views. When we reached the campground which has
four sites, we set up our tent and continued along the trail towards triple Divide Pass. Practically all
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of the elevation gain was after the campground, but it is still a pretty moderate hike although yelling at the Grizzlies that frequent the trail and were hiding behind every bend (approx' 2,500 bears,
about half G¡¡zzlies, had been sighted in the park that season) and daring the mountain goats to
show themselves can be exhausting work. This part of the trail is much more stimulating since you
go up the side of a mountain instead of walking along the valley. At the summit of Triple Divide
Pass, you get a breath-taking view of Triple Divide Peak as well as Norns and Split mountains' The
trail actually continues north and if we had had enough time we would've hiked all the way back to
St. Mary's for some more ice cream. While paying our respects to the mountain gods and goddesses
on the summit, we were joined by a hoary marmot and several exotic species of chipmunks'
On the way back, we came around a bend, and lo, there stood a mother mountain goat and
her two kids. Both parties stood looking at each other not knowing what to do since the trail is far
too na.rrow for us to avoid each other. Bobbi and I were of the opinion that the goats were the nimbler of the two and therefore should be the ones to attempt the steep cliff descent. Luckily they
agreed and after a reproachful look they set off. We hiked out the next day and celebrated another
amazing (if somewhat bumpy) adventure at Kalispell's excellent Taco Hell.

Bobbi and Shoshanna at the Atlantic Creek trailhead in Montana
Photo: Shoshanna Reiter
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Rain is a Four Letter Word
by Joanna Wood
Last summer Carolyn Yule and I decided to take a break from our city jobs and hike the
Chilkoot Trail in the Yukon. V/e planned to fly to Whitehorse and catch a ¡ide to the trailhead with
a mutual friend who lives in the capital city. However, even after attempting to bribe the travel
agent, we were still unable to get any of the cheap seats that were being advertised. W'e reconsidered our options and were persuaded by Judith to go hiking in the Stein Valley instead. Rather than
doing the entire traverse which would have involved some organization and coordination of transportation, we opted to sta¡t alLizzie Lake and hike as far as time allowed and then tum back.
We set out the fi¡st weekend in August. Neither of us could recall having ever seen such
heavy rain as that which began pelting the car frfteen minutes no¡th of Whistler. Hoping the rain
gods would take pity on us we camped out in a pizza shop in Pemberton for a bit and tried hard to
appreciate the irony of the situation. Vancouver had just had several weeks of hot, sunny weather
while we had been stuck inside working.
By the time we reached Mount Currie we thought
our prayers had been answered. Brimming with enthusiasm, we missed the Lillooet Lake turnoff, which we later
discovered was quite well marked. When we finally
turned off onto the Port Douglas Fo¡est road it was raining again and we found we were in for more of an adventure than we had bargained for. Station wagons and
waterbars are sort of like oil and water. We got stuck in
the mud and had to turn a¡ound. This proved difficult
because of the rain, the mud, and the threatening cliff on
one side. After much shedding of sweat and tea¡s the task
was finally accomplished and Carolyn maneuvered the
ca¡ back down the hill. I followed on foot, the rationale
being that if the car spun out of control and over the edge
I would be able to get help. 'When we finally found a safe

Our intrepid heroes!
place to park we revived our spirits with food and began the trek back up the hill on foot.
Once at LizzieLake we set up our tent in the rain, hung our food (an adventure in itseþ and
went to bed regretting the soggy sandwiches we had brought for dinner - our last taste of fresh?!
food for a week. The next moming, having slept for more than twelve hours, we awoke refreshed.
But it was still raining. Our tent was dry inside but we knew that if we packed it up in the rain it
would get wet. So we decided to go for a day hike. We envied the people whose cars had made it all
the way up the road and who were the¡efore able to keep all thei¡ gear dry overnight. After breakfast we began our trek but we started up the wrong trail and had to backtrack. (The guidebook said
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finding the trail at this point was the hardest part of the trip so we did not feel too badly.) We
climbed up the hillside through an old growth forest, quickly shedding layers. I promised myself I
would buy a rain poncho for my next big hiking trip, The other hikers looked as protected from the
rain as I was but miraculously they were not drowning in sweat induced by layers of Gortex' Soon
we took a wrong turn again but corrected our error within minutes and were on our way.
Emerging from the dense forest we rejoiced that the rain had let up. We darted through a
mosquito infested swamp and soon we came to the Gates of Shangri-La where we marveled at the
view as well as the agility of a dog brought along by some fellow hikers. We hiked alongLizzie
Creek and decided it would be a perfect spot for swimming. Our optimism high, we planned a swim
for the next day when we would return with our dry tent. When we a¡rived atLizzie Creek cabin
the mystery ofthe helicopters that had been flying overhead all day was solved. A group ofpeople,
friends of the man who had built the cabin, were fixing the roof.
At about this time it started to rain again. We ate lunch just past the cabin, surrounded by
beautiful but drowning meadow flowers. We chose this spot as a potential place to camp when we
returned. After lunch we hiked through the meadow, or more accurately the river of mud, to reach
Arrowhead Lake. Ma¡veling at the beauty of the area we could only imagine what lay ahead. But
alas daylight was running out and we had to turn around.

Heading down my backside felt the magnetic pull of the muddy trail more than once and I
was truly glad I had my Gortex pants on. We returned to our tent, having taken only one wrong turn
on the way down, and had an improvised dinner - the result of stove that would not light (possibly
due to the fall it took at breakfast). We discussed our options for the next morning but went to bed
without having reached any conclusion.
In the morning we awoke to patches of blue sky and began to rejoice. However the blustery
wind was quickly bringing in more and more nimbus clouds. A friendly neighbour helped us solve
the stove problem, but even with that dilemma solved we decided to head to a sunnier destination.
We did not want to spend our only week of summer vacation in the rain, so we packed up and plodded down the road. We stopped to put rocks under the tires of several cars that had been parked
rather precariously.
We headed east, but the rain was still falüng. Even in Penticton it was raining but we
stopped anyway. We spent our first night in the only vacant campsite a¡ound and were kept awake
by drunk teenagers who had perfected the art of whining about anything and everything imaginable. In the morning we drove to Vaseux Lake camp ground. The clouds had disappeared and Penticton was as we remembered it - hot and dry. We spent the day basking in the sun and swimming.
Carolyn later regretted her decision to not put on sunscreen (think cooked lobster). The rest of the
week we went on several short hikes (Skaha Bluffs, Kettle Valley Railway) saw a movie, lounged
around the beach (including a day at a private resort in Naramata), traded books with the campground caretaker, and visited the fruit leather factory for free samples and good deals. While not the
trip we had originally planned it was a sunnier alternative. Plus the day after we left the Stein a forest fire broke out. Don't ask me how.

I didn't think wet
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Harrison Lake Cragging
by Drew Brayshaw
Having read an article by Andy Gabrys in last year's VOCJ about climbing near Harrison
Lake, I knew that it existed. But that was pretty much all that I knew. While I was working in the
Fraser Valley this sunìmer, I had an opportunity to check out these crags, and find out a bit more
about them.
Shane and I explored this area one day after getting rained off a mountaineering objective.
Then Cam, Alexa and I came back and did a few routes one summer evening. I've done about five
routes at these crags, and what beta I'm passing on is based on that. Anyone with more correct
information is asked to let me know it.
Firstly, how to get there. Get on the Harrison Hot Springs road from Highway 7 and start
driving. This is about 2 hrs. drive from Vancouver or 45 minutes from Chilliwack. Eventually, just
before reaching downtown core of Harrison Hot Springs, you will pass under a set of big power
lines that cross the road. These are at the nofh end of a goH coluse that is on the west side of the
road (your left as you drive north). Beyond these power lines you can see granite crags in a forest
on the west (left) side ofthe road. Those crags are your destination.
Immediately after the golf course, and directly under the power lines, is a powerline access
road running west, It's a rough road, more of a ca¡t track, but 2wdable. Turn left onto this road and
drive along it until you come to a parking area and turna¡ound. This is the end of the road so its
ha¡d to miss. At the nofh end of this parking area the trail to the crags starts. Get your gear together
and don't forget to turn off your lights (recommendation based on experience).
The trail crosses a one-plank bridge over a drainage ditch @O NOT fall inl) and then follows a trail through a swampy a¡ea. You are completely enclosed by vegetation and may have
'Nam flashbacks. Part of the trail follows a boa¡dwalk created by local climbers from pallets. It is
fairly ingenious. It takes about five minutes to get to the crags.
The rock is granite, quite good quality (smooth and polished, solid). The angle of the jointing can be steep, so the climbs may seem more like Leavenworth or Comic Rocks than the Smoke
Bluffs. There are lots ofinclusions, so you will find chickenheads and pockets. There appears to be
lots of potential for new routes, but you've got to be prepared to clean: Shane and I met some guys
putting up a route. They were cleaning with a RAKE and SHOVEL. This would get them to the
stage where they could start to wirebrush. (!) For all the crazed first ascencionists out there, it is
safe to assume that any route clean enough to climb has already been climbed. There doesn't seem
to be any standardized place for first ascencionists to record new routes, more like word of mouth,
so a guidebook isn't going to magically appear and clea¡ up questions of names and grading.
Now about the climbs. In my experience the cleanest climbs are the little half pitch routes
right where the trail meets the crags. Directly ahead is a wall with two diagonal cracks: the left is
easy 5.10 and the right one 5.8 or 5.9. Take some big gear (fist jams etc.) On the left is an obvious
seam with a bolt, leading to a left facing comer and then a roof. It is possible to pull right around
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the roof (done this way the route is 5.9ish) or hand traverse left (grade? didn't do il looked harder.)
These th¡ee climbs çan be TR'ed with some scrambling.
To the left of the last climb are some short, hard boulder problems (we couldn't do them)
and some older climbs on a cleaned wall, that are growing back a bit. These routes are longer (full
rope?) and don't seem super hard, also lower angle. Left again past these routes is a big roofhigher
up with some boulder choked offwidths going through it.
If you go right where the trail meets the wall, you encounter a steep wall with diagonal
cracks. Some locals told me they were 5,10 c/d and 5.11ish. The trail continues right past this wall
to an area with many projects, the furthest away of which is a multipitch face climbing wall which
takes about fifteen minutes of hiking and scrambling to get to'
Above the steep wall with the diagonal cracks mentioned in the last paragraph is a route on
the next higher tier of crags which involves bolted slab climbing linking together flakes and cracks.
It is about 10a in difficulty, and bouldery. You can reach it from the top of the above mentioned
climbs or by traversing over right from the belay of the first two cracks described in this article
(where trail meets cliff). There are supposedly other tiers of climbs above this: think of the Smoke
Bluff Connection for an example of the type of climbing here (i.e. NOT a continuous multipitch

climb).

If, from the point where the trail meets the crags, you scramble up to the top of the seam-tocorner-to-roof route, and then proceed up and left, you should arrive at the base of a larger wall.
This wall is more exposed (sticks out of the trees) and has multipitch climbs on it, apparently
mostly bolt protected, about 4 pitches long, and 5.10 to 5.11 in grade. These climbs are closed due
to peregrine nesting from April through July, according to the locals we met, so if you want to
climb them keep that in mind. Given the grades involved and the time we rwere there (late June/
early July) we didn't climb them so I can't help you out any more with descriptions of these routes.
That basically covers the climbs. The climbers are a mixture of local Valley types and windsurfers from Harrison Lake who climb when the wind is bad, Not enough people climb the routes to
keep them spotlessly clean Squamish style so expect some dirt and/or moss to be a part of your
cragging experience. Given the swampy location, humidity can be high, mosquitoes can be a nuisance, and the lower walls don't dry too fast after a big rain. However, in my opinion the climbs are
worthy of more trafflc than they now get so I'm doing my bit to hype them up. If your mountaineering trip to Slesse or Yak is cut short by mountain weather you may be able to salvage an entefaining day of climbing here. Plus, with the time from Vancouver it's possible to daytrip to avoid the
Squamish scene for a day. Longer trips (i.e. weekend) seem possible too, there are some old DIY
campsites in the trees left about five minutes of the climbs. Locals are friendly and seem to like
passing on what little beta they know about the area.
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The Great Sedgwick Slog
by Drew Brayshaw and Shane Cook
Part I: Bv Drew
On the way up to Squamish you go through Brittania Beach. Off to the left, across Howe
mill is a large white mountain, presenting a vast snow face towa¡ds
you. This is Mt. Sedgwick, a popular trip. Now I had heard that the big Sejj was a good climb and
all, but I never really got all that hyped to do it until this year. It so happened that last year's VOCJ
had two accounts of Sedgwick trips. Cowboy Ai and Ma¡ek did it as a spring trip and had an adventure: it took them four days and they used way too much fuel. Lenny and Katrina went in the fall,
and round tripped in two days despite forgetting their food. So it seemed that Sedgwick could show
two faces: the epic andthe easy.
After working a few weeks on my thesis fieldwork I was ready for some time off (ust like
now, in November, I write this while I should be playing with my data on the computer). I called up
Shane and he said he and Laura were all set for Sedgwick. OK sure, twist my rubber arm a bit!
Packing up, I decided to try going light, and just filled a 50 liter pack with the nrinimum
essentials. I was surprised I managed to fit all my gear in; as it turned out, it all fit in because I left
most of my clothes lying on the floor at home. Cleverly enough, I also managed to leave the fuel
bottle for my stove at home. The curse of Sedgwick strikes again?
So, all innocentl¡ come the day I hopped into the back seat of Shane & Laura's car not
really realizing I was leaving some important gear behind. Off we went to Squamish where we hit
the "Timber Foods" store (Overwaitea on strike, eh) for last minute stock-up. What's this- Clif Bars
$1.49-I broke the bank! Then we drove to Darrell Bay where we just missed a ferry, so sat around
eyeing the Papoose for an hou¡. Finally we boarded the logger ferry (freel -what a deal) and set off.
Being the only passengers at mid-morning, we persuaded the captain to sail close to the west shore
of Howe Sound to check out the granite crags you see on that side. Nice...very nice...but kind of
remote too (unless you windsurf).
So, arriving at Woodfibre, we signed in the register and then stafed hiking up the trail. It
was Canada Day weekend and yet not too many people were over here- in fact, we were the first
that day! Someone last week had signed out with the news of six feet of snow, and the upper lake
frozen over...not sounding so wonderfi.¡I, hey. So we thought maybe we would camp at the lower
lake and have a longer day of it on Saturday. In fact this is what happened. We hiked up this nice,
totally driveable road for an hour and then hit the trail up the fearsome Headwall. It seemed to go
for ever, or at least 45 minutes, and then Henrietta Lake appeared. Two hours from the ferry, what
an ordeal eh? The cabin logbook is fult of people's comments bitching about the "four hour
Sound, high up above the pulp

approach" - just not true.
So now we had the whole day to kill and interestingly enough, the nice folks at Woodfibre
have provided a boat for those who stay around the cabin. Unfortunately, they didn't think to bring
oars, so we improvised with shovels and bits of wood. \il'e had a nice little row down the lake with
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lots of fishjumping and unfortunately, no hooks, rod or reels. Afte¡ discoveriîg a gteat beer cooler
stream with only two drawbacks: one, no beer and two, only an hour's paddle from the cabin (but
just the right temperature), we rowed back down the lake. I would have to say that Hen¡ietta Lake,
in my opinion, is pretty cool. There are all sorts of dead trees rising from the water, dating back to
when the water level was raised by the building of the dam, and I thought it would be a good idea
for someone to spend some time with a chainsaw and carve them into totem poles. Just imagine,
floating on the lake in the mist and totems looming out of the fog all around you, like spirits of the
dead forest. In fact, if anyone from the Canada Council reads this, feel free to give me money.
Back at the cabin we amused ourselves reading the cabin logbook and chortling over the
va¡ious entries. It seems that lots of "Hoods in the Woods" from Pofeau Camp come up here. But
what do you make of the following acid-dropper's entry: "'Watch out for zofl6i2s, they'll CRUSH
your RIBfi!"? Man, isn't it a good thing that people like this are being introduced to the outdoors?
Then there were the entries of some dude and his dog who seemed to do nothing but hike up to the
cabin. Like, this guy had nearly half the logbook filled up with his entries (sort of like me and the
journal, eh?). There were some humourous comments about this from other hikers. There were aÌso
some inspiring entries from other parties who were planning traverses to Sigurd Lake and so on.
Deciding not to stay in the cabin, which seemed like Mouse Central, we set up camp on the
nice flat helicopter landing pad, ate dinner (with me borrowing Shane's stove) and turned in.
I was in a bivy sack, and a¡ound 11:30 PM noticed black clouds rolling in, so I decided to go
into the cabin to sleep. Now, the problem here was that my boots were tucked under the fly of
Shane & Laura's tent. So, half asleep and in my skivvies, I put my headlamp on and started fumbling around for my boots. The sound of terror in Shane's voice when he woke up at midnight and
saw a light and a strange figure trying to stealthily open his tent was truly incredible. So off I went
to sleep in the cabin while Shane tried to calm his racing pulse and get back to sleep. But I was punished for my sins with strange, evil dreams. Marek and Ai also reported disturbed sleep when they
stayed in the cabin. Maybe it is haunted?
Early on the next moming we awoke, did the usual and set off for the summit of mighty
Sedgwick. The weather didn't look too good, but then, it wasn't too bad, either. Sort of cloudy, with
dark skies and cold wind. We mushed up to Sylvia Lake, which was frozen over, and then on to
Woodfrbre Lake, ditto. Lots of elevation gain and loss along the ridge. Reminiscent of the Howe
Sound Crest Trail but with better views. By the time we were bypassing the summit (if you can
really call something so insignificant a summit) of Mt. Roderick, about 3 1/2 hours had gone by. A
long slog, eh! And on and on we went. By about 5 hours after leaving camp, I was standing on the
subpeak of Sedgwick, looking at the actual summit some distance away and trying to summon up
enough energy to continue. \Mhat a fucking grunt! The snow was all sloppy and wet and every step
was hellish. Need I mention that I had on leather boots instead of plastics? Some stupid idea of saving weight and easier hiking. Yup, pretty dumb of me. Laura and Shane were back behind me on a
knoll, totally strung out. I figured if I didn't make another push soon, I wouldn't, so I waved to
them and kept going. Fifty steps then rest, fofy, thirty, twenty five...it was a fucking grunt of a
climbl If I had been in the Himalayas I probably would have died. An hour after leaving the sub-
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peak I dragged myself up some class 2 scrambling to the real sumrnit and collapsed in a heap. The
weather had not been kind. You could see black squalls racing from Vancouver Island across the
Strait of Georgia, to strike the mountains (and you) with rain, hail and wind, then continue on to
attack Mt. Garibaldi, leaving you in a sunny interval until the next squall struck. The zippers got a
good workout as the Gore-tex went on...and off...back on...unzip pitzips...zip up pitzips...take off
jacket...back on...etc.
Well, after dosing down some energy food I was able to sit up and take photos of all the
nearby mountains. Due to the shitty light none of them turned out any good. I also let out a victory
cry. Faintly I heard an answering call from back at the subpeak. So I wasn't fully surprised when I
started glissading back down the ridge and ran into Shane on his way up. It seemed he had been at
the brink of death when he heard my call and decided if he was going to die, he might as well do it
on the real summitl I trucked back and hung out with Laura aL a fancy little garbage bag shelter
(two engineers with time on their hands, eh?) while Shane bagged the peak. Laura was fully tuckered out and had decided that the summit was not feasible that day. So we sat in the snow on our
packs and ate chocolate. It really does help you keep warm! This was important because as you all
remembe¡ I forgot most of my clothes at home, and was wearing a cotton T-shirt and radpants
under my Gore-tex. "Cotton kills" and it was doing its best on me!
Once Shane retumed we set off back the way we came. Glissading, yeah! Then came the
first uphill section (bump traversing, what goes up must go down) and morale flagged. But I figured
that stupidity is its own reward, and went out of my way to summit Roderick and all its subsummits
just for the hell of it. Shane and Laura were just content to slog along and shake their heads at my
foolishness. In this case I was willing to put principle ahead of practicality. Even more bumps took
their toll and our party became spread fu¡ther and further apart, like the last scrapings from an
empty jam-jar when all you have for breakfast is toast. (How's that for a pathetic metaphor?) At
any rate I staggered into the cabin after a 10 hour day with S&L about 45 minutes behind. I was so
tired I don't remember exactly how I dried my wet clothes or what I ate for dinner, not that it makes
a difference anyways. We had originally planned to catch the last ferry out that night but another
night in the haunted cabin was OK by this point! Of all the parties at Hen¡ietta Lake that weekend,
we were the only ones who made it past Roderick, which gave us something to be proud of.
Come Sunday morning we woke up early and took off for the ferry. Although it was Canada
Day, I was not feeling very patriotic (being an ana¡chist and all) until I ran into a black bear by the
side of the road. Then I sang a few choruses of "O Canada' and threw in "99 Bottles Of Beer on the
Wall" for verisimilitude. I made it all the way down to 26 bottles: what a long hike out, eh? We
caught another empty ferry back to Darrell Bay and headed straight for the Mountain Burger House
for a nice greasy breakfast.

Part II: Bv Shane
'Well,

there we were: Timber Foods, downtown Squamish. Not necessarily a great place to
I would guess a conmon one. We had missed our intended ferry to the
'Woodflbre
Pulp Mill but this was probably for the best because Drew only had enough food for
about one meal and we planned to be away for three days. So, after restocking the food bags we

start an adventure, but
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returned to the ferry landing and waited.
The hike into Henrietta Lake is not overly exciting but the view of the Sky Pilot area from
the middle of the dam is worth the few hours of effort. Upon arriving at the lake sometime early in
the day we decided not to be ha¡dcore and stay at Henrietta Lake for the night. Word was that going
on to Sylvia Lake meant snow, brrrrr (this was Canada Day - it seemed wrong to camp in the snow
on Canada Day). This decision was followed by a mad boat race across the lake, and some exploring around the area. That night Laura and I camped on the Heli Pad (despite warnings in "103
Places to get Lost ") and Drew bivied in the Hut. (Still don't know why the bivi sac was needed in
the hut, but it may have been to keep out unwanted guests.)
The next day we left fairly early in the day to conquer Sedgewick. After the initial grind up
to the ridge near Sylvia Lake we stafed to encounter snow, but it was nice firm summer snow so it
was not a big deal. The big deal was all of the darn ups and downs on the way to Sedgewick. The
hike was very nice along the ridge but by the time we got to the false summit on Sedgewick Laura
and I were feeling very bagged. We decided we would wait there and Drew would continue onto
the summit. Fortunately, when he reached the top he hooted and hollered so much that I was just
taken by the urge to go join him. My legs had recovered a fair bit from the rest so off I charged like
a madman. Consequently, I was almost dead again by the time I met up with D on his way down.
He said the last little scramble through some rocks and the views from the summit were wofh the
effof so on I went, while D returned to wait with Laura. Fortunately for D he was right and the
views were worth the effort - the backside of the Tantalus Range looks just as good as the front.
But, no time to dilly dally so off I charged, and invigorated by the views I half-walked half-ran
down the snow slopes to where D and L waited. It was an incredibly long return trip back to Henrietta Lake and I was ready to drop, so I vetoed any ideas D had of returning eaily (I think these were
due to the fact that despite the trip to Timber Foods he still did not have enough to eat). So, we
made camp by the lake once again, but this time we had company other than the rodent variety.

Up eailyish (but definitely not an alpine start), we ate a quick breakfast and packed our
belongings and headed for the ferry once again. D seemed to be in better shape than me and L and
dashed out into the lead for most of the hike. It was not until we were half way down through the
clearcuts that we suddenly hea¡d a most unpleasant racket. L and I strained to hear what it
was...could be a moose with hemorrhoids....could be an excited yak, but... No! We guessed it was D
singing. For those of you who know Drew well, I think his singing voice is directly related to his
taste in music, which is pretty bad. Now, we could make out the lilting strains of "O Canada" sung
as only D could sing them. Knowing that it was Canada Day it still surprised us, for L and I did not
expect D to be an overly patriotic sort of fellow. The questions were all answered a little later at the
ferry docks when D explained that he had seen a bear and had started singing out of a desire to
scare the bear away..... and that is how I discovered what makes Drew patriotic.
The Heroic Sedgwick Assault Team:
Drew

Brayshaw

Shane

Cook

Laura Ervin

Special postscript chdllenge - last year's VOCI contained a slanderow article by Mark Grist in whích he
boasted about climbíng Cathedral Mtn. in 14 hours round trip. Well, ifyou add all our hiking time up it came out to 14 hours ferry to fetry.
Iæt's see you (try to) do Sedgwick in a day, Mark!

Author\ Note[Drew]:
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Party belly!
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Doug l{ilm at Joshua Tþee
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'WENT ON A TRIP (to Harrison Hut)'
by Kate Edwards and Steph Fung
Kate and Steph went on a trip. They went on this trip with many others. Mark, Blair, Shane,
Laura, Reto, Yuriko, Sabina, Reyna, Renee, Arash, Jenny, Janet, Nick, and Jeff. On a bright, sunny
morning 76 eager hikers headed for the hills, full of exuberance in anticipation of spending Thanksgiving weekend at Harrison Hut. Mark "the man" Grist had everything eutcf under control. After
minor setbacks (no bridge), the group reached snowline well past noon. Vy'ell prepared and fully
expecting this turn of events, we naturally slapped on multiple layers ofpolypro, fleece, and goretex. Okay, so we may be slightly exaggerating,...or blatantly lying, depending on your point of
view.
Snow, Snow, snow, snorw, snowsnowsnowsnowsnovv. We made progress. Lots of progress.

Time passed. It got dark. Very dark. We made progress. Bring on the headlamps! Or not.
Eventually, the epicness of our situation became clear. Congratulations to Mark Grist, proud
owner ofthe first epic ofthe year.

This way to the epic, everybody!
Photo: Blair Hammond
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River after river was crossed, until a quick dip brought about the verdict that the water Ìvas
comfortably warm. Potential hypothermia coupled with hunger and fatigue prompted the words
"time to stop, guys" from our fea¡less leader. After a thorough inventory check, a total of one tent
(2-person), one ground-sheet, and 3 lengths ofrope were procured. With careful consideration paid
to comfort level, 8 bodies were placed inside the tent (with a guy/girl ratio of I:7, we might add).
Five others cuddled under a ground sheet, and 3 under a dripping wet tree, against a rock. A cold
night was hadby some, and atoasty one by others, again depending on your point ofview.
Leaving the newly ch¡istened Bivy Island on Sunday morning, we gleefully scrambled up
the boulder fleld to arrived at Harrison Hut.
Of Note: MEC sales skyrocketed the following weekend.

6I

Don't Have Epics'

by Blair Hammond
I'd never been to Harrison Hut. I'd tried once before, when a few of us went up there to
attul and mark a route, but between thick bush and thicker hornets, we had to stop just shy of
hut and turn back in order to get home in time. Thus I was looking forwa¡d to this late season

blaze
the

hiking trip to what was reputed to be the VOC's finest hut. Moose took care of the organizalonal
stuff, all I had to do was come along and provide some experience to a large group of new VOC'ers
he was leading up there.

The day dawned early, everyone was picked up and we started the long drive to Meager
Creek hot springs, where the trail more or less begins. All told, there were 17 of us. The rented boogie van veritably sang along with a full cargo of eager youth, and we ¡eached the bridge across
Meager Creek. Rather, we reached a locked gate just before the bridge, which was no longer .there
and was in the process of being replaced. Undeterred, every one geared up and started walking,
with the assumption that we could walk across. After sorre time waiting for a lapse in the use of
heavy machinery the construction crew kindly let us cross. This was the first setback: an extra 8 or
10 km of walking along logging roads before we even reached the trail head. It was raining lightly,
on and off, and I noticed that there were disturbing amounts of cotton on the bodies of all these new
VOC'ers.

It continued to rain, more on than off. Our grcup was moving very slowly, and I was already
I was also already a little grumpy, as I
didn't want to have some epic because everyone was dawdling. I learned, as we hiked along, that
more than haH the group had hardly slept at all the night before and was therefore ready for bed

beginning to have fears that we wouldn't reach the hut.

before we even sta¡ted.
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An unnamed trip participant taking the plunge with an (available?)
VOC President on the way to llarrison hut.
Photo: Shane Cook
By the time we reached the trail-head, it was 3 pm or so. It being middle October, we still
had quite a bit of light, and I flgured that if we hurried along, we couÌd likely make it before dark.
Needless to say, we didn't hurry along. It seemed to take forever to move through the slippery
rhododendron (also known as "Mountain Misery") that covered the steep mountainside. Despite
the advice of the upright, ffiffiy insisted on moving along this stuff on their knees, which they
would later regret.
As time wore on, the sky darkened, and the refrain of "how fa¡ a¡e we from the cabin" echoed every 10 minutes or so. A little later, the headlamps came out; all 6 of them. A few others had
hand-lights. We now moved even more slowly through the black woods, now past the last route
marker we had placed th¡ee weekends previous. Take a step, turn around and shine your light for
the three behind you depending on it. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. It started snowing. Our pace was
reduced to that of a snail on a cold day. It really sta¡ted snowing. We finally broke out of the woods
and found Mad Horse Creek madly gushing in front of us; we were a little lower than expected.
Shane and Laura, in the front with powerful halogen headlamps on, moved upstream and sta¡ted
working their way across the furious, cold stream. It was wide, the rocks covered with a thin coating of wet, slippery snow. The party snaked and wound it's way slowly across the stream. Nearly
across, someone dunked their leg up to the knee in the freezing cold water; "hey, it's warm" the
owner of the leg exclaimed. "Great" I thought. Getting close to stopping time. I don't have epics.
Once across the stream, Moose calls a few of us together for a pow-wow. We decide to scout a little
further ahead, and if it doesn't look good, we bivy here. We scout a little further ahead and discover
that we're on an island in the middle of Mad Horse Creek; another river crossing if we want to go
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on. We decide to bivy. The word comes down, and, with some assistance, everyone strips off their
wet cotton and puts on warm, dry clothes. A¡ash, whom I had harangued for carrying so much
superfluous clothing, sha¡es out his surplus to all of those who didn't take nearly enough. Things
tend to balance out, I thought to myself.
Presently, a couple of stoves are boiling water and Moose is overseeing the distribution of
soup, tea and hot chocolate. The one tent we have is erected. Vy'e only had one, as we were going to
a hut an "easy" days's hike from the trail-head). The most seriously hypothennic pile in and are fed
a steady stream of warm liquids. I take the ground-sheet and the scanty amounts of string and
attempt to construct a shelter. After much fumbling, something less than ideal is affected, enough to
keep the snow off 4 or 5. I then take the axe and start chopping down beautiful, delicate, slow
growing subalpine fir trees. I'm nearly sobbing at the ecological crime I feel I'm comnitting; me, a
good consewationist, cutting down subalpine firs; ugh!!With some assistance I rnanage to patch
together a lean-to. It should have slept 4 or more, except for the fact that the only two suitable trees
I use for support had a rock between, making entrance and exit difficult, and reducing the amount
of available space to 2.5.
Geoff had been administering to the frozen in the tent, and spirits were beginning to rise.
With 8 people crammed into a 3 person tent, they were routinely getting too hot and somewhat
crushed. Mass hypothermia averted, people began to relax and you staf to hea¡ the occasional
laugh. Kate and Stephanie seem to be enjoying themselves, dancing a¡ound as the desert-plate sized
snowflakes continue to fall. Eventually, everyone is adequately fed and people go to bed. Eight in
the tent, 6 under the ground-sheet shelter and2.5 (Shane, myself and Stephanie) crammed into the
lean-to. Shane, being tallest, is at the side of the lean-to with the rock, and is pressed up against it
all night, frequently shivering. The vibrations actually serve to keep me warm a little, so hopefully
they help him. Stephanie is to my right, crammed down the end, with fu needles in her face no matter which way she turns. I feel quite lucky being squished in the middle.
Afler a fitful night, morning finally anives. There's a tonne of snow, and it takes some time
before everyone can find what they hastily dropped the night before. I abuse myself silently (okay,
not always silentþ) for being so sloppy as to not take better ca¡e of my equipment. Eventually it's
all found and after a dry breakfast, we're on our way across the creek, up the creek and up a scree
slope.
Shane and I go ahead a bit, eager to get to the hut; salvation, there it is! We bang

off our gear
and head in. There's lots of dry wood inside, and I thow some small and medium bits into the
stove, and then douse it liberally with white gas. A large "whoosh" follows the match I throw in,
and flame shoots out the mouth of the stove; instantaneously, a warm fire is crackling, and we feed
it so that it's roaring. The hut immediately begins to wa¡m. People pile in, shedding their gear and
flopping down.
An enormous feast commences, and I think most of us ate for three hours solid. The large
loaf of garlic bread and2hte bottle of wine I brought go down very well, as do Janet's butter tarts
and someone's mulled wine. Like all good feasts, this one was followed by a nap, before the feasting continued on into the night. Memories of the miserable bivy seemed to vanish, and everyone
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seems to be

in a good mood. A small break in the weather allows

a

couple of pictures, and then the

snow starts dumping again.
The next morning we head down, the packs considerably lighter, people better dressed, the
group well fed and well rested. In daylight, we find the correct route, and we make good time on the
way back; good enough to allow for a luxurious soak in the hot springs, which are almost desefed
due to the lack of car access (and, presumably, the "health risk" signs posted around the pools).
Curiously enough, all of the older, scruffler types (all the men) peel down and run naked in convoy
throughout the springs area, whereas the more demure, less scruffy members (the women) discretely slip into bathing suits and behave in a more civilized fashion'
After a good long soak, we walk the last two km back to the ca¡s, pile in and head home. We
are treated to one last highlight when we intemrpt an argument between two large, bull moose; they
run along the road before us for several hundred meters before heading off into the woods. I was
glad we came across them first and scared them off the road, as there were lots of hunters patrolling
the road that day.
lVe finally return the mini-van two hours late, downtown, and bus home, looking forward to
relaxing at work/school the next day. If there are morals to this story they are well known: large
parties move slowly; tired, hungry people move slowly; cotton is cold when wet; the forest is dark
at night; and, finally, even in the ugliest of weather conditions, you can survive the night out if you
are knowledgeable and somewhat prepared. Never again!!
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Needling the Peak
by Ron Horwood

My first ever

V.O.C. trip

was to a place called Needle Peak.

I

didn't know anyone, but I had a
great time trudging through the

unexpected snow and scrambling,

despite not actually reaching the
summit. The next year I knew more
people and I decided to return for
revenge. This time fortune shone
on us (as did the sun) and I managed to get fhaf sumrrit shot I'd
been looking for. In fact I had so
much fun that I decided to go again

this year, which brings us to this
article.

I was keen to go on a more
technical route, and conveniently
Drew had offered to lead a dual trip
via two routes. Unfortunately, the
fates were against us and when
Andre picked me up he told me
that I had better have brought my
snow ge¿¡r. By the time we stopped
at Rolly's Restaurant for our traditional waffle brealdast it was evident that he was right.
Tiacy Matthews and Lara Russell thrashing
their way up Needle Peak
Photo: Drew Brayshaw

In the parking lot

across

from the Yak we decided to go as
one party up the hiking route so
once again

I

was trudging through

the snow up a trail that someone once described as an endless grind through the woods.
A common problem with any large hiking party is that it often gets spread out, and with the
anount of people we had it was unavoidable. As a result when we a¡rived at the tree line we
lounged in the snow until everyone caught up. This year the snow was even deeper than in my first
trip so breaking trail was great fun. However, we reached the base of the south-west ridge in relatively good time. This is where the hike turns into a something of a scramble, and with the snow it
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posed a bit of a route finding problem for some of us and a psychological problem for others. After
a little work most of us made it to the peak, but didn't see very much from our seat in clouds.
After lunch we began our descent only to be ambushed by the group who didn't summit,
who had spent their time wisely building a fort. Superior tactics ovelran their base and our descent
became a running battle.
The rest of the trip followed our traditional pattem: a walk through the Othello Tunnels, ice
cream and a long drive home. And of course a good time was had by all.

Dana Smith and Alex Mossman going up the east ridge of Mt. Alpha.
Mt. Niobe in background.
Photo: Mark Grist
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The Beefwhale
by Drew Brayshaw
Back in 1990 I learned how to climb, doing the whole VOC Rock I thing. Prior to that point
I had been a committed hiker who thought that "it's stupid to climb up when there's an easy way to
the top." I planned to learn climbing skills so that I could bag those peaks where the easy way up
was 4th class. After telling my instructor that "I already know how to climb, I just want to learn the
knots and stufP', I was introduced to state of the a¡t Rock I climbing techniques like hip belays and
webbing hamesses. Wearing Hi-Tecs, I took a big TR whipper off of a 5.7 slab. Little did I realize
that I was hooked for life. That night, driving up to Whistler for the pafy, I stuck my face up
against the window and checked out all the untouched rock lining the highway. One particular
crack line seemed very obvious from the road. Why hadn't ¿uìyone climbed it?
After that first day, I didn't climb again for a few months, but come spring I went climbing
with my brother ald anyone else I could flnd who was keen. Ttvo or three times a week I would go
to Squanish. Anything that was 25m ot shorter was fair game for the onslaught of the "TR Terrors". Soon I discovered the benefits of chalk, climbing shoes, a "real" harness flMhillans crotchsmasher model), and a belay device. By the time Rockschool rolled around I had been leading for 3
months, pushing myself on multipitch climbs where I would discover the joy of fear, 25 feet runout
above a shitty hex in a flare while my feet squeaked on a polished 5.9 slab. I celebrated by soloing
the 5.1 I had fallen off the year before. Already I was reading the guidebooks whenever I could,
looking for the blank spaces between the established lines.
Anyways now it's the summer of 1996. After several more years of climbing I feel like I
finally know what I'm doing. Of all the ways to get my ûx none seems to work as well as making
first ascents. In a way it's a type of obsessive/compulsive disorder: you see some unclimbed line
and the urge to climb it, to discover the secrets of a route that no one else knows, takes over you.

In 1995 Cam Campbell, Kevin kish and I began to develop a set of crags in Cheakamus
Canyon known as the Rehabilitation Projects. Cam and Kevin created a number of short, ha¡d, vefto overhanging sport routes while I spent a few weeks cleaning a long but easier line up a steep slab
higher up (see Rehabilítation,YOCI 1995).
Come summer of 1996 it was time to go back to that big crack line which had been living in
the back of my mind for the past six years. Yes, it was at the Rehabs ! Some dudes from the Rock
House had put up a two-pitch line over to the right (Memphis Bound, 5.8) which I felt drew attention to this feature. At the sta¡t of June I went up to Cheakamus with Shane and Chad. They
cragged at the Chek while I hiked over to the Rehabs and set up on "my" line. This involved stringing about 25 m of webbing and cordelettes back to some nearby trees for an anchor and dropping a
single rope over the edge, then padding it so it wouldn't fray when Ijugged back up. The rope I use
to scrub is actually my brother's retired 11mm Edelrid, 9 years old and still intact. I wouldn't want
to lead on it anymore, but it's good for dirty jobs like scrubbing.
After setting up I put myself on rappel and hooked up to a prussik. rWith this system I can
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rap down and lock myself off no-hands to scrub, but without all the aiders and sfuff getting in the
way like they would if I was set up on jugs. Then I clipped in the tools of the trade. These a¡e wirebrushes, a toothbrush, a hammer, a nutter, and the head off an old ice axe. The wirebrushes are the
primary instrument: they are used to scour off the lichen and dirt from the rock. I find that one wirebrush will clean about 5 to 10 meters of rock assuming the standard amount of Squamish crud.
(Dancing In The Light on the Apron used up 42 brushes...). After wirebrushing I like to go back
over the important holds with a toothb¡ush. Generally when you scrub, flakes of lichen and dirt a¡e
ca¡ried up by the wind and settle on the holds you have just cleaned,, so scrubbing becomes an iterative (not to mention annoying) process. This is good for those days when you feel like an anal
clean-freak. If you didn't have scrubbing to absorb the harmful urges, you might colour-coordinate
your scab collection or something. The nutter and ice axe are used to scrape out moss, dirt and
plants from cracks. The ice axe adze can also be used as a scraper on ledges and bigger holds. Ice
axe and hammer are used together as a prybar to lever out loose blocks and snap off shaky flakes.
On these routes one always has to be careful not to cross the line with respect to hold alteration. It's

OK to encourage loose things to come off, but

if

they \ryon't even wobble under body weight it

means they a¡e part of the route and untouchable. Some people like to cross this Line and snap off
intact flakes to make nice little crimper edges. To me, this is not cleaning, it is hold chipping...unac-

ceptable. I also don't carry a prybar-its mechanical advantage is too big, making it easier to remove
things that should have been left behind. rühatever else you do, when you scrub, remember to wea¡
a pair of work gloves, and duct tape the knuckles...unless you really want fhat Neanderthal knuckle
scab look.

Anyways on this first outing I scrubbed for about 2ll2hovs, cleaning the first five meters,
then rapped the line to check it out. It looked good, steep but with acrack and lots of holds. Lots of
dirt, too! Shane and Chad showed up and we left.
For the next two months I didn't do any work on this project,..too busy doing thesis freldwork. Cam went up to the Rehabs on one of his days off and came back saying that "someone is
working on your route, Drew". I was sca¡ed some thief had jumped my project but it turned out
Cam had just seen my own anchor slings and cleaned streak.
In August I was done fieldwork. I had hoped to take off on a big roadtrip, but motivated

pafners did not abound, so I ended up commuting to Chek two or th¡ee times a week. This was
done by hitchhiking. I would grab my junk, walk to Horseshoe Bay and stick out my thumb. I got
lots of rides, some good, many mediocre, some bad. Once I got picked up by this dude, his girlfriend and their kid. I jumped in the back of the pickup while the dude told me about his 150 foot
fall at Callaghan Lake (?!) and how his thumb was severed and he had his big toe sewn on in its
place. He said "Cheakamus Canyon? Yeah, I'm going there!" only to drop me off at the Cheekye
River bridge away up the Brackendale road. Obviously he wasn't in the gifted children's class.
Another time I got a ride back from Squamish with some retired logger who now made his living
singing ka¡aoke songs in the strip bar at the Ga¡ibaldi Highlands mall. (If you see a white truck
with "Garry Okee-Karaoke" painted on it...don't get in. You have been warned.) I won't mention
the singing Ch¡istian fundamentalists, the German tourists, or the cigar-eating midget...some stories
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are too good to be told.

Back to the route. After hitching up to Chek I would hike up to the top, bail down my rope
(too cheap to leave it fixed), suit up and rig the tools, then go to work. I wore thrashed field clothes
that I could destroy with impunity. As well, work gloves with taped fingers, hat, bandana, breather
mask and safety goggles all became essential to resist the airborne dirt and lichen which would
have otherwise given me "Black Lung". As I hung on the wall, scrubbing like a clean frend, I suffered through not only the dif, but also wasp attacks, extremes ofheat and cold, harness chafe (and
you can figure out for yourself exactly where andwhat got chafed...), invasions of ants, and the
hoots and honks of Whistler-bound passerby who bothered to look away frorn the road. In fact, the
road was a constant source of amusement. I saw RCMP high speed chases, topless drivers in convertibles, and my favourite, carsick children puking out the window of a minivan. When the day of
scrubbing was over, having progressed a measly four or five meters further down a fifty meter wall,
I would either jug back to the top or rap to the bottom and hike back around to grab the gear from
the top. Then I would have to stand by the side of the road and hitch back, covered in dirt. Not just
covered as in covered in the normal sense, but with extra big raccoon rings around the eyes, black
snot weeping from my nose and huge dirt crusties in my hair and eyelashes. Many people who
picked me up asked "What did you do to get dropped off there''!"
The route itself slowly took shape as the month went by. From the top down, I encountered
firstly a steep, wide crack at the back of a strange circula¡ chimney I dubbed "the HaHpipe". Not
really a crack at all, it was actually an eroded dyke. This section had lots ofbulges and flake holds
out to the side. At the bottom of this section was a large hemispherical ledge, "the Goldfish Bowl"
aka "the Aquarium". I trundled a man sized block from here and spent a whole day scrubbing the
one ledge. Below the Bowl, an eight inch offwidth led down to a traverse ledge. Steep face holds
and flakes dropped down to a right facing comer, some more ledges, a groove and a left facing corner which started from the ground. On this lower section I was losing patience with the huge
amount of dirt and went on a major attack and trundle fest, sending huge boulders crashing into the
ledges below, breaking trees in the forest at the base and scoring direct hits on the nest of my old
buddies the wasps. "Die, fucker, die!" I would chant before every trundle. It was so satisfying!
Finaþ the route was ready to lead, not fully 700Vo clean near the bottom, but with clean holds poking out of a wall that was still slightly grungy for the first 8m, then shiny bright and spotless up
aboYe.

Maybe I should intedect some comments about envirorunental impact here. Yes, route
cleaning is an environmental impact! The removal of fragile lichens and trundling of loose rock
from your route has an impact not only on the ecosystem of the cliff, but also on the cliff base when
those boulders come flying down. You a¡e in there scrubbing and you become a death machine,
doing a far better job of destroying an ecosystem than loggers do when they clearcut. Well... it's
partly true. In areas like the Interior, where it's dry, and the ecosystem is really threatened by development, everything I just wrote applies. In fact, I was just checking out the latest CASBC newsletter- apparently at Skaha, new route development is going to be severely limited and there will be
seasonal closures to protect what's left of the wildlife. Out here on the Coast the situation is totally
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diffe¡ent. If you've ever checked out some of the crags at Squamish where not much climbing takes
place you'll learn just how fast scrubbed streaks regrow. Look at the route Opening the Kimono at
Ronin's Corner...it was scrubbed in 1992 and now it's almost unclimbable due to the choss. Respiration Rock has regrown a carpet of moss inches thick in just ten years. As for the loss of rare species... well, in Cheakamus now probably less than 0.0l%o of the cliffs have been developed, and
that's just the vertical ones. Hundreds of mossy slabs abound that will never see the attention of the
local climbing community, on which the flora and fauna of the area will continue to flourish
unabated. So take that 50 cents you were going to use to mail me death threats and give it to the
WCWC instead... and if you're thinking of putting up aroute, be nice and avoid unnecessary scrubbing of pointless routes. Does the world really need another 5 meter long, 5.10c toprope route anyways?

An old climbing buddy, Andy Cairns, came along for the FA. I borrowed Dave Dexter's
uncle's hammerdrill and placed some anchor bolts and chains at the top. Vy'e rapped to the base after
one last quick scrub. Another anchor bolt here and off I went. I was a little bit neryous because I
wasn't giving it any sort of practice run or TR, I was making it as close to an onsight as possible
despite my intimate familiarity with every single hold. I really had no idea what the grade would be
like, or how I would string together the different sections. The first section was still a bit dirty...into
the overhanging r.f.c., up ledge, grab flake blocks, pull up onto ledge, easy so fa¡... traverse to offwidth/ramp, use face holds, run it out a bit...Aquarium, here comes the crux...stem, pull up, jam
gear, full stem, hang on hidden edge... big holds, easier, rope drag...the top! I clipped the chains and
belayed Andy up.
The route was done: now for the name. It tumed out to be way easier than I had thought it
would be. I figured maybe 10a/b, but in fact it was mostly 5.6, with a lot of varied but easy moves,
good natural pro, and one short crux of about 4 moves of 5.8+ right off the Bowl. When I started
new routing I also stafed to keep a list of words and phrases which I thought would make good
names for ctmbs. Two years later the list stands at 14,000 [as of Feb. 1, 16, 000] entries. The problem lies in choosing the right one. I thought of a day climbing last spring with Dan Perrakis. Climbing pooily, I had pulled onto a ledge via the belly flop method and said "beached whale move here".
Dan must have misheard, for as he flailed up something later he said "God, I must look like such a
beefwhale!" Thanks for the name, Dan.
F.A.z Beefwhale,5.8+,43 m long, natural gear to 2.5" plus one optional 8" piece: Drew
Brayshaw and Andy Cairns, September 10,1996.
To find it: Beefwhale is located at the Rehabilitation Projects, approximately 500 meters past
(north of) the turnoff for the Chek in Cheakamus Canyon, on the left side of the highway. Park in a
gravel pullout on the left or right side of the road. Beefwhnle is located on the cliff known as "the
Speedway" the lowest tier visible from the road, and is the left hand of the two obvious clean
streaks. Find a cairn at the highway by some stumps and follow a flagged trail into the forest: walk
along a log, avoid a left fork, and follow marking tape up a fixed rope in a gull¡ then traverse back
and forth on second class ledges to the base of the route. Tevas are not recommended for the
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approach. To descend, either bring two ropes and rap from the top, (43 m) rap down Memphis
Bound (the climb to the right: 2 single rope raps, 23m and 20m, but lower one is from slings), or
take your shoes and walk off to the left, past the other routes at the Rehabs. If you don't have an 8"
piece you will have a three or four meter runout up a big wide crack section with good face holds
(i.e. you don't really need it.)

THE EDGE
Climbing Gentre
Over 10,000 square feet of North America's

most exc¡t¡ng climbing architecture!
Including:
Aretes, Roofs, Caves, Corners

Solo bouldering
50 foot routes
Showers

Refreshments

#2-1485 Welch St., North Vancouver, B.C.
984-9080
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Rambling in the Rain Towards Sky Pilot
by Andre Zimmermann
Well, it was the first week of school, and I already had to get out of the city. Up went a trip
sheet for Sky Pilot. I had been up the peak the previous September on a glorious day and was looking forward to a nice day of scrambling in the mountain sun. As it got closer and closer to Friday I

got more and more questions about which route I was doing and how technical it would be, but
having no idea that there was more than one route up the peak, or what the route I had done was
called, I wasn't much for answers. After consulting the Fairley guide and admiring the pictures
which didn't look at all like the Sky Pilot peak I knew, I was completely sturnped as to the name of
the route which I had done the previous year. Never the less, I was set on doing the same route, as it
was straight forward and I knew its difficulty.
Sunday moming turned out to be a dreary rainy day - this was not in the plan! After failing
to pick people up at the right places, and having other people sleep in, six people piled into one 4x
4 and up the road we went. Just before the bluffs behind the Chief we encountered some large boulders, which to our disappointment, closed the road. We sta¡ted on foot about ó-8 km. earlier than
planned, and quickly found the road washed out. After a few hours of walking we reached the end
of the road. It started to rain really, really hard and we contemplated whether or not to even start up
the trail. The rain suddenly decided it would stop and tease us along for the rest ofthe day, so up the
trail we went.
Shortly after leaving the road, we missed the Y in the trail and headed off in the wrong
direction. After reaching a pass, (or at least what appeared like one in the cloudy conditions) we
headed off to find the right route. This involved some sc¡ambling on loose rubble and some creative
route guessing. We eventually reached the glacier, just where we wanted to be - just two hours late.
We called it a day after ascending the glacier and admiring what we could see of Sky Pilot through
the clouds. We got to don the crampons and play around on some flat glacier ice before it was time
to go down and out to the car. As we weren't pressed for time we made full advantage of the huckleberry bushes on the way out, mmrnmm.
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Climbing in the 'Gunks
by Meg

Thrift

This October I headed back East to visit friends in Montreal and to climb in the Shawanagunks in New York. I thought it would be cool to write something for the VOC journal on the area,
so I got all kinds of pamphlets and maps from the ranger while I was there. I have since lost them of
course, so I'm just going on what I wrote in my joumal while I was there. I apologize in advance
for the lack of official information etc.
It was the Canadian Thanksgiving weekend so there were LOTS of Quebecois down there
for the holiday. It is about a 6 hour drive south-ish of Montreal and about 1 1/2 hours north of New
York City. The nearest town is called New Paltz. It's home to several little colleges and so is a bit
groovier than your typical small town in the Eastern states. (And there is a super cool, inexpensive
Turkish restaurant on the main drag which I highly recommend!) So, we camped at Slime Camp,
a c¿rmpground right between the two sections of the cliffs. I doubt that Slime Camp is the ofÊcial
name, but it is the only real camping a¡ound so I'm sure it wouldn't be hard to find on a map. As
for fees, you have to pay $5 US a day to use the cliffs and camp. There are rangers wandering
around who take your money and give you a sticker to wear for the day so that more rangers don't
harass you. This was only my 5th time climbing ever, so I'm just waming you that I probably won't
use all the fancy climbing terms and stuff.
I was climbing with Mike (leading) and Phil and it was my first time doing multi-pitch
climbing. We started on a 5.4 called Gelsa. There were long line-ups at all the climbs - it was SO
busy. Vy'e didn't get on Gelsa until 2:30! There is also supposed to be a theft problem with packs
and any gear left at the bottom. So I wrote a "please don't steal me" sign and put it on my pack
when I left it - no worries! Most of the climbs are 3 pitches. There is a wide ledge called the GT.
Ledge crossing most of the cliff, so there is always a comfy belay station and lunch stop at some
point. The rock is very blocky and overhanging and the routes are very airy. This was all new to me
as I was used to the face climbs at Burgers and Fries in Squanrish. The rock is called "composite"
and is made of igneous pebbles squished together. The 5.4 was SO much harder than the 5.10b that
I had just done in Squamish the week before!
I also did a 5.3 called Betty that had an excellent wide ledge for lunch. It was amazing
weather - sunny and warm with that intense blue sky. But it did cool off quite a bit as the sun left so don't be like me and get stuck on belay on the 3rd pitch and freezing your butt off! There are zillions of thick, black millipedes and ladybugs everywhere on the rocks - watch out when you stick
your hand in a crack 'cause there's a good chance that there is something alive in there! The trees in
the valley were all turning colours and there was some crazy noise that pervaded everything. Tree
frogs? Birds? Really BIG insects??? We never found out.
Another really nice climb is 3 Pines. It has a nice blocky corner that is really ego building
for novice type climbers. There were hawks flying near the first belay station and lots more good
bugs to look at. And there are newts all shiny and iridescent scampering around the forest floor. So,
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atl in all the 'Gunks are a great place for climbing. Apparently it is similar rock to Skaha. And if
you like wildlife, there is an amazíng amount of it considering the volumes of people. There are
hundreds of climbs in the area of all levels. I'm sure that you can find official info on the intemet
about the park and regulations etc.
Things to Remember:

-I will NEVER climb without headlamps again!
-DON'T try to climb on a hangover! B,V. did and we had to figure out a new call. Not
"ROCK" but "HURL!". Those poor people below! hee hee.
-the GT. Ledge is a great place for secluded picnics
Ouote of the trip:
A.P. advocating climbing chimneys naked:
"Skin heals, polypro doesn't"

Megan Thift seconding the first pitch of 6'3 Pines", Shawangunks
Photo: Megan Thrift
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Failure and Success on \ryiiliams Peak
by Drew Brayshøw
I'm a sucker for hiking guides (or any type of guidebook for that matter), and in 103 Hikes
there is a cool picture of Williams Peak. In the text, one reads "Only as a member of a properly
equipped party should you go any farther on what is a mode¡ately difficult climb". In other words,
no bumblies, please. And according to the definitive text on the subject (Bruce's bible) V/illiams
Peak is "Class 3 over heather and rock". So, a hike and a scramble and instant summit tick. When I
worked with Cam out in the Chilliwack Valley this suÍrmer I actually got to look at Williams Peak,
and I looked quite a bit.
Round 1 took place at the end of June. Shane came out for a climbing weekend in Cam's car.
Cam got in and headed back to Vancouver and Alexa, while Shane and I planned to climb Welch.
Howevet, come the day, it was cloudy and looked like rain. So we headed up the rù/illiams Peak
trail instead. Now another quote from 103 Hikes is "For the fit, or those who want to become fit,
this steep trail is a good pipe-opener", and in fact, Cam and I had been opening a pipe quite a bit in
the preceding weeks, so I figured I'd be dialed in on this trail, but no. Strange, hey? So Shane and I
trudged up the trail with the weather becoming worse and worse. In fact, it got downright wet. In
fact, we nearly drowned, it was raining so hard. This is all Shane's fault, of course. Shane is a rain
magnet: notice how "Shane" rhymes with "rain"? In addition, it says right there in the VOC constitution that Shane may be blamed for any and all bad weather encountered during a trip in which he
participates: aticle 4898, clause22,paragraph 11, sub-point 3(c)ii. Lookitup yourself if you don't
believe me. But I don't want to belabour this point or anything. I don't hold a grudge, eh? I'm perfectly willing to take the risk of bad weather (or getting lost...) during climbs with Shane, since he's
my friend. If he was just some dude...I don't know.
Getting back to my tale, it took us about2 hours to trudge up the hill to the ridge crest. Then
we hiked along the wet, bushy trail towards V/illiams Peak. We were hoping for a "sucker hole"
that would give us enough time to climb the peak. After one more hour we had reached the knob at
the end of the hìking trail. Since the peak is called rtr/illiams Peak, the bump is probably Billy's
Knob. Anyways, on top of Billy's Knob was a foot of old, wet snow, howling rain and wind and
zero visibility. The clouds clea¡ed enough that we had a frve second view of the peak. So much for
sucker holesl We tumed around and got into the shelter of some trees for a snack, then squelched
back down the trail to the truck, dried off, and drove into Chilliwack for donuts. We ended up cragging the rest of the weekend after a sea¡ch for some caves didn't work out. End of Round 1.
So several months went by in which other peaks were bagged. Come the sta¡t of November
cold weather arrived. After a week of cold but sunny conditions and low snowlines, it seemed like
a good time to go back to Williams. This time a crack hit squad was assembled from the dregs of
the VOC: myself, Neil Kearns, Dave Campbell and Andre ZimmeÍnÍutn. This time we were gunning for a va¡iation to the standard route: a class 4 line up the West Face, following a gully that
turns into what Andre calls a "chimbley". Wildly overenthusiastic about the prospects of doing
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some winter climbing, and frguring on some mixed potential, we took along ice axes, hammers,
ropes, harnesses, crampons, screws, pins and various and sundry othertoys: we were so tricked out.
We looked like the fucking Alex Lowe Wanna-Bes or something. But, we had a secret weapon,
namely Andre's mom's Pathfinder. V/ith this we hoped to drive up the Ford Mountain trail, thus
trading fhe 2fu. grunt up the trail for an extra hour of ridge walking.
I got up real early from my office bivy site and hiked over to Gage to meet Neil. On the way
I noticed something on the ground: a $10 bill. Was this a good omen? I chose to believe so.
Neil and I drove to meet Andre, hopped in the Pathfinder and screeched off for Langley to
pick up Dave. Vy'e were back on the highway by sunrise, watching the undersides of the clouds
around Slesse turn from faint rose colour to a radiant pink red. Pink sky at morning: isn't that bad?
Well, as it turned out, Shane wasn't with us so we had good weather. Shane had gone aiding this
weekend and it rained on him, but we had lovely sunny weather. In fact, rwe even put on sunscreen.
The facts speak for themselves.
Having the Pathfinder: wow! We were all laughing as Andre drove up 3000 feet of elevation
on a 4WD-only logging road. It made quite a difference. We geared up and were hiking by 8 A.M.
By quarter to 9 we were basking in the sun on Ford Mountain and scoping the distant views of Williams. In fact, we reached Billy's Bump by 11 despite the somewhat poor snow conditions (posthole posthole posthole). It was obvious that the West Face was out of condition: instead of the icy
snow gully we had hoped for, it looked more like slush piled on scree, with lots of bushes and bare
rock patches (yet apparently, conditions were perfect on the West Lion that same day). It was also
obvious that I was overloaded and out of shape, sucking wind and plodding along well to the rear of
the rest of the group. C'est la vie.
So we decided to just go for the standa¡d route. Accordingly, we dumped all our technical
gear in a big messy pile on the top of El Knobbo de Guillaume and set out towards the standard
route (SW ridge). This entails going down into a scree bowl between Knob and Peak. This was, as
it turned out, the descent into Hell. There was about 1 foot of snow overlying the boulder field,
resulting in hideous travelling: one or two steps would be fine, then just when you thought you
were getting the hang of travelling, Wham! and you'd be postholed up to your crotch while the soft
and tenders would be smarting from sudden contact with a snow-covered rock. It took us more than
an hour to cross a few hundred meters of bowl. Eventually we dragged ourselves up onto the rocks
of the SW ridge and took a breather.
From the other side of the scree bowl, we scrambled up snow and rock to a ledge at the point
where the ridge steepened, where we paused at a much needed trickle of melt water. From this point
approximately 500 feet of scrambling led to the summit. It was hard to find any real Class 3- it was
quite easy. The rock was good, but lichen¡ and the snow had melted off most of the holds. We were
on top by just before 2 P.M.
The views were incredible from this summit. On all sides, the Cascades reared up into the
now clouding-over sky. Off on the horizons one could see Hozomeen, Judge Howay, Baker, Glacier
Peak (often mistaken for Rainier from around here), and even Needle Peak. Closer at hand, summits like Welch, Northgraves, Slesse, Bear and Redoubt drew the eye, showing their proud lines:
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remembrances of past adventures and bold deeds yet to do, all intermingled before our gaze. Perhaps the most interesting effect was that the summits of Slesse and Baker appeared to line up, so
the dark tower was silhouetted against the perfection of the white cone.
Time to go. We were already losing the day to increasing clouds a¡rd dwindling light. rWe
dropped down a steeper couloir/gully that we had avoided on the way up, mixing face-in downclimbing with steep glissading. The couloir died and we made a slippery rock traverse (scary) into
another, then onto ledges we had used on the way up. All to soon we were back at the Bowl O' Heinous Postholes. The snow had firmed up a bit, and going was better than coming (fortunately). We
gained our gear, loaded back up, and took off down the trail in the fading light.

Drew Brayshaw forges on towards Williams Peak
Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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After an hour of hiking it was completely dark. No problem, out came the headlamps and on
we trudged. But the trail was not as easy to follow as we had hoped. Where the snow was thick, our
tracks from the morning stood out. But as we lost elevation, the snow became more patchy, and the
trail was overgrown, not to mention poorly flagged. We weren't too wo¡ried, though, because we
were on a ridge, and knew that we couldn't get too lost. Generally, we stayed on the trail, but we
would keep going straight at bends and then have to bea¡ left or right to pick it up again. So we
trucked along through the night. Then we really missed the trail and started going down a steep
slope we didn't remember. Something was wrong. Andre dug out his compass and we realized we
had all become disoriented in the darkness and lost our sense of where the ridge ran. Following the
compass, we headed off, trying to regain elevation. We came back to the ridge crest, but couldn't
find the trail. Eventually, after about half an hour of no trail, we sat down for a rest. We all came up
with little morale boosting phrases to toss into the conversation: "We're not lost." "I don't know
about you guys, but I'm totally confident." "We know right where we are." "I've got enough stuff
to bivi easily." etc. etc. We had turned off our headlamps to save power while we rested. Well,
strangely enough, when we tumed them back on to continue on our way, Andre noticed what
looked like a path...in fact, we had been sitting within two feet of the traill
Now, having found ourselves again as it were, we were able to make better time. By spacing
our march a bit, we could stay on the trail by backtracking to the person who was still on the trail
when the point guy missed it. However, the trail seemed to have stretched out after dark- it was
much longer between landma¡ks than we remembered it being in the morning. Everyone was aching and groaning by the time we finally arrived back at the truck at 8 P.M. - a 12 hour day with the
last3 I/2 hours by headlamp. Andre had been wearing plastic tele boots all day (hiking boots being
resoled) and was quite glad to take them off. Neil had only brought the one pair ofboots and socks,
so once we were in the car he put on a pair of touques for socks. We drove into Chilliwack for food
and then home. It didn't rain until we were back in Vancouver (i.e. within a few kilometres of
Shane). I got home at midnight, having got up before 5 A.M., and crashed into my bed. The next
day not much got done!

Particinants:
Round One: (unsuccessful)
Shane the Rain Magnet Cook
Round Two: (successful)
Neil Kearns

Drew Brayshaw

Dave Campbell
Drew Brayshaw
Andre ZimmeÍnann
with technical suppof by Andre's mom's truck (I would be happy to offer further
endorsements in return for a free Pathfinder if any company executives ever read this).
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Glacier School - October 1.996
by Andre Zimmermann
Glacier School was as popular as ever this year - the 30 spots were filled within half an hour,
and we had to leave many hopeful students in Vancouver. This year the snow fell early and most of
the group parked on the Duffy Lake highway and had to descend into the valley bottom before
heading up Cerise creek and into camp. There were a few people (myself included) who decided to
bring along skis. Unfortunately, they turned out to be more of a hinderance than help in the baseless white stuff.

I think this year we likely managed to set a new record for the time required in getting to
carnp: something like seven hours. Between the creative route finding and the bountiful snow, it
was slow going. We found out that you should never attempt the winter ski route up the creek in
anything but winter skiing conditions. The creek route gave us a good workout, with its many willows, constant barriers of fallen logs and only a bit of fresh snow. After many hours of slogging and
going nowhere, we wised up and headed off for the trail on the south side of the creek...only after
we had seen a few renegades from the group make easy movement past us.
Due to the slow progress, no teaching was done on the Saturday. Everyone was too busy
getting their tents set up and eating dinner in the limited daylight. The moming came cool and crisp
and for many, very slowly. Joffre was beautifully lit in the early moming sun, and gradually the day
drew people out of thei¡ tents. Groups formed and we had a few hours of instructing. One group
with some experience went up to the glacier to throw a pack into a crevasse, while the othe¡ groups
did some ice axe afiests and practiced roping up. Alt in all, very little instructing was done; it was
simply too slow going in the snow The group was out of camp shortly after one and back to the
ca¡s before dark. After a stop in Squamish for food it was back the big city.
The weekend turned out to be more of an introduction to winter camping than a glacier
school. The school really needs to be moved forward in the term. Hopefully the snow will hold off
next year.

Glacier School '"tent city '96"
Photo: Lenny Thomas
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Rock \ryith Ron
by Ron Horwood
Every year some lucky devil is fofunate enough to go on all of the major rock climbing
trips of the fall. And as their punishment the journal editor forces them to write this article. This
year it's obviously my turn.
Crest Creek Crags
an official V.O.C. trip but it is where I spent my summer climbing and several of
you out there have been there, so it bears mentioning. The crags a¡e located 15km from Gold River.
I spent many a day, afternoon or evening on the hundred or so short but fun routes. Highlights
included sleeping on top of the cliffs due to lack of "legal" free camping, climbing in a torrential
downpour with Alanna, and a Christmas ascent of Levis with Mike that turned into a two day epic
trying to retrieve stuck gear that I had borrowed from a local climbing shop proprietor.

This wasn't

Squamish

The only official major trip to our very own mecca was Longhike. Of course there were
many individual trips to TIIE local destination but they can't quite compare to our campaign to
bring climbing in from the fringes. Many a rock star has been born on the traditionally funky
weathered weekend and this year was no different. But since there are without doubt already some
aficles about Longhike I'11 leave the details with the exception of the flaming bus to others,

Leavenworth
Despite executive stress on the part of Shoshanna and weather predictions by Drew this
turned out to be an exciting weekend.
When we arrived the smokiness of the nighttime air made it difficult to locate the group
campsite where we crashed for the weekend. However after a sound night's sleep many desperate
climbers arose early to try and avoid paying for the campsite or to with rock one graduates. Good
work to those helpful people who didn't. Special thanks go to the heroes Clemson and Dexter for
covering the campsite costs.
Even though the air was thick many climbs were done by many people. On Saturday Drew,
Ayasha, Alanna, and I hiked up to Givlers Dome for the amazing 5.7 Givler's Crack. After which
we rolled down to the roadside and joined with Sketch and the gang for some top roping. What did
everyone else do? I'm not sure, it has been a while since Thanksgiving, but I'm pretty sure that
Classic Crack saw some action. That night we wound up in a large group at a Mexican restaurant in
a Bava¡ian town where I was heckled for ordering a burger, and several people debated menu interpretation but Jeff, Ayasha and Alanna got their free side plate of refried beans anyway.
Sunday the weather looked sketchy and since a couple of the Daves had gone off to do
Outer Space without me I followed Drew's advice just like everyone else and wound up at Pashas-
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tin for a style of climbing that I had never experienced before. My favourite route of the day was
the Tunnel, even though I almost lost a draw when my second didn't unclip it from an almost fixed
inverted nut that Tracy had left behind. However the highlight of the day must have been watching
Ayasha and the other rock 3 graduates try out thei¡ fust leads or listening to people marvelling at
Drew's soloing.
Monday it ruined so we went home and got rear-ended by an unobservant motorist.
Skaha

A trip traditionally led by
Drew and filled with Drujokes

and

ghost stories. However due to predictions of bad weather by Drew
several people including Drew
missed out on this excellent adventure. Of course it was a little cold
Saturday morning so many of us
stayed around Red Tail Wall. I felt
that I was climbing well this weekend, leading at difflculties higher
than I normally would (and that's on
the RDS not the YDS so don't tell
me that Skaha's soft) perhaps the
cold numbs the pain. Some of my
favourite events of Saturday were

Ron gliding up Givler's Crack (5.7), Leavenworth

playing inside the offwidth flake,
watching Shoshanna lead a rare
runout Skaha climb, climbing in my
hiking boots, and a dusk till dark
climb with Dan. A special mention
must be made for Derek who
enjoyed a weekend of climbing on
the cardboard soles of some V.O.C.
shoes that probably hadn't seen a
resole since he was born. That night

Photo: Drew Brayshaw
we \ryere supposed to go for dinner but by the time Dan and I got back to the car everyone else was
finished. And unfortunately that was also the night a deer decided to dash in front of Joanna's car
on the way to our free campsite.

Sunday, people were feeling a bit down and were thinking of school so many people went
home early. For those of us who stayed there were several fine hours of climbing before the call of
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school became too strong.
Smith Rocks

This leaderless trip was sabotaged by still more deadly weather predictions by Drew. Those
of us who had the courage to go anyway were treated to fine sport climbing in some of the hottest
weather I've had the pleasure of experiencing. I drove down with Cam, Alexa, and Kyo, arriving in
about equivalent time to my previous years journey with Doug "the Pilot" Wilm. Once there we
didn't spend too much time with our fellow V.O.Cers as there weren't too many of them there. We
did however see Fred, Josie, and Carl who spent a hardcore weekend running through water tunnels
to escape dogs and sometimes just running (Fred is a ma¡athon rnan); they also cranked pretty well
but I don't know the details. Other people we ran into included Ashley (who managed to do some
climbing even though her car wouldn't sta¡t from the time she ar¡ived to the time she left in the
dying moments of the long weekend) and Eric (who we hung out with at the Deschutes Brewery).
As for my personal activities that weekend, I climbed of course. Saturday it was too warm
to stay in the sun so I scrambled through Asterix Pass while Cam and Alexa rode their bikes around
the long way. While Cam and Alexa were dodging the ranger who had seen them with Kyo off his
leash and in the sealed off burned out area, I was following a local the wrong way through the pass.
I wound up downclimbing a short squeeze chimney with a rather large pack on. When we met up
we cranked such routes as Screaming Yellow Zonkers. rJ/e did make one mistake and that was
climbing a route in the sun. After completing it Cam and I oozed down the rock to form puddles at
the base. As dusk found us we split up and raced back to the bivy site where we \ryere staying at a
discount rate. The only problem was that I had never been through Asterisk Pass the correct way
and since it was dark I wound up trying to cross in the wrong place. I soloed up a 5.7 chimney that
I found thinking that it was the one I had come down. I \vas wrong, and I found myself on top of
what I believe to be Cinnamon Slab - but I'm not sure because it was about that time when my
headlamp died. I was fortunate enough though to have kept my harness on because after wandering
around I spotted a father and son team that graciously allowed me to borrow their double rope rappel.
Sunday Alexa, Cam, and I were psyched to climb The Monkey Face, but we were behind a
slow party. We decided to rap off and give it another go on Monday morning, after waiting at the
bottom of the aid pitch for over an hour while the leader oozed up the bolt ladder. Having spent
most of the day in pursuit of Panic Point we settled for Pleasure Palace and repeating some of our
climbs from the day before. Cam even decided that this was a good time to trick Ron into leading
some easy tens which surprisingly involved no falling. To our dismay the slow group decided to
retreat shortly after we had left, and even worse they were talking about getting up early and giving

it another go early Monday.
Determined to claim the Pioneer Route (5.7 A1) of The Monkey Face for our tick lists, Cam
and I arose early Monday (abandoning Alexa and plans of mountain biking) to arrive at The Monkey Face just as the sun was showing its sleepy head. Coming down with a sudden case of nerves I
allowed Cam to lead all three pitches, or maybe it was because the book claims that there would be
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five pitches. As I basked in the sun on the ledge where we had spent so much time the day before
Cam learned how to aid up a bolt ladder. When my turn came I stepped off the ledge into my freehanging aiders and learned how to jumar. The most difficult part was cleaning the overhanging
route, and it took most of my energy just to unclip some of those draws. Eventually we were sitting
in the cave. It was my turn to lead but I was too tired and besides, Panic Point has been described as
the world's sca¡iest 5.7. So once again Cam stepped into the void. A long pitch latter of technically
but not mentally easy climbing later we were at the top. Half a roll of fitm, a double rope free-hanging rappel and a short down climb later I was on the ground in time fo¡ lunch. We returned to see
Ashley finally move her car and begin packing for our own joumey home.
So that's it everything I can or care to remembe¡ from my fall climbing trips. There were a
lot of participants and a lot of really cool things happened so if I left your adventure out I'm sorry
but you should have written it into the Vocene so I'd remember. Anyways this is just my take on
these trips, and I' d just like to say "A good time was had by all a¡rd there was far too much ca¡ trou-

ble."

Shane bowing to the Glacier Gods

Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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Climb
by Drew Brayshaw
nothing is and nothing was
before and after man
except the mountains
rotting and diseased, yet still they raise
their bones, their corpses
up into the sky: mighty and dying, forever locked in
agonies wodd shaking, they stand frozen to our eyes
their horrible demise
a thing of beauty.
at night, you sleep amidst the treos
and trees too are ghosts:
hundreds upon hundreds ofthe dead
a graveyard of wood, standing over you,
their tears a drying rain which
haunts your dreams:

and their cries are the voice of a nightmare
that never was.
the dawn shocks the sky, and once again
the world begins.

up at last, to stand gasping, each
breath an effort wrenched from pain
and each time you close your eyes
it could be for the final time

light

darkness light

a series of glimpses, measured out

of this great ærd hostile world

think back: that fish, pushing at the sky,
breaking through to lie on the beach,
gasping mouthfuls of dry water
under the harsh glare of the hostile gods,
the younger sta¡s: she was an explorertoo.
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what will you frnd on the other side of the sky?
so it begins. once you start, things assume patterns
the same patterns they have always had.
in a way it is a form of self destruction,
every step another on the road towards the end
yet, how else can you show you're alive?
the gods a¡e a wheel, rolling over you,
and still you gasp, and lift one leg, and then the other

it feels like time has stopped, and it feels that way forever
and yet it takes no time at all to happen
there must have been a gap, ot a break:
maybe you \¡vere dead for a while, and machines took over
the carriage of your corpse
but here you are: stones for feet, and in your head a fire.
from water you crawled, from clay you rose
now all a¡ound you lie the winds
this is the highest point
if there is no going back
the only way left is forwards
and yet, after a while,
you turn and descend, once again doing
as you were told
yet days or years from now
locked in another form of slavery
though not of your own choosing
you still remember
your battle with the elements
and how you wished to leap, and die
amidst the circle of the sky, or spread
unnoticed wings and fly
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The Night of Terror
by Robyn Scott
One frne November day, Judith and Robyn, in search of ha¡dcore points and ne\ry snow
decided to head up to Taylor Meadows in Garibaldi Park, stay overnight in the shelter there and
generally get in some early skiing. Just think, we thought, what fun it will be to ski, ski, ski. We can
hone our turns before the general public and become attuned to the snow. Also we could play with
pieps and go somewhere we have never been. This, then, was the master plan.
As with all master plans, it did not turn out exactly as intended. Upon our arrival at the parking lot, there was nary a snowflake to be seen. However, to encourage our already nervous
thoughts, there was a bea¡ waming. No problem, says Robyn, we'll never even see this bear. Are
you sure? asks Judith. Yep, says Robyn, more worried about the fact that she is obviously going to
have to carry her skis for some time. Wimpy, wimpy, wimpy is her battle cry'
Sone time it was, as the first five kilometres of the trail passed through great green hemlocks and fems, without even a glimpse of snow up above for encouragement. Wouldn't it be funny,
thought Judith, if we never found any snow? No, says Robyn, labouring under a too-heavy pack
topped by VOC issue tele-skis, I want to die now. (Hint: hiking in tele boots in patchy snow is difficult.) After a quick (cold) break for lunch, we set off again, skiing over the somewhat patchy
snow and being passed by various people wearing jeans. Secure
brings, we scoffed at them, but not until they \¡/ere out of hearing.

in the knowledge that polypro

Fairly well into the afternoon, we arrived atTaylor meadows, and a welcome sight it was.
We dumped our packs and went off in search of skiable ground and excuses to eat chocolate. Some
thoughtful person (obviously not VOC member, or anyone with a functioning brain) had strewn the
path ahead of us with banana peels. This apparently was the same creepy guy who had followed us
ea¡lier. Equipped with jeans and running shoes, but without any water, it was his plan to climb
Black Ti¡sk that afternoon. We thought, there is a fine example of what not to do. Because the snow
was heavy and wet, very little turning was done, although some beautiful falls, including one head-

planlforward roll, were completed by Robyn, who figures

if you're not falling, you're

not trying

hard enough. Judith remained sedate, well-dressed and free of snow in her complete Gore-Tex gear.

V/ith nightfall coming on, we headed back to the shelter to make some dinner, getting an
view of the sunset over the mountains on the way. While boiling pasta and playing with
our headÌamps, there was a sudden kerfuffle as Judith sh¡ieked and grabbed Robyn's arm in a grip
a\ryesome

of death. "Over there, did you see it, a mouse. Ohmygod, how will I ever sleep tonight, I just know
the mice will come and sit on my head, and did you see it?" Phew, thinks Robyn, visions of bears
and other more unfriendly things dancing in her brain, "You're not afraid of a few mice, are you?
They won't bother you, they just smell the food, that's all'"
"No, we'll have to keep a watch, they're coming up through that crack in the floor", says
Judith, fixing her headlamp on the spot, (Note: In the shelter, the floorboards have spaces between
them, all suitable for mouse passage.)
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So began the great "Keep the Mice Away" dance which involved much stomping and singing of "Go away little mousey" by Robyn. Judith, of course, was ensconced on the picnic table,
well away from any mice that might appear. However, it had been a long day and we both made up
our picnic table beds and hit the sack, with Robyn reassuring Judith once again that no, the mice
were not going to climb up on her table to sit on he¡ head and laugh at her in little mousey voices.
Judith remained unconvinced, but did her best not to show fear, knowing that mice can smell fear
like a nice ripe cheese.

Sometime late! on Robyn's side of the shelter, she began to hear small rustlings and creeping abouts, and felt small feet climbing onto her shoulder. At this point, she whirled around and was
face to face with a pack rat, or a mouse with a severe glandular problem. Suppressing the yell that
rose to her lips, Robyn scrambled about for her headlanp, and faithfully trained it on the crack in
the floor, with heart pounding away.
"Was it a mouse?" asks Judith. '1t wasn't on your table, was it?"
"No", says Robyn, thinking, oh yeah, tell her it was on your shoulder and she'll freak out
and you'll get no sleep tonight. "It was just under the table." For the next 15 minutes, Robyn kept
the headlamp on, watching for the return of the evil rat, but finally she turned it off, buried her head
under the covers and tried to go to sleep. It was 7:30 pm. Thus began a night of terror the likes of
which will not soon be equalled.
As the darkness grew and the snow-glimmer faded and the smell of cheese pasta grew
thicker in their quivering noses, the mice and rats became bolder, and soon the shelter was filled
with those micey, ratty sounds which cannot be duplicated by any human. Quick scufflings and
scurryings, small squawkings and gnawings that seemed to grow in volume as the time passes.
Now, Robyn is the first to admit to a somewhat overactive imagination at the best of times,
and this was far from the best of times. Her monster generator had been pushed to the timit by a
hard day of hiking/skiing, the bear warning lurking in the back of her mind, Judith's near-hysteria
over mice and actually having arat at close quarters. It could also have something to do with eating
too much dinner. Thus the noises which before had been just the rats gnawing on something gradually became a bear, pacing around the cabin and snuffling under the door, in search of a human midnight snack. Her imaginings mixed with dreams, in the few minutes she actually managed to sleep,
and suddenly there would come a louder noise and Robyn would jolt awake with adrenaline
screaming in her muscles and brain "Tm BEAR IS TRYING TO EAT YOU!" For some dreaminduced reason, she could not wake Judith up, or take the headlamp to look out the window; as with
all monsters, if it could see her, or smell her, or hear her, it would get her. So there Robyn lay, shaking with fear and soaked with sweat, waiting for the dawn to come, or death, whichever was first. If
the reader finds this all a bit melod¡amatic, well, so it was, and no apologies are made.
Judith, on the other hand, managed to sleep peacefully fo¡ most of the night, her dreams
possibly disturbed by thoughts of what the mice would do to her hair.
As with all terror-filled nights, the dawn finally did come, and with it the unbearable need to
pee. However, there was no way that Robyn was going to make the trip to the outhouse without
looking for the bear first. And, or course, there was no sign that any bear had been by, or was lurk-
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ing behind a tree somewhere looking for a bite of breakfast, and Robyn began to feel very silly
because she had had almost no sleep. Judith was sitting in bed looking pttzzled as Robyn stood in
the doorway, daring the bears to come out of hiding, and so Robyn was forced to tell her the entire
ghastly tale, and then point out that it was partly Judith's fault, and that to protect Judith's peace of
mind, Robyn had spent a honible night.
After a heafy laugh and some breakfast bars, the intrepid and normally fea¡less duo set off
again for a morning ski which ended with pieps practice. So that part of the plan, at least, was a suc'We
then had lunch, packed up our stuff and began the slow ski down with skins on, having
cess.
leamed the previous day that we couldn't turn worth a damn. The ski and hike went much more
quickly that the hike and ski in, and on the way Judith and Robyn solved all of the world's social,
economic and environmental problems. However, we failed to write any of that bullshit down, and
now it is lost to the world forever.
All in all, it was a good trip, and new heights in adrenaline rushes and hallucination induced
fear were reached. To anyone planning on staying in the Taylor meadows shelter, prepare yourself
for the mice and rats, and everything should work out just fine.

Skiing across Garibaldi Lake
Photo: Shane Cook
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Avalanche School
by Judith Shapiro
Early in lst term this year, the VOC received a letter from the Ca¡iboo College outdoor
leadership program. A group of students were finishing up their program and wanted some teaching
experience. Would we like to have an avalanche school for 15 students with an evening session on
campus and2 day sessions at Seymour, all for $10 a head? Holy cow yes!, we wrote back.
The first weekend of midterm break was supposed to dump gallons of rain on us all weekup
end,
to 50 million feet elevation or something. Those of us doing the avalanche school prepared
ourselves with rain jackets and rain pants, but some higher being was benevolent and we didn't get
a drop of rain all weekend. The evening session included a video depicting several groups going
out into the backcountry with varying levels of preparedness. The poorly prepared snowboarders
(sans pieps etc.) triggered an avalanche off a comice and one died. The well-prepared skiers also
had a small avalanche that buried one, and the other used her practiced rescue skills to find and
retrieve her friend. Lesson: learn your stuff, bring rescue equipment, and practice your rescue
skills.
Over the weekend, we practiced finding single pieps 1st, then set up rescue scenes for each
other with several pieps and poles and mitts and stuff strewn over a slope. Thus, we practiced our
dramatic skills as well as our rescue skills. We also leamed how to do some stability tests. On Sunday, we did a small amount of ski touring in groups with one instructor per goup and discussed risk
considerations around us as we went. One thing that surprised me was to leam that trees do not
always anchor the snow, as I'd previously believed. In fact, sparse trees on a subalpine slope can
serye as perforation where it's easier for a slab of snow to give. However, with all the information
and stability tests \rye were taught, I still didn't feel I could confidently rate the avalanche hazard of
an area. This clearly takes lots and lots of experience. One ofthe key things before you go on a trip
is to be aware of what the weather has been doing and to check the avalanche bulletin. If you've
thought about those two before you go out, when you do stability tests they should be "confirming
your suspicions" as much as providing information. All the hints and tests we leamed serye as
pieces to apuzzle and you'll rarely see the whole picture, but hopefully you can get the gist of it
with enough of the pieces and be able to make educated decisions.
Anna Topf deserves special mention for bringing a qazy carpet. Lunch on Sunday started
off as a quiet group of students and instructors eating their food. Then one of the instructors bowled
another into the snow and they started rolling around. Then another instructor joined in. Then
Shane looked over at Neil who had an evil glint in his eye and had no time to prepare himself
before he too was bowled over into the snow. Then Jon th¡ew himself onto the pile. Feeling it was
time to play, the rest of us created a super fast slide down the hill we were at the top of. We took
turns going down, some on Anna's carpet, some not, some on their butts, some head first on their
stomachs, some at a controlled speed, and some completely out of control. I was halfway up the hill
after sliding down when Robyn whizzedby me on her stomach, on the crazy carpet. For some rea-
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son, she went way faster that time than any of us had, and the look of fear in her eyes was something to remember! Someone pointed out that they were more physically exhausted after Sunday's
Iunch than they were all weekend!
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Brewint
by Ron Horwood
The stars were still visible in the Saturday moming sky when our courageous crew (consistAlistair,
ing of
Wendy, Sue, Jen, Chris, Dan, and myself) set out to find the hidden hut of Brew.
was
Actually it
a beautiful day by the time we hit the snowmobiler area but it was dark when we

met at the Bread Ga¡den. I've stayed in huts and hovels of all sizes and various locations but the
Brew hut was to be my first alpine hut and this my first free heel trip.
Soon after we had parked several other groups arrived with a similar destination in mind, so
desperate to claim bunk space and eager to be away, Dan and I decided to be off. The hard packed
'biler road made for easy travel as Dan and I cruised up hill. Conversation va¡ied from the beauty
of the scenery to the fact that neither of us knew what we were doing or exactly where the hut was
hidden.

As the ski-doo tracks split up we became a little worried as to our level of lostness but anticipated landmarks and conversations with pursuing members of other parties cleared that up. However when we left the main road we decided to wait for the rest of our group. This lasted until a
chill set in and we decided to move on at a slower pace. Crossing the bridge and moving uphill into
the shadows I found that my skins were beginning to slip and that I could no longer keep pace with
Dan, but we were still further ahead of our companions than either of us were comfortable with so
when we next moved out of the shade into the sun we decided to get comfortable and wait.
This time was spent bouldering and in educational pursuits such as collapsing a small cornice. When we asked passing members of the other groups for news of our friends we were berated
with sa¡castic remarks that showed their evident superiority, and informed us that we were in for a
long wait. Fortunately we were pleasantly surprised when we were able to photograph the stragglers coming up the slope within forty-five minutes. After some first aid on some rather battered
feet our group was off again. Once again Dan and I sprang into the lead but this time with the blessing of the group.
Soon we were switch-backing through trees following the well established tracks of our predecessors. By now the snow was soft and wet so when we finally burst through the trees I was dripping with sweat and there was six centimetres of snow stuck to my skins - better than my skins
were stuck to my skis.
A little confused by the no longer well-established trail, we held a hurried conference and it
was decided on the advice of the only member of our group to have seen Brew Hut before that we
should head for the ridge. So with Chris in hot pursuit we trudged up the intimidating hill. On top
of the ridge the path 'wasn't much clearer, we just knew to move to our right.
Amusingly enough we wound up going around amountain and were able to see the hut from
the wrong side of the bowl. Unable to get down the cliffs we were standing on we engaged in some
desperate route finding. After battling man eating trees and steep slopes we tumbled to the bottom
of the bowl, and the top of the gully of death only to start uphill once again. I found out that I was
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tired, really tired, in fact I could only take thirteen steps without resting. Howeve¡ exhausted and in
pain I finally reached the hut. Now it was just a matter of getting in.
The window was frozen shut and the door was buried and to make matters worse we çould
hear Jen shouting for us in the da¡k. Quickly it was decided that Chris should go to help her and
Dan and I should get some water boiling and warm up the hut. To get in I broke the window.
Finding candles, lanterns, a stove, and a heater in the hut we soon achieved a cheerier atmosphere and as a bonus the light made it easier for our comrades to f,nd the hut.
The night was spent comfortably and in the moming we repaired the window MacGuyver
style. Afterwards we did a little yo-yoing and at about one-thirty we cleared out and went home.
Not that it was easy, I'd neve¡ skied downhill with a pack before and I could probably blame my
ineptitude on that fact, but I should probably blame it on the fact that I don't even know how to ski

without a pack.

I'm not sure how the others fared other than the fact that Alistair carried Jen's pack and by
I collapsed in the parking lot it was dark. I was in a lot of pain but can't wait for my next

the time

trip.

VOCers at Brew Hut, heading out for the slopes
Photo: Dan Perrakis
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Winter Longhike Report
by Robyn Scott
This year's winter longhike was somewhat different from that of previous years. It was
organised (well, not exactly organised), um, planned (well...), um th¡own together in a somewhat
slapstick manner by Ron and myself, neither of whom are big winter camping experts, although
we'd done our sha¡e. So we tentatively billed it as Winter Longhike at Seymour or How to Pee in
the Snow. This may have been the wrong subtitle, as only two people (Vicky and Scott) signed up.
However, they were cool enough for a crowd. In the end, Brodie decided to come along too, upping
the instructor/student ratu.o to 3:2.
So after a beautifully unorchestrated trip meeting we took off up Seymour mountain with
our shovels, tents and other sundry winter camping gea.r. Luckily snow conditions were such that
hiking in was possible (good - because only Scott brought skis and those were cross-country). Ron
(the madman) was lugging tons of stuff plus his snowboa¡d. Gee, must be fun to be so big and
strong. After much sweating and discussion of why layering clothes is good, we arrived at a spot
just behind Pump Peak and sta¡ted searching for the best place to build our snow palace. This
brought on some discussion of avalanches and the likelihood ofbeing buried in your snow cave as
you're snoring, but as no one knew much about any of that we figured we were safe. Ignorance is
bliss.

So we picked a slope and began to dig. And dig. And dig some more. First, we dug down.
Way down. The thought crossed my mind that this was going to be an underground snow cave. We
made sure that Vicky and Scott experienced the true joy of winter camping - Get down there and
DIG you guys, you only learn by doing. Nope, we've already learned, so instructors don't have to
dig. In fact, everybody did lots of digging, and the snow cave began to take shape. As the tunnelling began I got in there on my stomach and started scraping snow from above my head and it's a
creepy feeling, let me tell ya. The thought occurred to me that there was some 12 ft. of snow over
my head and that it would crush the life right out of me if for some reason it fell. But it didn't. We
finally hit on an assembly line diggrng technique that really got the snow flying and some 4 hours
after we started it the snow palace was complete. It was huge. We had room for all of us to sleep in
it as well as a shelf that was just for storing packs and such.
Feeling very proud of ourselves (and sort of soggy) we ventured back into the outdoors just
in time for the clouds to clear so that the sunset was visible. Awesome.
After all that digging, dinner was a priority (more handy facts were learned, such as don't
put your stove on a PLASTIC shovel, and when melting snow put in some water so you don't burn
out the bottom of Brodie's pot), We then ventured down the hill and told the boy scouts there to
come and see our massive snow cave. After dinner the wind picked up and we were very happy to
get out of it. So, there we all were, snug as sardines in a can of snow. But it was only 7 pm. We can't
go to sleep yet, someone exclaimed. The next two hours involved much joke telling, giggling and
chocolate eating, to such an extent that I was worried that maybe some people weren't getting
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air. However it was just plain silliness, not ca¡bon dioxide poisoning.
V/e all spent a long, warm and drippy night in the snow cave (did I mention how big and
awesome it was?) before getting up the next moming refreshed and smelly. After breakfast we
headed back down the hill, bumskiing, crazy carpeting and snowboarding our way down while trying to avoid trees (ouch!) and people coming up. \Ve then scoffed at all the people who were paying to play in the snow down at the parking lot and drove home for a well-deserved (and badly
enough

needed) shower.

Jenny Holloway gingerly making her way across slopes near Brew Hut

Photo: Dan Perrrakis
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ttJack Left Tìown...tt
by Drew Brayshaw
This article's title is an excerpt from the film Arm)t Of Darkness:
Unknown Victim: " My friends will rescue me! "
Ash: "FriendsT The only friends you got are Jack and Shit, and

Jack left town..."
This article is based on a true story. All characters are acfual persons,
living or dead. Any resemblance to fictional characters is purely coincidental.

This is an article about

a

rock climbing trip to Joshua Tree over Ch¡istmas Break. However,

rather than write an article about the climbs we did, and so on, I have decided to write an article that

touches on these futile accomplishments only briefly, choosing instead to focus mainly on the personalities and incidents of the trip, many of which bear only a passing relation to climbing. In fact,
if you are interested in learning more about ctimbing in Joshua Tree, or if you were on this trip and
are easily offended, don't read this article. You have now received your one and only warning...
Vy'hat a strange concept: an a¡ticle about a trip to J-Tree in which everything goes according
to plan. Yet, that's just what happened on this trip. How unusual, eh? Neil Kearns, Eric Hutton,
Delphine Tardy and my own humble self left from UBC in ab'bzzard on December 19th. The only
hangup was at the border, where Delphine had to go through some elaborate rigmarole because she
was French @uro, not Quebecois). The border guard obviously thought he should be performing at
Yuk Yuk's rather than being a serious civil servant, which was at least a change of pace, although
sort of annoying too. He did all sorts of stupid gags and jokey "Here, hold my gum for me" type
bogus authority figure humor. rüy'e replied with the monosyllabic "Yes sir, no sir, th¡ee bags full, sir"
standard. How are you supposed to joke back to somebody who can order a round of "deep and

hard" cavity sea¡ches if he wants to?
After that little episode we drove south through blizzards and rain. We stopped in Redding
for breakfast and DENNY'S WAS CLOSED! despite the sign that said "Open 24 hrs". Across the
street was a "Jerry's" where we ate breakfast instead. If it is possible to be worse than Denny's,
Jerry's was that: Eric got a whole developed chicken fetus in one of his sunny side up's. I nearly
puked but I was too sleepy to fully realize how rude it was at the time. This, I am certain, was bad
karma: you see, on a previous trip we had tried to feed Tami this concocted story about how the
whole Denny's chain used to be called Jerry's, then they changed their name to Lenny's and then to
Denny's and that was why the old ladies in the commercials call it Lenny's. Further evidence is that
there are still a few of the "original" Jerry's around with a logo that looks like the old Denny's one'
Tami fell for this story, of course: she believes all that Roswell-crash-alien-autopsy-X-files bullshit
so you can tell she's gullible. But now we have paid for our lies.
Heavy fog through the rest of California turned into brilliant sunshine just north of L.A. We
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detoured along back roads and minor highways past Nadaland and the "Greater Los Angeles poppy
Reserve"(??) to Redlands, outside San Bernardino, where we timed it right to arrive at a Five.Ten
factory sale. I scored some cheap Moccasyms and Eric got a set of Guide Tennies for a song. These
were really the only deals in the whole place unless you had size twelve or larger feet.
With these little details out of the way, we drove up into Josh and managed to find a campsite through the usual fortunate coincidence of another guy leaving just as we arrived. 'We were in
an okay spot just below "The Flue".Small, and yet partly sheltered from the wind. The best point
was that we had fairly quiet ha¡dmen on both sides, rather than noisy yobs. So there were none of
those four A.M. drunken conversations that make you want to go on a killing spree. This is not to
say that things were perfect. The chap who had left our site was named Josh. He moved his van into
a site next door, where there was another party already camped. One member of this party was also
named Josh. Another member was heard clueing in to this while in the throes of a major high:
(thick, slow voice) "So, you're Josh.....and å¿3 Josh....and we're j¡¿ Josh?!?!" We eventually
became on very good terms with our neighbours on both sides, especially after the a¡rival of Luc
(of which more later). In the campsite on the other side was a gathering of VIV's. One of them (and
its driver, Aldon) had come all the way from Maine. Aldon had been camping out in the park for a
few months. Now, the camping time limit for Josh is two weeks. After that the rangers give you the
"bum's rush". However, rangers, bless their bureaucratic little brains, are creatures of habit and
consequently are easily fooled. In this case Aldon and Josh would get up at 5:30 every morning and
drive out to Key's View, At 6:30 the ranger would drive by and do a license plate check on the
parked cars. At 6:45 Aldon and Josh would drive back into camp and go back to sleep for an hour.
Rangers like this just aren't that effective a deterrent! Sure, they have big guns, but that is just so
that their pants don't fall down.
Now anyways, the next morning we set off to Ryan to look for John Ford, who was supposed to be already down here. A cryptic note on the bulletin board led us to his campsite. John
wasn't there so we climbed the Headstone instead. It was "too windy" to climb Headstone Arete
(5.13b), unfortunately (or maybe foftunately), so afler doing the easier routes we went bouldering
in the rubble pile below the Headstone. Seve¡al excellent (= easy) problems were defeated. We
could all tell it had been a while without climbing, for instance it took me about twelve tries to
climb an estimated V0 problem. After these two climbs plus bouldering we were done for the day.
We went back to camp and lay around moaning for a while, then did some more bouldering near
camp and tried the dreaded "Pig Pen" (Bachar Cracker of the Desert, a 30 ft roof fingercrack three
feet off the ground). I also ran up The Eye to get another t-shi¡t tick in for the day. It really is the
steepest 5.3 going. We finally hooked up with JF that evening.

The next day was a real howler. The day began with rain and wind and storms, so we
decided to hit town. This was a good plan, it turned out. The weather was quite intense: 80 mile an
hour winds, thunderstonns, flash floods, etc. We ended up going to a movie theatre and seeing
"Beavis and Butthead Do America", of all things. Heh, heh, heh, heh-heh, heh-heh...The power
went off 3/4 of fhe way through, and the film finished on a back-up generator. This film was a constant source of amusement for the next few weeks, much to the disgust of certain puritans who shall
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remain unnamed (hint: they came down after Christmas). For example one day a week or so later
some dude came by to have a cam fixed by Luc. Unfortunately he asked Luc if he would "have a
look at this unit." Heh heh heh... "I am Cornholio! You want to see my unit? Huhheh huh-heh huhheh..."
After this the climbing got

I won't bore you with hold by
hold, route by route descriptions, but
suffice it to say we climbed all over:
Echo, the Outback, Real Hidden Valley, Lost Horse, Hall of Horrors, the
Wonderland, the Comic Book, etc. We
got in forty or fifty routes over ten or a
dozen days of climbing, plus assorted
boulder problems. JF took off to his
parents' in Arizona for Christmas, but
this was balanced out because Luc
(Bubba) showed up the next morning.
good.

Luc was all keen to go shopping after
Christmas because he had hea¡d there
was some type of toy on the market

called "Real Talking Bubba" and he
wanted one as a mascot.

Luc Mailloux cranking through Grit Roof (5.10c)
Photo: Drew BraYshaw

I had a bit of

trouble imagining this: in my mind a
"Real Talking Bubba" would look Iike
an unwashed "Tickle Me Elmo" with a
beer in one hand and a piton hammer in
the other. What kid wants that for
Christmas? But Luc was persuaded
that climbing with us would be more
fun than hunting for Bubba toys. So,
Eric was spared the difflculty of being
the only rope gun in the group. John
arrived back at the same time that the

"after Christmas" twave a¡rived

at

which point there were so many people we split into little goups in separate areas'
Now I will throw in a few words about the actual climbs. We climbed all over the central
of
Josh. A lot of the ateas we went to were places I had wanted to climb at, but hadn't yet.
a¡eas
Horse,
the Outback and so on. Of our little group of five climbers, Luc, Eric and John were the
Lost
and did more of the leading. Neil and I didn't crank as many leads, or as much
climbers
stronger
but
we did our share. We were both dealing with injuries towards the end of our trip,
hard climbing,
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despite this... We concentrated on the classics, routes on the hit lists. rùy'e aimed to pick up over ten
stars per day. Of the best routes we did, I would have to say the Hall Of Horrors climbs like Grit
Roof and Diamond Dogs, the Lost Horse climbs on Hemingway Wall and thereabouts, the Outback
and Wonderland really stand out in my mind. But all the climbs we did had something to recommend them: a hard move barely accomplished, a nice hold, a certain colour of sunset light on the

rock,

a bold runout, or something like that. Some of the best routes of the trip were ones I couldn't
even manage to climb, like Grit Roof or on Cerro Torre spire, but which provided our group as a
whole with lots of excitement. Luc scored a brand new #4 Camalot as booty on Grit Roof, too. In
terms of numbers of routes done, Eric far outperformed the rest of us, then Luc and John and Neil,
then me. Delphine was somewhere further back because she had periodic fits where she would hate
climbing and go off into the desert by herself. Just as well. Josh has something for everyone, be it a
nice view or a desperate crank. Then there are those only-in-Josh route names like 'I-umping Fat
Jennie", "Ssfnhhcht", "X-Rated Tits" or even "If You Really Loved Me You'd Buy Me A iurkey",

not to mention "I'd Slap You But Shit Splatters" (we didn't climb that one). Yep, it feels proud
when you strut back to the campsite and tell everyone how you got on..Loose Lady,'. They're
climbers too...they'

Maybe

ll understand.

I

should say a few words about the grading of routes at Josh. I've heard a lot of
bitching about the stiff grades and so on down there, that everything is sandbagged. \Mhine, whine,
puke, puke. In my opinion99To of this is bullshit just like all the other complaints about sandbagging that you hear. Sure, some ¡outes are a bit harder than they are graded (e.g.. @ DQ Wall) but
this is balanced out by routes that are easier than they are graded (e.g.. @ Shorter Wall). The same
is true of any areaincluding Squamish. What most people who bitch about sandbags at a new area
fail to realize is that the climbing is dffirent! If you're used to Squamish (especialþ Smoke Bluffs
thin cracks and edgy lower-angle faces) then Josh (wide cracks and smeary, rounded holds anüor
varnish plates) seems ha¡der until you accltmatize. The same is true in reverse as was proven one
night around the ca:nptre when some Califomia hardmen sta¡ted bitching about all the sandbagged
climbs at Squamish (and they didn't mean Hot Cherry Bendover either). Adding to most p"opi"'t
complaints about Josh is that you go down there out of shape after a month and a half of rain and
gym-only climbing, and can't expect to be climbing at a comparable grade to what you were cranking in October. So hopefully this little spiel will straighten out the whiners. If you don't agree with
me, check out Peter Croft's new book where he says basically the same things when talking about
improving your climbing technique by climbing at a lot of different areas. [You can also consider
the Josh psych factor is higher because a lot ofthe routes are drilled on lead, so the bolts are where
the stances are, not where the cruxes are.l Now that you have assimilated the dogma according to
Drew, you too can secretly laugh to yourself when some little whiner starts going on about sandbagging.

Even when we weren't climbing, most of us managed to have a good time. One day Luc,
Neil, Eric, Delphine and I took a rest day. It was Boxing Day. We went into Desert Hot Springs and
did the whole hot spring thing. As the desk clerk said, "It's that famous aquifer" that makes them
special. This year at the hot springs, as compared to previous years, there were neither big smelly
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bags of soiled diapers and vomit, nor cockroaches, in the changing rooms. Quite an improvement!
After this purpotred cleansing we needed lunch. Just randomly driving around we saw aPizzaHuf
that had 20 minutes left on an all-you-can-eat lunch deal. I don't think this place knew what was
hitting them. Everyone except Delphine must have eaten two whole pizzas each. But we weren't
their biggest customers: most of the people in there were truly huge. Three hundred pounds minimum weight. I mean, I don't want to contribute to anyone's negative body image or anything, or
stigmatize normal people as overweight, but this group of customers were really plus-sized. Seeing
them sort of balanced out the extreme body images we were picking up from the other end of the

spectrum (i.e. Josie the anorexia poster girl). After this brush with American society we saw
another segment of it by heading to the infamous factory outlets in Cabazon. It was Boxing Day. It
reminded me of a well-behaved mosh pit. You couldn't breathe in some of the stores: too many
people. Lots of folks tell me they travel to get an appreciation of different cultures: this was North
American consumer culture at its best.
Another non-climbing incident occurred at Jeremy's. It was Sunday: Open Mike Night. We
were all sitting in the cafe, playing chess and Scrabble, reading and listening to the performers. One
guy got up and started playing these flutes: first just ordinary flutes, and then this weird "doubleheader" with a moutþiece in the middle and a flute sticking out left and right. It looked a bit like a
hammerhead shark, but it sounded unearthly. Then some guy in the crowd started drumming, or
tapping, along with the flautist. He was not so good. We glared at him. In fact, someone at another
table leaned over and asked him "Could you please stop that, it's very annoying when I'm trying to
listen to the music." It later turned out that this little drummer boy was a musician himself and the
flute guy had asked him to drum along!
'We
met lots of people at Hidden Valley campground, mainly thanks to the effofs of Luc and
John who seem to know everyone from previous roadtrip experiences. We even ran into some old
VOC'ers: Andy and Muriel Pacheco, Emily Butler and Kobus Bamard. Andy and Muriel gave me
lots of encouragement as a beginning climber (teaching me to lead, loaning me gear, etc.) so it was
cool to see them again. Those of you who knew them too will be surprised to hear that Andy hasn't
climbed any offwidths lately. Then again, Kobus was seen to clip a bolt onthis trip, so I guess nothing is sacred. (Apparently, even Doug Wilmhas been sport climbing lately!?)
One day we were climbing in Steve Canyon. Neil and I did Deflowered, Eric and Luc did
Comfortably Numb, we all did Super Roof, Scary Monsters, blah, blah. I was looking for this
banana that had vanished from my lunch. I couldn't find the thing-it was gone! So I kept climbing,
getting hungrier. Eventually we decided to move around to the Watanobe Wall a¡ea. After packing
up, I swung rny bag up onto my back. There was my banana-all smushed out under my pack.
Slowly I put down my pack and pulled off my shirt. Stained all over my back was a banana Rohrshach blot. I dusted chalk onto it like I was Hercule Poirot looking for a killer's fingerprints but all
that resulted was that I ended up with a permanent chalked banana stain on a perfectþ good climbing shirt. There is still a chalk outline of the dead banana on my pack, too. I figure if I'm ever starving I can suck on the stains like the Hitch Hiker's Guide says to suck on a towel (not to mention,

Don't Panic!)
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With so many people it was inevitable that certain tensions would arise, and sure enough
they did. Delphine didn't really know what she was getting into, having only sport climbed French
limestone, and had trouble adjusting; some of us had troubles adjusting to her adjusting. She also
was obviously not used to the "wilderness" experience (not that Josh's campground scene is like
real wilderness or anything...). I nearly lost it one day when she went on this long spiel about how
men don't think women are as competent as them and are therefo¡e always doing unnecessary
things to help them out - then she turned to John and said "Can you open this for me, I'm not veryhowyousay-autonomous."Itwas atwistoffiItwasn'tjustDelphineonthesideoftheannoyances,
either: when the crowds got larger, certain people (not mentioning narìes, but I'm sure you can
guess) who had a¡rived later seemed to think they could show up at our campsite, use our water and
sit by (or extinguish) our fre without any contributions of their own. It's very easy to be generous
with other people's stuff, I guess. The list of annoyances goes on... but I'm not writing In the
Throne Room of the Mountain Kings here. Most of the annoyance was felt by me, Luc and Neil.
Eric, being more mellow and relaxed, didn't let this petty stuff bother him, and he set a good example. Plus, with the Monument being so large, it's always possible just to take off and ignore aggravations. Not to suggest that this was a Mark Twightlike journey of hate and angst. John, Luc, Eric,
Neil and I got on splendidly.
'while
we're on the subject of people, "Jonah", aka Doug \Milm, got jinxed again. you may
remember how on previous trips Doug has tried to hack his hands off with an axe, picked up mono
that lasted for a year and a half, etc. Shoshanna is supposed to be watching out fo¡ Cripple-MeDoug nowadays to keep this sort of incident from occurring. Well, this time being no exception,
Doug picked up a special bargain from Taco Hell: buy two burritos, get food poisoning free! After
a night of simultaneous vomiting and dia¡rhoea, "old man Wilm" was not climbing too good for the
next several days. He was truly spouting from both ends! Luckily for Shoshanna he managed to
make it to the outhouse, or at least out the tent door, most of the time. Dogs ate the leavings when
he didn't. ShoSho must have flunked the assignment this time. Poor Doug. How does he manage to
do this to himself? The rest of us will hopefully never find out...
Luc once again seemed to know everyone in the universe. He would point some ordinary
seeming dudes out: "See him? That's Marcos Nunez. That guy over there? That's John Rzyeczykithe guy who put up the Midgard Serpent on Baffrn..." etc. We hea¡d all sorts of gossip and slander,
most of which I am banned from publishing. If you know Luc, you can figure most of it out, and if
you don't, it won't make much sense anyways. Luc made sure we encountered all the big wheels
like Hamish Fraser, Tucker Tech and so on. Luc was recovering from a tree-fall and smashed back,
plus resulting two-month interval of semi-paralysis, so he was finding the climbing difficult. Handfuls ofibuprofen got him up and over a few 5.10 and 5.11 roofs, offwidths and offwidth roofs, Luc
also made us all aware of the "great" dialogue in Army of Da¡kness: see the title for one example.
No one could say "friend" on this trip without triggering this quote. We also heard a lot of other
quotes from the movie like "Gimme some sug¿ìr, baby!" I guess it seems better if you're translating
itinto French. Every now and then Luc would get drunk over the fre and go offinto little worlds of
his own in which many politically incorrect, or even downright offensive, epithets would be lev-
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elled. These were great fun to witness but since this journal has been ordered censored by anal
whiner types I won't include any of them since they wouldn't make it past the cutting room floor.
Eric Hutton was the quiet core of our trip in the sense that he spent less time spewing about
things and more time doing things. The guy is amazing. Let me tell you stories about him. He
seems quiet and unassuming. Nothing bothers him, it seems. Rather than get mad, he just walks
away or deals with annoyances in his own way. He is a scholastic overachiever in a difficult academic program and yet he has plenty of time available to climb. When climbing, he will crank up
any hard 5.11 around on toprope, yet he chooses not to lead any ha¡der than mid 5.10 for strange
personal reasons. He is slightly funny-looking, sort of like Guy but not as extreme. Perhaps his
most endearing trait is his sense of humor: he seems like a quiet and unassuming sort, and then in a
normal tone of voice he will pop out some comment that leaves everyone rolling on the floor, gasping for breath amid fits of laughter. Some of these comments are of the sort that the VOC executive
has decreed shall not be printed in this august publication. The contrast between the speaker and the
message is part of the humor. I won't say any more. In fact, Eric Hutton is one of my idols. I cannot
say a bad thing about him.

Eric & Neil: Ilangin' proud and styley at J-Tree
Photos: Drew Brayshaw
Whenever you deal with Eric you will also encounter Neil Kearns, or vice versa. Neil is a
quiet man from Ontario. UnusuaÌly for the VOC, he is a commerce student. Get that: a cotnmerce
student from Onta¡io, and yet I also have no bad things to say about Neil. Commerce students and
refugees from Onterrible are two of my usual scapegoats for everything that is wrong with modern
society; perhaps that gives you some idea of the esteem in which I hold Mr. Kearns. Neil is, like
Eric, quiet and unegotistical, yet he is more abrasive and willing to argue with or slander those who
deserve it; his and my views on this subject are usually in agreement so we get along well. Neil is
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balanced and reasonable, not to mention modest, on many subjects. Only when drawn out through
conversation do you discover the many arnazing feats he has performed. For instance, on this trip
he casually mentioned how much he enjoyed going on nine or ten hour cross-çountry ski trips in

Onta¡io in -40o Celsius conditions: he spoke with pleasure of the thick ice buildup he remembered
forming on his beard in such conditions. Of Neil also I have nothing bad to say.
Probably the most hard-core person on our trip was Tracy Fraser: not necessarily in the
sense of numbers of routes crushed off, but in sheer dedication. Tracy rode Grayhound 30 hours
through the storm and lost her luggage in order to get in four or five days of climbing. Tracy needed
to climb REALLY BADLY and nothing could stop her. Guy and Ann-Marie were almost as hardcore, making the seven-hour hitchhike over from Red Rocks in a car full of Marines. Vy'e did not
climb very much with Guy, AMC or Tracy, so I don't mention them much mo¡e in this tale, for they
have their own stories to tell.
A somewhat nebulous group (different people on different days, really) split off from the
"hardcore" scene at our campsite and stayed in faraway Jumbo Rocks. These guys fell in with a
local named Mingo, who went out of his way to guide these "foreign bumblies" a¡ound his personal
stomping grounds, give them pizza, etc. Vy'e couldn't figure out if Mingo was a Good Samaritan or

if he had some sinister purpose in mind. To the more experienced eye he gave off bad signals: it
was like he was pulsing out a wavelength and we all had Geiger counters that were beeping out
"Don't climb with this guy, he's a real wild card". Remembe¡ the Law of Climbing Partners: good
climbers don't have trouble finding pafners, unless they're fucked up in the head. It just doesn't
seem possible that a guy who's been climbing for twenty years (since the Sorinson/Largo era)
needs to troll around the easy crags for Canadian neophytes to find partners. On the other hand, he
and Barb (his wife) seemed pretty nice when I met them. Maybe the suspicions we had of him
being a Josh equivalent of "Lighthouse Mike" were totally unfounded. (If you aren't familiar with
Lighthouse Mike go back through your old VOCJ's and read an a¡ticle called "Through the eyes of
a student nurse".) At any rate this suspicion we had was one reason why our group didn't climb
much with the Mingo crowd. Another reason might be that we had our own tick list to see to. A
third reason might be that we simply weren't invited to! Whatever, we really didn't see Mingo all
that much. If he should turn out down the line to be some psycho with a whole young climber in his
walk-in freezet this fact will comfort me. Mingo was sure happy to talk the talk and the crowd he
was climbing with didn't seem to have their BS detectors hooked up, as was proven when later on
they were heard spouting off some Mingo tall tale like it was the straight goods, like the supposed
fact that Mingo has put up IÙVo of the routes in J-Tree, (Get out the purple guide and lry to frnd his
name even once.)
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Climbing in a little world of their
own, which only weakly interacted with
ours, were Carl (that's CARL FLEETOF-FOOT, see "Moron State" a¡ticle this
issue (if it makes it in?)), Josie Hetyei
and the almighty conqueror of Denali,
Fred "Stoveclamp" Touche. They had
taken four days to drive down, partly due

to mountaineering side trips and partly
due to the antics of Fred's Yugo (only
travels for an hour at a time before it
needs a "rest", top speed = 60 km/h,
etc.). It's better than nothing, I guess, but
only just. Fred was learning how to rock
climb since he's already got mountaineering dialed in. So Josie and Carl spent
most of their time dragging him onto
5.10 sport climbs. The mountaineerìng

connection doesn't seem obvious, but
maybe time will tell. Fred took off one
day and climbed 11,000' San Gorgonio
in a rainstorm and whiteout. He told us
later how he had to hold on to rocks to
keep from getting blown away. If weigh-

Mingo: Legend or loudmouth?
Photo: Dan Perrakis

nothing Josie had gone along she would

have been blown awaypr sure. She would have ended up in the Sahara and credulous nomads
would worship her as a space goddess. After this trip Fred was hopping on a plane and heading for
Aconcagua. Strange training regime, if you ask me, but it must work. Fred is in his early forties but
most people think he's twenty-something due to the way-honed shape of his physique. I must confess that I have never really comprehended the Fred mystique or the Fred psyche. In fact, in the past
I have considered Fred something of a wild card. But on this trip I had no problems whatsoever
with the Fredmeister. In fact, I even spent part of a rest day happily teaching Fred how to place
gear. So let this be a lesson to those of you who consider me a misanthropic, hard-hearted cynic.

When John Ford came back from his parents' home in Scottsdale after Christmas, he
brought back some surprises with him. In addition to a big cooler full of miscellaneous turkey parts,
he brought some funky pills. Not glamorous addictive drugs like uppers or ecstasy, but an innocuous "dietary supplement" called melatonin. This stuff is banned in Canada. It is a natural bodily
hormone that makes you fall asleep. If you're jetlagged, or insomniac, you'll get a natural sleep
from a tab of this. On the other hand, if you're normally rested, you have amazing,biza¡re dreams
all night, and when you wake up, 1) you're fully rested and full of energy, and 2) you really have to
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pee. Vitaminheads and New Age chemical types really hype this sfuff as a wonder

pill that reverses

aging and all the usual hoo-ha. I must say I really took to this chemical. Anything that induces
bizarre dreams is fine by me. In high school I "experimented" with subliminal tapes, lucid d¡eaming and all that other Carlos Castaneda REM-sleep trippy stuff, so I got right into this. To make a
long story short I smuggled a vial back across the border. There a¡e no known side effects from
overuse - yet. Check back with me in twenty years and see if I have gone insane or something.
Continuing on the same topic (John Ford), I should mention John's styling threads. John
started off wearing this old pair of Taiga fleece pants. After about a week of steady climbing these
things developed a little rip. The rip got larger and larger. Unfortunately it was located right along
the crotch seam of the pants. It looked sort of obscene. Not really plumber's butt, more like
plumber's split beaver. This wasn't sonething that could be taken care of with some safety pins. So
John changed his pants. He changed into a pair of judo pants. Some improvement. They may have
been good for that Bruce Lee stuff but I wouldn't call them stylish, necessarily (hey, check it out:
Drew Brayshaw, fashion critic! Who am I foolin' here?). These pants were the type of pants you
wear when there's a big flood. Yep, pretty high cuffs. They were almost jammers. To go with these
pants John picked up ajacket. He found it in a garbage can one night when we were scavenging the
back alleys of Joshua Tree for firewood. It was a certain shade of brown -thtnk 1977 high school
cafeteria lunchroom. This jacket was obviously not designed for a normal body type. When John
put it on, it only came halfway down his chest, but the a¡ms were the right length. A size S jacket

with )(I- arms: talk about

ape index! Somewhere, "Monkey Child" is probably crying 'cause his
mornmy threw out his special jacket. Either that or it was a fashion statement straightjacket.
Another interesting point about John (not that I want to target him or anything, hejust spontaneously generates these little stories) is the way he cooks his food. John was really nice and
loaned us his pots and stove when he went to visit his parents. When he came back he started using
the pots again. Now these pots hadn't been cleaned since before he left (everyone except Luc was
too sca¡ed of them to use them, and Luc "cleaned" them by throwing in a few handfuls of sand...). I
don't think they ever did get cleaned. One day John was cooking pasta sauce in one of these pots.
Just looking at the pot you could see that John had had oatmeal for breakfast and clam chowder the
night before. You could see this because dried chunks of clam, covered in oatmeal, were floating in
the pasta sauce. It was a revolting sight. Despite John's efforts to share his food with other people,
no one ever took him up on any ofthese "generous" offers.
þom the preceding three paragraphs you might think that I am targeting John or something. Not so. I have known John longer than almost anyone else; he and I went to the same kindergarten class and the same elementary and high schools. John climbed earlier and more than I did or
have; he has dragged me up many a ha¡d route. John has lived both the high society life as an
employee of an expensive West Vancouver dining establishment, and the dirtbag life of a tree
planter and road-tripping climber; in all he has flourished. I merely tell these anecdotes about John
because he is a picturesque character who appears in many tall tales and stories on these roadtrips.
His climbing and other accomplishments speak for themselves: he has no need for me to gild the

lily with my retelling of these stories.l
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Come New Year's Eve there was the usual big celebration in Hidden Valley. Some misfits
hauled a keg up to the top of Intersection Rock (it's a tradition). Eric, John, Delphine and Neil went
to investigate the keg while Luc and I sat around the campfire "telling flsh stories" and bitching
about how the world is less than perfect. Luc got drunk enough to invite me to do a wall with him;
I got drunk enough to accept. We stayed behind because we suspected that drugs, climbing and
drinking should not mix. Sure enough, Neil sustained a huge wound in the knuckle region while
rappelling off in the dark. Neil's girlfriend was back home in Ontario, so Neil became intimate with
his wound: maybe not quite in the sense that suggests to your peryerted little mind, but in the sense
that every change in its healing was lovingly noted: "Hey look guys, it's pussing againl"
Since I mentioned campfires several times before now I should briefly note how they came
about. At first we used the tried and true "K-Mart Sponsorship Method'. Then Neil got all worried
about consequences of what would happen if K-Mart actually discoveredthat they were sponsoring
us, so we switched over to a different technique. This involved driving up and down back alleys at
night and acquiring wood. Both from roadside trolling ("wooden sign, pull over" ) and visits to
construction projects, not to mention the ever popular toxic waste disposal dumpster dives, we got
a fair amount of wood, We also got given a fair amount of wood by befriending guys like Jack who
had to leave town. But perhaps the best method of wood collection is described in the following little anecdote.
You see, one day Luc and I were sitting in camp in the aftemoon, injured and out of commission. This woman drove by in a truck. She was kind of thin and intense looking ("a Repo Man
seeks out intense situations, it's part ofhls code" but I digress). Luc was just innocentÌy looking out
at the road and far off crags. She screeched to a stop and rolled down the window.
"Hey youl Are you looking atme?"
"Uh,...no...?"
She got out of the car and sta¡ted walking towards him: "No! You were looking at me,
weren't you?"
"No, um, I was, ah.. just looking out...you know, at the...uh....the view" said Luc, starting to
get worried. I was hiding in my tent figuring Luc was going to staÍ getting in a brawl with some
obsessive wierdo [ "It was youleaving those love notes on the bulletin board, wasnl it? They were
in code but I know what you really meant! C'mon, we can be in Vegas and get married in two
hours..."l. Then I snapped out of my trance to hea¡ her say that in fact, she was just looking for
some dudes she was supposed to give a ride into town, that she didn't really know who they were
and she figured that Luc was one of those guys, looking for her. What a prosaic explanation. Life is
never as interesting as you think it will be, eh?
Well, the next day we acquired a big load of firewood. What we told people was that it was
that woman who brought it for us, that she was so sorry for having scared Luc that she thought she
should bring us a truckload of wood to heal things over. Everyone fell for ttis obvious /i¿ hook, line
and sinker. Who is going to feel sorr.v for an obvious big wall hardcase tough guy like Luc? What
really happened is that once again I was kicking back in my tent when I heard this car-crash type of
noise. I got out and looked around: a big RV with BC plates had just pulled into the tiny little space
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between our campsite and Josh's site. Now Josh drove his van away to a new climbing spot every
day but he had keeper stuff in the space so it wouldn't get mooched. It was pretty obvious, but here
some know-nothings were, ignoring the campsite boundaries. Not only that, but they were making
it seem that people from my own province had even less brainpower than those dull Yanks.
(Hmmnr, big concrete barrier, maybe I'm not supposed to park there, eh?) So I went over to tell
them to move. The car was full of fat old people and fat adult roadtripping-with-the-parents types.
So I picked this one woman who looked like the sharpest crayon of a blunt lot and told her "Um,
uh.. like, that site is taken, y'know...maybe you should just go away or something." She got all flustered; I don't know why, I made a big effon not to curse (remember I'd been on a roadtrip for more
than a week and should have said "Hey, you fucking fucker, why don't you pack up your fat ass and
make like a fucking fetus and head out?").
She said to me "Oh, don't worry dear, we're just going to roast some weenies on this campfire, is that OK?" Now all hardmen have those T:-shirts that say "This ain't no $7o#^ weenie roast!"
and I was just about to fire that back at her when she continued "And, you can have the rest of this
firewood when we leave" and pointed out this enoÍnous wood pile to me. They must have been
from a mill town or something, because they had the greater part of an old growth grove all stacked
up in chunks of two-by-four. So they had a fire, roasted their weenies, left half an hour later and I
scored th¡ee nights' frewood from it. But this was too simple a story to tell the other members of
our team so Luc and I invented the alternative version involving the intense woman. Like I said,
they fell for it. Truth really is stranger than flction.
To sidetrack a bit here, we had all been picking up the California lingo quite a bit here. It all
started when two of the guys from either side of us came over one morning before the sun¡ise. As
the sun's rays colored the sky they had a little dialog:
IIARDMAN ONE: "That's a proud sun¡ise, dude."
IIARDMAN TW O: " Styley warm".

BOTH: "Kíll¿r!"
I'd like to illustrate here is the use of certain terms and phrases. So, we told Neil:
"Harsh injury dude. That is defrnitely a styley bandage. Qutte humble." (Actually, we made up
humble, = not proud, ourselves). So we were a bit surprised late¡ on when an old pal of Luke's
named Chongo showed up on New Year's Day. Chongo is "a character". He wandered into our
camp declaiming, in Shakesperean manner, about his magnum opus: " I just rewrote the last chapter of m)t book last night". It seems Chongo has written a three hund¡ed page tome on Big Wall
Climbing, longhand. Suddenly he switched gears, spinning around and giving us the Eye: "Does
anyone here want to get high??" Chongo is probably the last guy you want to smoke up with: one
toke and he coughs and wheezes like his chest is just temporary storage space for a freight car full
of phlegm. The joint was so soaked with his saliva, it was actually drtpping. But, in fact, his tone of
What

voice was such that both Neil and I thought he was talking about "Robo" or shooting horse or
something. He just gives you that impression. But I'm off topic here. tù/hat I want to get at is that
Chongo spontaneously described the ashes of our campfire as a humble fire. Was this some sort of
ha¡dman grapevine (it had been a week since we first used the word in this sense), or did we rein-
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vent the wheel? I have no idea whatsoever.
Back to the climbing. Both Neil and I were injured by now (me from various bouldering and
roped falls I haven't bothered to describe in detail [yep, despite the suave, masculine, solos-5'12
irnage I project, I fall. Quite a bit. At least I'm not on TRll), so on what turned out to be our last day
of ciimbing we took off early for Saddle Rocks to do Walk On The Wild Side. This easy, multipitch
climb would go lightly on our damaged fingers. However, it attracts mobs of bumblies, so an early
star-t was essential to beat the rush. We arrived at the base with only one party ahead of us. These
guys were definitely radiating bad vibes, though: they were slow and clumsy just setting up. It took
itr"^ ou". an hour justÍo rack up and tie in. So we decided to hit the passing lane. I won the rock,
scissors, paper for the first lead and got ready for takeoffright behind their second. Neil was spouting advici: "We've got to poss these bumblies. When he's at the second bolt you should just go up
thire and crawl up his ass until they let you pass," etc., not really trying to keep the second from

hearing. I was playing good cop to Neil's bad cop and politely told the two guys at the first
(optional) belay, "rùy'e're just going to pass you, we're really fast, let me just clip that bolt and I'11 be
out of your way, etc.". The two bumblies weren't all that thrilled with this, but we gave them no
choice; really, we did everything but elbow them in the face and push them off stances! We hit the
top in no time and raced down the descent, downclimbing most of the rappels; by the time we were
bait< at the car, almost a mile away, the bumblies were still only on the third pitch! Let this be an
example of the benefits of mountaineering vs. rock climbing: it teaches you how to move fast
through easy terrain and over runouts. Sport climbing is just no good for this type of movement. Of
course, since we were so trashed, this was actually the only climbing we did that day.
For the last night in camp Mingo got everybody together, plus some guys from Ontario who
I really don't understand the appearance of (they just showed up out of nowhere), to do the night
crawl into the "Chasm of Doom". This is a mysterious system of tunnels under Gateway Rock.
.,Tradition" dictates that you only enter it at night, without headlamps. Chongo and Mingo are the
self-described "unofficial official" guides for this excursion. Chongo had taken a group through,
dosed on some "proud chemicals", during the full moon. It was new moon for us, so most stayed
sober. Eighteen people crawled around in underground holes for two or three hours. Some people
got really into it, to the point of becoming anal and bossy (like elementary teachers) and whining
ãbout other peoples' singing and illicit use of lights. Some people were also very slow and held up
the rest of us in a passage full of freezing wind. Some people got confused and took a deathgrip on
the person in front of them under the delusion they were some sort of crucial hold (sorry Tracy).
Some people took the whole excursion as a lark and did handstands over perilous drops, much to
the dismay of their significant others. Some managed to injure themselves crawling around without
lights in tight caves: strange, huh? In particular I picked up a big blood blister on my thumb to complement Neil's knuckles. I still don't know exactly how, or as a result of what, this occurred. But I
would have to say that the Chasm Of Doom was entertaining but did not live up to its reputation- It
was like a haunted house party where they give you peeled grapes and tell you they are eyeballs' At
one point Doug Wilm, the Vomit Comet, decided to play a joke. He crawled under a boulder and
grabUed people's feet as they squirmed by him.

I

saw this thing out of the corner of my eye. I didn't
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know it was his hand. I figured it was a big roach or something. But no, it was Doug. Same difference really.

The next day the weather sucked, so most people packed up and left. We drove through
the

night. A lot of California was flooded out so we got to make some funky detours. We had
thing timed right to arrive at "The Original Pancake House" in Portland at 6 AM for a grand "rn"ryfrnale
breakfast. And yet, when we arrived on schedule, it turned out that the pancake house didn't
open
until 7. No one else wanted to bivy in the parking lot, so we headed on and had yet another Denny's
breakfast. I was disappointed, to say the least: the Pancake House offers one ofthe finest breakfasts

on the planet. Exertion afterwa¡ds is strongly discouraged: remember Mr. creosote.
Overall, on the trip, Eric probably got in the most climbing, with nearly sixty routes done.
Guy pulled off the ha¡dest climb of the trip (big surprise), onsighting a I2a crack at Lost Horse.
Doug got another excuse for sleeping in the sun fo¡ hours. Lots of people got to visit Josh fo¡
the

first time. Luc got back on the rock. Delphine got to find out whaitrad climbing is, and that
she
it' Neil got a bitching scab on his knuckles. Dave and Tamara got to bill and coo at each other
in a different setting. Tracy got a really high mileage/ climb ratio. Mingo got some new climbing
partners to impress with the Tobin Sorinson stories his other pafners (if he actually
has any) have
all probably hea¡d ad nauseum. We all got to drive back through the worst flooding in Centr¿
C¿ifornia in 50 years. What did I get? Aside from forty climbs, over a hundred stars, and four
rolls of
film, I also got a big aficle for the VOCJ out of it. I hope I've entertained you. If not, I hope you
slammed the Joumal shut in disgust.
hates

POSTSCRIPT: Apparentl¡ the day after we all left,
foot in 24 hours. Were we blessed by the weather or what?

it stafed to snow. It snowed about

Participants:
The Self-Desc¡ibed Ha¡dmen:
Drew Brayshaw
John

Ford

also camping with the hudmen:

Delphine Tudy
after Cb¡istmas mivals :
Doug(h) ìüilm
Campsite I

I

Shoshama Reiær

SportÆVlountaineers:

Fred Touche
Jumbo rocks (team Mingo):

Jmbo

Eric Hutton
Neil Keams
Luc Mailloux, ùe real talking Bubba

Josie Hetyei

Culos (Solrac) Flær

TooTallPaulFeuing Judithsbapirc

rocks (cmping with his puents):
Dave Dexter
the sickly sweet cooing love bird climbers:
Dave & Tama¡a Avocado-Runout
Ms. Grayhound:
TÌacy Fraser
left behind somewhere in Washington:
Tracy Fraser's luggage (oops!)
Team Hitcb:
Guy Edwards
Am-Marie Conway.
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Four Fun Hogs Take Utah
(and a lil' bit o' Nevada)

by Shoshønna Reiter
Surprisingly enough it was pouring in Vancouver. Luckily, I along with Doughboy (aka
Doug Wilm), John Ford and Jeff Cavanagh were packed into the Red Rocket on our way out of the
torrential downpour and into sunny Utah. 'fhe 24 hour drive down to Moab was just long enough to
Jeff strung out on caffeine and to reveal Doug as the Captain America he really is. John went on
a gas station shopping spree and made us all familia¡ with his own very special bouquet. This along
with Eau de Jeff was enough to keep the windows rolled down most of the time. I must admit that
the drive got to me a little as well. I shall blush with shame everytime I remember laughing hysterically after reading Moons Over My Hammy on the Denny's menu.
'We
arrived in Moab after it got dark, so we were mighty pleased to wake up and find ourselves in such an amazíngplace- massive red rock faces and hoodoos everywhere. The first day we
spent climbing at Wall Street. The name is quite apt since it consists of a monster wall that stretches
along the highway. I'm sure most climbing accidents occur when belayers get squished by on-coming semis.
The next day the weather was dismal but dry, so 'we went to A¡ches National Park and
jumped on the first phallic tower we found. It turned out to be a flve star 5.8+ that was exceedingly
funky. After that, Jeff and I went in sea¡ch of picture perfect arches while Doughboy and John
attempted to scrape all the skin off their fingers on another climb.
That night we piled back into the Rocket and booted it Io Zion where we hoped the sun
would be shining. The rock walls are even more ginormous in Zion, and we were equally happy
waking up there especially since there wasn't a cloud in sight. The views were so impressive that
Doughboy actually drove the speed limit through the entire park. The first day there we hiked into
Hidden Canyon. John went boulder happy due to the huecos [ed's note: originally spelled "waccos"(!) - or am I missing the proper meaning?l all over the red towering walls on both sides of the
n¿urow canyon. The hike is highly recommended and a camera is a necessity. After drooling over
all the unset routes in the canyon for three hours, we headed to the five star cragging area called
Cerebus Gendarme. We hauled ourselves up a fun 5.7 c;ack and then headed to the Zion lodge for
burgers. Goooooooood foooooooood. Nice ambiance as well. To prove that we were cultured
enough to eat there, Jeff left the waitress a 3O7o tip (it's a good thing he's not doing his Ph.D. in
math). If you ever go there just tell them Jeff sent you, and you'te sure to get excellent service. The
only thing I disliked about the lodge was the kindly lady in the gift shop. John sta¡ted telling her
about the hike we did, and when she reahzed I went with them she said, "You mean that lil' thang
went with you? You must have had to carry her over all the boulders." I set her straight immediately, but I had to produce even louder belches the rest of the trip to keep the respect of my roadtripsee

mates.

The next day was also sunny and warm, so we headed over to Tourist Crack, a five star 5.9+.
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Fun stuff, especially if you enjoy laybacking for twenty meters. However, if you've got John's
monster hands, I'm told you can get bomber jams. After the climb, we decided to check out the
famous Narrows. The Narows is another apt name since it is where the canyon n¿urows and unless
you ¿re brave enough to wade into the -30oC wate¡, you ca¡'t get very far. Of course the hard people that we are, we plunged right in. This resulted in slightly difûcult walking afterwards for about
half an hour while feet thawed out. If you want to explore this canyon in February bring neoprene
booties and your feet will thank you.

John Ford getting ideas for the VOC climbing wall in Zion, Utah
Photo: Shoshanna Reiter
We were all antsy to jump on some more climbs and since moderate routes are few and fa¡
between inZion, we took offto Red Rocks, Nevada. Several hours after we a¡rived and were snuggled into our tents, we were sta¡tled by a noise that sounded like two jet planes colliding, but was
positively identified by Jeffto be a roll-over. Jeff and John were second on the scene which con-
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head card dealer and his drunk change-girl girlfriend who had been
thrown out of the truck into a Yucca tree. Jeff and John got the delightful task of pulling thorns out
of her head while the meat-head tried to rip the door off what used to be his perfect new truck. The
truck was totaled, the woman in shock and the muscle head resisted a¡rest when Las Vegas' finest
arrived, but Jeff and John handled it all with style and grace (or so they tell me).
The next day we set our sights on Cat Walk, an eight pitch 5.6+. Whoever wrote in the
guide book that the approach takes one and a half to two hours must have been on speed because
we hauled ass, and it took us three hours. Most of the approach consists of scrambling over boulders in a semi-dry creek bed, so tevas aren't a great idea. There is also exposed scrambling on slabs
to get close to the climb, so keep your rock shoes handy. The climb was grrreat, but unfortunately
after two pitches we ran out of sun, and a nasty wind picked up. By the fifth pitch we were all wearing every article of clothing we had managed to stuff into our packs and still shivering uncontrollably. I was reduced to wearing my shorts as a tuque which at least entertained Doug. On the 7th
pitch, we ran out of light, and I got my frrst taste of headlamp climbing. V/e had a hasty victory
feast of cookie crumbs at the summit before taking off down the descent route. The way down was
a little sketchy, but we managed to get away with only one rappel. On the way up, we had passed a
Taiga tent tucked away in the trees, and when we passed it on the way down, the owners were there.
They gave us cookies and sympathy in typical friendly Canadian style. When we finally emerged
out of the canyon into the desert, we celebrated, but unfortunately it was prematurely. We took a
wrong turn and ended up wandering though gullies and cactus for an hour trying to find the campsisted

of one drunk muscle

site. We did survive, however, and after 14hrs of scrambling, hiking and climbing we were still
happy campers when we finally found the campsite.
Cragging was calling our names the next day, so we headed to the loop road. We stopped at
the first pullout to climb at Panty Wall. We did various underwear variations including a 5.7 and
two 5.10s. As a result of the warm sun, Doughboy and I melted into the rock and weren't able to
join John and Jeff on a 5.11. Jeff and John played heroes again, (funny how they kept saving people
when Doug and I weren't around), This time a pair of climbers had gotten themselves into a dangerous pendulum situation that would've ended up in a bone crunching collision with a rock shelf if
John and Jeff hadn't intervened. They got the prone climber another rope and slowly lowered him
to safety. My heroes.
That night we drove into Las Vegas for a mega-buffet at the Rio. The casino was nausea
inducing, and I found it down-right depressing watching all the lost souls gambling their lives away
in such a hideous environment. Although John did have a200Vo return on his investment in a slot
machine.... Anyhow the 30min. wait was worth it for all the delicious food we were able to stuff
ourselves with. John Simms, Tom McMillan and Gavin Staton, who had been in Red Rocks for the
whole week, beat us to the buffet; they had already reached the beached whale state when we
arrived. We tried in vain to pace our binge, but in the end we had to roll ourselves out of the casino.
'We
were soooo full that we even forgot to stuff desserts down our shirts for later.
The next day was sadly our last. We bid a fond fa¡ewell to the camp host who is the nicest
camp host in the wodd, and headed to the Black Corridor to do some sport routes. Nice climbs, but
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the amount of people and climbs made it resemble an outdoor climbing gym. And this, my friends,
was where Mr. Doug Wilm, die-hard traditionalist, led his first sport climbs. We even have pictures
to prove it. Meanwhile John and John were taking turns flashing and redpointing 5.11s all over the
place' After a couple of climbs it was time to tear ourselves away from the rock and pile back into
the Rocket. The drive home was pretty unexciting - John didn't buy anything besides food, and Jeff
stayed away from the caffeine. We stopped in Reno for dinner, but all the buffets were closed. Vy'e
had to content ourselves with a casino restaurant, and I must say it sucked big bullets although Jeff
and John got into a ketchup flght which was amusing. The fun hogs reached Vancouver approx.
26hrs. after we left Red Rocks. One by one we were dumped by the side of the road (in front oÌ our
houses) and life resumed its normal routine......sigh.

Particinants:
Jeff Cavanagh
Shoshanna Reiter
and briefly,

John Ford

Doug Wilm

Tom Macmillan
Gavin Staton

John Simms

Joanna takes

it

easy at Joshua Tlee

Photo: Dan Perrakis
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A Powder Poem
by

five members of the VOC

Five avid members of the V.O.C,
had five fiery days and wanted to ski;
Like bush pigs for truffles, we sniffed out for snow,
(oink! oink! Where's the powder ---- D'OH!)
Our twenty K ski slog began in the rain,
pooped to the max and..."alas" our efforts were in vain.
The cabin was full, but we need to sleep;
a snow cave was the only way - we had to dig deep.
We dug and dug and dug some more,
until five could fit on the snowy wet floor.
In the cave we talked, we slept, we ate,
we hoped that this would not be tomorrow night's fate!
After a day of exploration and birdpie views,
we returned to the cabin for some happy news;
the cabin was empty and dry as a bone.
we relished the comfort (but where is the phone?)

joking and fooling, no phone need we...
skiing sweet and sour powder is the bare necessity!

Just

Sweet tracks near Sphinx

Hut

Photo: Andre Zimmermann
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Gravity Works
by Fern Webb
It starts with nothing really. A foot slips, then the other. It's no big deal, happens a lot. But
you won't go far, you'll stop, you're in control. But you a¡en't. The ridiculous weight in your pack
shifts or the branch you grab turns out to be a loose stick. And you don't stop. Who knows what
goes through your head next, it's kind of hard to remember after. You're bouncing off of trees and
rocks and gaining speed but it seems there is endless time for stupid shit to drift into your thoughts.
"I hope I don't break my watch or rip my jacket." "Hmm, ice has a lower coeffrcient of friction than
snow." "I don't want to have to hike back up this." And somewhere buried inside is that one important one.
"How do I stop?"
"How do I flip around so I'm not headfirst?" "How do I kick my toes in with these skis on?"
"How do I do anything with this pack on my back?" You have to fight because gravity won't give
up. And then you stop. It could be you dug your heels in, or it could be the tree that by fluke you got
your legs wrapped around. And you're not badly hurt but suddenly the fine Line between an adventure and an epic is too tangible. It's the three inches between where a tree has been growing for a
cenfury and where your head came to rest in a split second.

tu

Fern \ilebb sküng. Bookworms in the background.
Photo: Mark Grist
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Cannabis Anyone?
by David Campbell
Myles Holt and I had been spending a fair bit of time in Squamish over the
winter. I had recently started aid climbing,
and were hoping to try a multi-pitch route.
We had the second weekend of the reading
break free, so we decided to try Kanabis
Wall. We set off to Squamish on Friday
night, making a quick stop at the Co-op to
pick up some supplies before we headed
off. I finally managed to get some jumars
that I was excited about trying out. I was
getting a little sick of using prussiks for
cleaning pitches. We arrived in Squamish
later on in the evening. Myles had just
picked up a new Climbing Mobile, so we
enjoyed the night in comfort at the Smoke
Bluffs parking lot. Before going to bed we
finished preparations for the climb. We
rigged up a plastic drum to use as a haul
bag. We duly named it'þig". We also padded a stereo with some foam and we had
our wall box.

Waking up early on

a

Saturday
a cup
of java before heading out to the Chief.
We racked Eeal at the van, and then
hauled all of our nonsense to the base of
the route. Our plan was to fix a couple of
pitches the first day, then retum on Sunday
to finish the climb.
I took the first lead. A few moves

morning, we swung by the Seven for

Shane hits the problem right on the head

Photo: Shane Cook
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up a precariously expanding crack (which
scared the hell out of me) brought me to
the base of a bolt ladder. This took me 50
or 60 feet up a wet slab. Most of the bolts
were gone, and many that remained were

Cannabis Anyone?

missing hangers or rivets. At the top of this I had the option to do a few hook moves, or pendulum
over to the left to a free section. I opted for the pendulum. I made the first few free moves, but had
some difficulty on a mantle move. My feet slipped out from below me, and I found myself on a
pendulum once again. I recovered myself and tried the sequence again. This time I used a hook at
the mantle. After that, 30 feet of a muddy crack and roots lead me to the belay stance.
I hauled the wall box and the pig up as Myles cleaned the pitch. 'We resofed gear and Myles
headed off on the next pitch; a wet comer followed by a think crack on a face. The pitch looked
damp and awkward, and being plenty wet already, I was glad I didn't lead it. By the time the pitch
was finished and cleaned, the day was drawing to a close. By the time we had rapped down the two
pitches it was time to get our headlamps out to make our way back to the van.
We were up again early on Sunday, and jugged our way up the pitches we had done the previous day. I took the third pitch, which look similar to the second pitch, only it was dry (much to
my relief). I opted for an easier aid variation to avoid some tricky free moves. I worked my way up
the corner and then out onto some face moves. A few fixed copperheads and a RURP indicated my
line, and I realized why this climb used to be A3+. I was glad not to have to place the gear myself.
Above the fixed gear I had a few manky nut placements and a lost a¡row before the belay. As I put
my weight on the lost arrow it popped out above me. Luckily, one of my nuts held, or I would have
taken a space odyssey. I tried the move again, this time being extra cautious about the placement.
Myles followed up and took the next lead, This pitch provided some nice, exposed climbing
up a thin, shallow crack. Once the 4th pitch was finished, we had night falling on us once again. We
decided that the last pitch would have to wait for us, and we loaded ourselves up and rapped down
into the da¡kness.
For me, Kannabis Wall was an excellent introduction to multipitch aid climbing. It proved
to be a good learning experience, challenging me mentally and physically. I highly recommend the
route.
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Five Powder Pigs Go Ski The Kootenays
by Grahame Quan
The Pigs:

Andre ZimmeÍnan - our fearless guide pig
Ann-Ma¡ie Conway - super hyper pig #1
Debbie Higgins - "straight up" super hyper pig#2
Jeremy Frimer - the obsessive jump seeking pig addicted to kool-aid
Grahame Quan -"eats the tree" narrator pig
Friday. Feb 14th 1997
Vancouver, wet and rainy... The Coast Mountains have their own greatness but at times
seem to be plagued with the unreliability of good snow. Thus it was time to head to the Kootenays
in search of the light dry powder! We made our escape from Vancouver in the early afternoon and
after jamming 5 sets of gear into one Pathfinder we headed off to Nelson. The drive was t hours
long but we entertained ourselves with hila¡ious conversations. One clea¡ conclusion is that everybody watches way too much Simpsons, as episode upon episode was recalled. We also played this
word game "I like... but I don't like ..." . I sucked at this. We arrived at Andre's house in Nelson and
stayed there for the night.
Saturday. Feb 15th - An Exercise in Tolerance and Frustration
Crawled out of bed at the early start of 5:30 am. We were treated to a wicked breakfast courtesy of Andre's Dad. Then off in the Pathfinder for an hour to Silverton. Our intended destination
was the Zippermouth Hut. We headed up the trail from Silverton around 9:30 am. Snowmobiles
had been up the trail recently so we had a nicely groomed trail to skin up. The first 4 km were ultraspeedy and all of us hauled major ass up the trail for about 12 kms. Then came the interesting part...
We were about 4 kms from the Zippermouth hut when we were uh... "greeted" by a character driving a snowmobile up the trail with another skier in tow who bluzzed past all of us. About a kilometer later we caught up to the skier who was waiting for his snowmobiler buddy who had buzzed off
to lhe Zippermouth hut and promptly returned to tell us that the hut was "full". But actually, it
appeared that the guy who built the hut was staying there with his friends and was not at all friendly
about sharing it with other people. Apparently this hut was not quite as public as we had heard.
Snowmobiler Man then told us that there was another hut, Whitebark, about 3kms away but that he
and his buddies (who he was taxiing up the hill) were gonna stay there and there would definitely
not be any room for us. He then awkwa¡dly joked that if we wanted, we could ski back down the
trail about 8 kms and then ski up another direction for another 14 kms. Apparently, another hut
existed, but he was even sure ofthe exact location.
Vy'ell guess what, we weren't laughing. That's us - who had just skied for 14 kilometres, hell
what's another 14 k? Hell, it's no big deal while these other guys get driven up in snowmobiles -
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we'd be happy to tum around! We didn't turn around. Finally Snowmobiler Man said we could
come up to the hut and snow cave it one nite and that his group would go somewhere else to leave
us the hut. This was a lot better news to swallow. Despite Snowmobiler Man's courteous compromise in the end, there was a definite strong feeling of bittemess and frustration in our party due to
the unpleasant turn of events. The ski up to Whitebark was more like another 6-7 kms rather than
the 3 kms claimed distance. This last section of uphill slog was particularly brutal especially in the
demoralized state most of us were in. Wheras before, regardless of how exhausted my body was I
could shift into a state of zen or something just heading for a destination, now my whole state of
mind was simply pissed off. The ski-in ended up being a 20 km, 5000 ft elevation gain. Nice little
warm up don't cha think? Then to end our delightful Little ascent we got to dig a snow cave. The
snow cave actually kicked ass as it was huge and pretty comfortable....well, for a snow cave anyways. Cooking in the cave was interesting. Since there was no vent in the roof, it turned into a huge
steam room.

Snow Report Card: overcast, some sun, no snow. No turns made so unable to assess the
Powder factor.

6tree-eating narrator pig" in bearded glory
"Super-hyper pig" and
Photo: Jercmy Frimer
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Sunday. Feb 16th
Most people did not sleep too well in the cave. Personally, it was the best snow cave I have
ever slept in but overall it was a bit of a wet affair. We took our time getting breakfast and didn't get
out skiing till 11:30. We skied up a ridge that goes towards Mt. Aylwin. Dug some pits and in one
south aspect it was particularly scary so we got the hell out of there. Skiing down the ridge sucked.
'Wind
packed shit-powder. The snow quality was rather disappointing and our quest for dry pow
was hurting. The Good News was that the other pafy had left the hut when we got back, so we had
much better accommodations. The Evening's Hut Entertainment was Roald Dahl's "The Twits".
Sleeping was much nicer - dryness is a gaAd_thing. However, I think everybody suffered the unfortunate fate of the middle- of-the-night pee. At 2 in the morning I spent 30 minutes in my sleeping
bag contemplating whether or not to hold it in or run out into the cold to relieve myself. My bodily
functions defeated my mental power (and lack of a pee bottle) and I found myself stumbling around
outside in the snow and wind in my polypro shivering my ass off taking a leak.
Snow Report Card: overcast, sta¡ted to snow graupel at nite. Powder Factor: C- (windpacked shit)
Monda)'. Feb 17th

Things get better. Snowed 10 cms ovemite. Started late but we yo-yoed 4 awesome runs
down through the glades below from the hut towards Maurier Lake. Mt. Aylwin was pretty sopped
in with fog. On our third run we heard a rumbling; there was an avalanche down the south side of
Aylwin! we couldn't see it, but hearing it was enough - scary. Definite reality check. Today my skiing was so-so. I had the remains of an ankle injury which bothered me a bit but the drug addicting
cocaine nature of powder snow soon made the pain disappear. Overall, a rad day of skiing. Didn't
have to go to the bathroom in the middle of the night -woo hoo!

Snow Report Card: ove¡cast, variable fog, snowing. Powder Factor:

B

(slightly heavy

because of warmish temp)

Tuesdav. Feb 18th
Jeremy's B-day! Ea¡lier start to skiing today. More snow - colder and drier snow.7Vo by volume as Jeremy would say. Plus out came the sun - Mt. Aylwin looked rad. We ripped two rad runs
down through the same glades as the day before. Picture mania, but as Murphy's law would have it,
I left my carlrera in the hut. On the other hand, who cares! No need to document every rad ski run
you have. On the second run various pigs grew dreadlocks, beards, antlers, and ponytails courtesy
of Oldman's beard. During this same run I had a fight with a tree and lost. I think Andre may have
captured this on film.
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Grahame vs. The Thee
Photo: No, it isn't!
We saw the avalanche debris from yesterday on the south side of Aylwin - scary. We skinned
back up to the hut by 11 am and packed up. Our ski out to Silverton was super fast - two hours. It
was a bit slow going because of the flat inclines at pafts but we compensated by forming a train.
This method also led to several accidents including a major pile-up of skiers. As well at one point I
failed to duck under a fallen tree and my pack caught it, slingshotting me backwards. We went back
to Andre's house in Nelson for the evening. Andre's Dad made us an awesome dinne¡ of Salmonspinach pastry. When we went to bed it was dumping snow outside.
Snow Report Card: Sunny! Snowing. Powder Factor: A- (dry, fluffy. not deep enough
for face shots yet)
Wednesday. Feb 19th - Ripple Ridge

Left at 8 for Salmo-Creston Pass, aka Kootenay Pass. It snowed quite a bit last night, about
a foot, and it was still snowing, drool..., The Salmo-Creston Pass was having 2 hour delays for avalanche control and we ended up waiting an hour. We parked at the top of the pass and began our
ski-in to the Ripple Ridge Hut. The ski-in was really easy, about an hour long on a very gradual
inclined cat-track which was a nice change from the Whiteba¡k hut marathon. We managed to score
the new hut which was being occupied by two other skiers but later in the day we retumed to the
hut to frnd it all to ourselves. I think the blatant insanity and uncontrollable hyperness of Debbie
and Ann-Marie may have scared off all potential hut-mates, but all the better for us to monopolize
the hut. After lunch, we yo-yoed a bunch of runs. The runs to the south of Lightning Strike were
awesome. My skiing evolved throughout the day. I'm new to telema¡king, so during the first couple
runs I was stoked on all the rad powder but as a result basically hurled myself down the mountain
all excited to shred but lacking any focus on how to turn with any "grace". Many headplants later I
calmed down and had way better runs since I had resolved that there was no need to hurry and that
the untracked snow would not suddenly disappear from me. Skiing down into the valley was way
too quick and each ¡un of course was followed by a grueling skin back up.
Back at the hut we had major problems getting the fire in the stove going. There was very
little wood and the wood that was available was rather damp. The only extra wood available was a
huge log outside the hut which ended up being hacked to pieces. After much effort and thanks to
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Andre's f,rebuilding techniques and excessive human billowing (which caused a drunken asphyxiation in several of us) we were able to get the fire going. Dinner was a refried beans concoction,
originally intended to be quesadillas but the tortillas were forgotten in Nelson. As a result of the
copious quantities of beans everyone was gassing up the hut. Once the stove got going, the hut
heated up like crazy.It was so hot that night that I spent the first couple of hou¡s sleeping outside of
my sleeping bag in my polypro.
Snow Report Card: Snowing! Powder Factor: A (dry and light)
Thursda)¡. Feb 20th
Best Day! Skied 4-5 Yo-Yo runs. Snow was deep, dry and fluffy. Runs were fast and the
skinning back up was pretty fast too. One ski-up was an elevation gain of about 800 ft in 25 minutes. The scary thing about the amazing conditions was the fact that I was beginning to take deep
dry powder runs completely for granted.
Snow Report Card: Still snowing. Powder Factor: A unbelievable, some face shots

Andre Zimmermann shredding near Ripple Ridge
Photo: Grahame Quan
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Friday. Feb 21st
Last night the sky cleared up leaving an amazing view of stars and a full moon. This morning, blue sky and sun! We skinned up a ridge towards "the Crags" and the views were excellent all
around. Took a couple of quick runs. The snow was getting a bit heavier due to warming but the sun
made the skiing awesome. I took tons of pix. Had lunch on the third skin-up. Unfofunately Andre
and Debbie were both feeling the beginnings of a killer cold so they headed back to the hut with
Jeremy to chill out. Ann-Marie and myself planned to do a run down the northside of the ridge
when a huge white-out rolled in. Instead we took another run back down the southside and then
skinned back up to the hut. Everyone packed up their gear af the hut, then skinned partially up the
ridge to get a f,nal run down through the trees ending up back at the highway. Skiing with full packs
down steeps and through trees is an interesting exercise, especially on teles. Then back to Andre's
house in Nelson.
Snow Report Card: Sunny and blue sky in moming - dreamy conditions when combined
w. powder. Powder Factor: A- slightly heavier snow with a bit of crust underneath in some
aspects.

Saturday. Feb 22nd
We drove back to Vancouver all day, drooling as we passed by all the other mountains which
could become future trips. We pigs definitely got our fiIl and I for one plan to retum....

ML Alywin
Photo: Jeremy Frimer
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Mom & Dad's Climbing Ethics
by Dan Perrøkis
During this, my third year at UBC, my parents finally came out to visit me from far away
Onta¡io. Both of them are profs at the University of Ottawa, and so they're often both very busy,
but this year they got their reading break one week after ours, and so they flew out to see a bit of BC
for about 5 days. They stayed at the Gage conference Centre apartments, and so were right on campus during the week, and got to see some of student life in full swing.
It wasn't really the best time to visit, I must say. I had just returned from a week in Joshua
Tree over our break, and had some catching up to do in school, including the writing of two important midterms. At first, I was quite uncomfortable with them here. They wanted to meet my friends,
and see a bit of the VOC day-to-day social scene. So there they were, in the clubroom, loud and
energetic as usual, joking with the clubroom crowd. It was this very odd juxtaposition of two
worlds, and I didn't like it. I felt like I had been invaded.
Anyway, I relaxed and got more used to it as the week passed by, and enjoyed showing them
around a bit, and exchanging stories and chitchat. On the weekend, it was decided that we would
drive up highway 99 and see the sights of the North Shore mountains around Squamish, and do a
little hike, if the weather permitted. Joanna would come along for the ride as well, so my parents
could chat a bit with her. So, the weather crapped out, and we awoke to snow on Saturday morning,
but decided to go anyway. In the end, driving was fine, although wet, and the crappy weather probably made a lot of people stay home, which was appreciated.
We stopped at Shannon Falls first of all, and walked up the 100 m or so the lookout point
and admired the cascading sheets of water that rushed down the rock. Noticing the big blank face of
rock to the right of the falls, my mom remarked "I hope nobody climbs there!" I explained that yes,
there were a number of climbs there, and didn't the rock look nice and solid? Mom and dad sort of
shook their heads and shuddered.
After a brief attempt to see the Tantalus Range from the viewpoint a few minutes past Squamish (way too foggy to see anything), we headed to the Chief parking lot to hike to the base of the
Grand Wall. It looked surreal in the gfay weather, and from the road we got mostly occasional
glimpses of the snow-covered ledges above Dance Platform and around the top of the South Gully.
Still, we tramped around a bit, as it had been a while since I'd climbed on the Chief, and I couldn't
remember where the trail started. Eventually, we passed the 1961 carving of the climber, and I
knew we were on the right track.
It was a soggy day for the Chief. The kind of weather that maybe Ron likes to climb in, but
personally, makes me want to stay in bed. Vy'ater was pouring down the granite and dripping onto
the melting snow which remained in patches at the base. I pointed out the obvious lines to my parents, such as The Flake route, and the old bolt ladder. Upon seeing this evidence that people actually did climb up that daunting face, my dad's old rese¡vations about climbing returned. He pointed
at the bolts to my mom. "You see that, Phyllis? Some idiot actually went and put those in therel"
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Once again, my
sternly shook his head

dad
and

looked away. Rather

than

expressing his outrage at the
bad ethics of so many bolts, I
thinkmy dad was commenting
on the rationale behind climbing in general. I'm sure many
of us have been there before.
The ever-pressing question of

"why?" echoing off nervous
parents' lips, the struggle to
explain the addictive feelings
felt while clawing your way
up. Personally, I've gotten

quite used to it, and have
started to enjoy the contrast
between my parents' conser-

vative opinion of climbing and
the usual drivel I hear associated with the "extreme sports"
fad: "go hard or go home",
"when in doubt, run it out",
and simila¡ chest-beating slo-

Dan on Gropingfor Oprah's Nøvel (5.10c), Leavenworth

Photo: Drew Brayshaw

gans that abound. It's at times
like these when I smile at my
parents' simple desire to see
me safe and well, and enjoying a long and relatively

happy life. Birds of a feather stay together, as the saying goes, and after months in a row of hanging

out with climbers and taking the rationale behind the act of climbing for granted, it's kind of
refreshing to hea¡ someone simply reacting to the unlikely logic of a person wanting to go to such a
place where people seem so not meant to be (if a little whimsy can be forgiven).
So, in the end, my parents came and went from Vancouver, and during their stay we caught
up on each other's news and impressions on life. While hardly an epic journey, it was a nice visit,
with an pleasantly implicit reminder to be ca¡eful while climbing which I actually appreciated.
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"Surfing? Are you nuts?"
by Robyn Scott
Well, despite all outward appearances, no. Most people will tell you otherwise, especially
when we tell them that we're going surfing down in Oregon, which we managed to do twice this
year. This is not your fair weather, warm \ilater, bronzed bodies surfing like that which appears in
magazines called "Radical Tube". We're talking West coast, Pacific Ocean surfrng which means
COLD COLD COLD. Also WET WET WET (It is a rule that it will begin raining as soon as you
get out of the water and want to dry off). This means that a wetsuit is required, and a high level of
cold tolerance doesn't hurt.
Now, first off, I should say that
I am not a very good surfer. I got
started last year when I was in Australia and thought, "This is Australia, I
have to go surfing." and so my sister
Theresa and I did although it was the
dead of their winter and the instructor
giving us a lesson thought we ìwere
crazy. A couple times of standing up
for almost 3 consecutive seconds and

getting pounded

by

waves

for

the

remaining 3 hours was all it took. I was
hooked. Upon returning to Vancouver I
recruited some friends and inoculated
them with surferspeak. We borrowed a
car, some boards, some ill-fitting wetsuits and headed across the border,
bound for a beach, any beach. The first

Cowabuuuuuunngaaaaaaa!
trip I didn't post for the VOC, wanting
Photo: Robyn Scott
to 'test the waters' first (hah, test the waters, get it?), so to speak. After 12 hours of driving, sometimes in circles, we found an illegal camping spot just above a likely (to my vsry untrained eyes)
looking beach and got set up. We were somewhere south of Cannon Beach, but exactly where, I
have no idea. At aîy rute, we must have been in America because the beer was super cheap and
super weak. Also, the other people camped with us were setting offbottle rockets for fun.
So, we were at the beach, we had the gear, it was time to get into the water. And here the fun
began. Being beginners, our sense ofbalance and what the wave is going to do have not been finetuned by years of experience. Consequently, many massive wipeouts were seen, as people said to
themselves "Oh yeah, baby, this is my wave, this is it, I'm going to ride you to heaven or maybe I
won't oh shiiiiiiiiiiiiitl" Tumble tumble gag cough spit. Try again. Wave at the people laughing at
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you on the beach. It's nice to be entertaining, isn't it? Still, being pounded and swallowing litres of
salt water becomes worth it the fi¡st time you actually stand up (in a semi-controlled manner) and
get a pitiful 4 second ride that is all foam and no wave. And you feel great! You want to surf forever, you want to grow gills so you don't have to leave the water, you want to become the surfing
queen. Which doesn't happen because you get washing machined by the very next wave, which
caught you 'cause you were grinning so ha¡d you couldn't see.
So after a long, salty time you go back up the beach and spend some time trying to clean the
sand out of all your orifices and then you give up because there will just be more tomorrow. My
account seems to have degenerated into a "wonders of surfing" lecture, so back to the main story.
We spent two days on the beach, generally having an awesome time surfrng, watching the waves,
climbing rocks and sand dunes andjust wandering around. Then we got caught and kicked out of
our camping spot because it was the weekend so the rangers were checking. If you're going to stay
in illegal camping spots down in the states, my advice would be to do it on weekdays. Less hassle.
That cut our trip short as we drove through the night back to Vancouver.
The second surfing safari occurred over spring break and consisted of myself, Dave White,
Alistair King (who actually knows how to surf and was probably appalled by us) and a bunch of
Dave's friends @ave Cole, Ch¡is, Jeremy and Carmen). This time we had a little more information
and expertise (in the form of Alistair), and more equipment, having rented tons of stuff for a good
price from Recreation Rentals. 'We were headed for Cape Tillamook State Park in Oregon which
has va¡ious surf beaches to the north and south along the coast. On our way down we stopped in
lovely Tillamook to get some cash and were amazed by the number of American flags flying. I
mean, we all know that Americans can be patriotic to a fault, but this town had a flag on every corner, and between blocks. It was amazing. I seriously thought we had stumbled upon the most patriotic place in the United States. When we got to the bank, all was explained, as it was closed for
President's day. What a silly idea. Can you see Canadians having parades for Jean Chretien? I just
don't think it would happen, but if you can get a statutory holiday out of the deal, I'm all for it.
The campsite was virtually deserted and the showers promised hot water to wann us up after
surfing. This promise was not kept however, and I for one took several freezing cold showers,
which, while refreshing, are not quite the thing you want after 2 hours in the ocean.
The swell was huge for basically the entire time we were there and we spent a fair bit of
time driving around checking out beaches and looking anxiously at Alistair to gauge his reaction,
"Those are pretty big waves, aren't they? Like, you wouldn't want to be out in that, would you?"
In the end, the waves were so huge as to be dangerous, so most of our time was spent playing in the 'soup', or the part of the surf where the waves have already broken and spent most of
their power. They're still plenty strong enough for rne, I can tell you.
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Hangin' loose with the Surf Queens
Photo: Robyn Scott
Once again our time was spent in the water, on the beach, collecting really wet driftwood to
try and get a fire going and getting more wood to keep it going. One rainy day we spent wandering
a¡ound the lovely and rustic town of Tillamook, where we had a frightening experience in the local
Sport and Hunting store. Aside from rows of fishing rods and wet flies and hunter orange outer garments there was the LAR Grizzly 2000. This.50 caliber rifle was hanging in the place of honour
above the gun counter. I think there was a spotlight on it. It was a big fucking gun. We were staring
at it in horror and trying to imagine who would be elephant hunting in Oregon when the guy behind
the counter @ig beard, glassed, plaid shirt, rosy neck and you know he drives a custom pickup) saw
the focus of our attention and came over to talk about it. I checked to make sure he wasn't pointing
any 'weapons at us and then relaxed. (You must now imagine an american redneck talking very

enthusiastically about guns; guns are his LIFE!)

GUNGLIY:

I

see you're looking at fhe Grizzly. That's a major piece

gun. Yep, .50 caliber, it could take your arm right off

if'n you don't

of machinery is that

shoot it right.

US: Really?
GGr Oh, yeah. You ever shoot a thirty-odd-six? (that's a 30.06 for you non-gun types)
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Well, a 30.06 has around 18 pounds of recoil. The gnzzly has (pause for dramatic effect) ONE
HUNDRED AND TWENTY POUNDS. Yep, almost five times a 30.06. Imagine 120 pounds hittin' you in the shoulder. Did you know that when they train the soldiers to fire this gun, they only
train to fire it 3 times. After that, they flinch and their aim is off, so after 3 shots they trade off with
their spotter. And when they put one of them laser scopes on that thing they can shoot accurately
for a mile. Man, they'll be nowhere near the bad guys and one of them'll show their head and
Boom!, it's gone just like that. He's dead.
US.' So, people actually use them here?
GG; Well, yeah. They outlawed the Gnzzly in Michigan, yep, Michigan I think it was, but
it's still legal here. And let me tell ya, if you stick a good scope out that a¡rd go out elk hunting, say,
you climb the canyon and take a look around. Now, them other hunters may see the elk, they may
chase him around some, but you're gonna gethim - 'cause you CONTROL TI{E CA}[YON. That's
right. You got them all right there in the palm ofyour hand.
U.S.' Umm, wow, unìm, we'll be going now.
GG; Y'all have a good time now.
We felt lucky to escape unharrred, at least in body. My mind at least may never recover. The
rest of the trip was anticlimactic. QYhat wouldn't be, after a brush with TIIE GRIZZLY?) Of course
the nicest day, and the one with the best waves occurred the day we were leaving and all we could
do was close our eyes so we wouldn't see the waves peeling off, and the spray blowing over the
beach, and pretend that we were heading out, and not back. Which hopefully, I will be again soon.
The Surrtng Oueen

A surfer's heart is blue, they say,
Matching the ocean day by day;
The feet are bare, the wetsuit cold,
The board is short, the surfer bold.
A wily creature, thc surfing fool,
When the waves are up, it starts to drool,
A look ofjoy crosses the face
As they snap the leg-ropes into place;
Paddling, paddling, under the crestShooting the tube, th¿ ultimate test!
The sand is softer under wet feet
That play and dance where sea and sþ meet.
The surf is up, thefoamflies high,
An angel smiles downfrom the sLy:
A queen it's true, but still a slave
To the oceanb chant of "Catch a wave."
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LET THE
MOUNTAIN
MOVE YOU
WHEREVER ON EARTH YOU STRIVE TO GO,
MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT CO.OP CAN SUPPLY
YOU WITH THE GEAR.
WHETHER IT'S CLIMBING, SKIING, CAMPING,
CANOEING, KAYAKING, HIKING, OR BICYCLE
TOURING, YOU'LL FIND ALL YOU NEED AT LOW

co-oP PRrcEs.
DROP IN AND SEE US AT 130 WEST BROADWAY
OR FOR A FREE CATALOGUE CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-663-2667
VANCOUVER STORE:
130 WEST BROADWAY
VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Letts go step on some toes!
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STRONG TALK...
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Fear

Fear
by Ron Horwood
Some people a¡e adrenaline junkies. These people need to feel the pounding of their heart,
and the cold sweat trickling down their back as they look death and dismemberment in the eyes.
Other people are pualyzed with fear and go home to lie in bed with a hot water bottle if they even
hea¡ about someone standing too close to the edge.
Not me. I don't like to be afraid and I don't like it when people think I'm afraid. I hate to
face my fears but my biggest fear is damaging my own self image so when I come up against a
minor fear I have to be brave.
Some of my best memories are when I've persevered against some fear of my own whether
it was rational or not. And even though I'm not an adrenaline junkie, I love the feeling I get when I
do something that I regret (while I'm in the middle of) but come out the other side alive.
'When
I stand at the bottom of a climb that I'm about to lead, I look over the route, then I
look over myself. The first is to measure the physical difficulties, the second to measure my mental
difficulties. Sometimes when the vibrations are wrong I'll back out before I start, but other times
even if my hands are shaking I can make a conscious decision to ignore the fear and proceed
calmly. It is these times that I'm most afraid and at the same time I know that I'm at my best.
'When I'm riding my bike, cranking hard through some technical trail and obstacles are

coming at me as fast as I can react, it's almost as if I'm using some extrasensory force and the physical exertion pushes me to where fear can't reach me.
When I'm on my snowboard dancing with the mountain Irealttze that I have limits but they
are hidden from me, they reside somewhere beyond my ability to push myself. The decision has
been taken from me, by the time I understand that it's time to be scared it's always too late.
Why do I participate in these so called adrenaline sports? I'm not addicted to fear, in fact I
enjoy not being afraid. Is conquering fear my motivation? Am I a slave to some courageous self
image? Or do I just enjoy the sports solely for their own merits?
I don't know, what I do know is that fear is not my friend but it is not my enemy. Fea¡ exists
but it is not real.
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The VOC and the Hardcore: Suggestions
by Drew Brayshaw
I could start this article the way Marx and Engels would have: " A spectre is haunting the
VOC: the spectre of bumblyism." Or I could be like Ann Landers: "Dea¡ VOC: Wake up and smell
the coffee!" What I'm trying to get at here is that something is wrong with the VOC. In the essay
that follows I will develop this theme. My basis for comment is my observation of the VOC and
changes in its sociodynamic makeup over seven years' membership. This article deliberately takes
a confrontational tone in order to make its points. If you have a problem with that, too damn bad.
It's my a¡ticle and I'll write what I like. [Plus, I should get some sort of bonus points for using
"sociodynamic" in a VOCJ article, eh?l I've spent a few months writing this a¡ticle a bit and a
piece at a time; despite all my efforts I'm not fully satisfied with it. My arguments are by no means
perfect: I know what I want to express but it is ha¡d to fully put it into words, to see if the words say
everything I feel or not. So when you read this it will probably seem like it jumps around a bit and
says the same thing a bunch of different ways.

I'm sorry I'm not more a¡ticulate.
The VOC has a problem, in that it is composed primarily of students, the majority of whom
are undergraduates; further, for many of these members, the VOC is the first organization of this
sort that they have joined. In this a¡ticle, most of the reference to specific skills will be with regards

to climbing/mountaineering @ecause mountaineering requires more commitment it seems most
appropriate to use as an example), but what I have to say is also true of sküng, kayaking, cycling,
and most of the other things the VOC does. It is part and parcel of my thesis tha| alarge and vocal
minority of current VOC members will not want to hea¡ what I have to say; that is that this a¡ticle,
with its confrontational tone and advocation of a drastic change in club o¡ientation and activities,
will be seen as an attack on or affront to certain persons, and should hence serve to stimulate a
debate, or even a few emotionally charged shouting matches. If you feel targeted by assertations
made by this article, you probably are. If you feel that you're in the right, that I am making a baseless and unprovoked attack on you and the things and values you hold dear, then stick your fucking
head back in the sand and go back to sleep already! Just remember that no matter what I say you
can always lie to yourself, and keep on believing that there is no problem.
So, what is this problem? The problem lies partly in the general inexperience of the members. For many members, the VOC is the club they join to leam outdoor skills. Ove¡ a period of
several years' membership in VOC, the raw novice is supposed to learn outdoor skills and gain
experience much as if they were taking a "degree in VOC". By the time someone has been in the
club for several years, they should have enough experience to pass on their skills to others. They
should have mastered the basics of their chosen spofs and be putting them to use on a regular basis.
In fact, they should have progressed from the status of novice to that of what, fo¡ lack of a better
term, I will call a hardcore.

[To define my terms a little bit better: what I mean by "novice" and "hardcore" are not
entirely what they may seem. I don't think everyone who has been in the club for a long time is a
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hardcore, or vice versa. I do not think you have to rock climb, or whatever, to be a hardcore. \Vhat I
primarity mean to indicate through these two terms is a mental attitude which either is or is not
present in a paficular person. However, to some extent this attitude develops over time as confrdence improves and skills increase, so I use the terms I use to designate its absence and presence
respectively. If you don't want to be called a "novice" remember I could have used some pejorative
like "bumbly" or "loser", but I didn't because I'm basically a nice guy. If you don't want to be
called a "hardcore", but you think I'm describing you with the term, feel free to invent your own.

That's your prerogative.l
Now, back to my topic, the problem lies in the fact that this progression does not happen. By
examining the VOC, we see that the day to day affairs of the club are dominated by relative novices
(some of many years standing), while the ha¡dcores, as they become more experienced, have less
and less to do with the affairs of the club, even to the point at which relations between the two
groups become hostile. [If you go back through the Hustler's Handbooks, you'll see a steady
decline in the number of 3's under activities, demonstrating dwindling hardcore membership in the
"offrcial" (paid membership) Club.l Nowhere is this problem more evident than when some school
is scheduled to be taught. It is not unconmon for there to be a shortage of instructors and, at the
same time, a number of students who a¡e repeating the course. Furthermore, it is common for people to take a course through VOC and then afterwa¡ds profess to be uncertain of their abilities, and
lacking confidence, in the very area they have just been instructed in. I believe that this is not the
fault of the instructor as much as it is the fault of the students, although there have been some shitty
instructors running a¡ound. (In theory this is a good thing because it will teach students to think for
themselves and not trust the so-called experts.)

Is the sun setting on the VOC?
Photo: Shoshanna Reiter
Some specific examples: people taking Rock II at VOC rockschool several years in a row;
people taking glacier school more than once. More generally, the problem manifests itself in "Diamond Head" syndrome (Fairley, 1981), where trips go out to the same location every week because
the trip leader does not feel qualified to go anywhere but places that they have already been to. IE,
90Vo of the trips between October and April go either to Cerise Creek, Eltn Lakes or Brew Hut. If
John Baldwin was dead he'd be spinnin' in his fucking grave already! Personally, I have been to
each of these areas a total of once, and I am only likely to go back to them for specific purposes, i.e.
sumrnits I haven't ticked yet. There are too many other places to visit to keep repeating the same
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trips.

The worst thing about this problem is that it represents a mental attitude of failure by the
novice. Inability to progress in a chosen area of skill, whether it be rockclimbing or backcountry
skiing, is not an indication ofthe difficulty ofthe chosen sport as much as it indicates that the person in question does not have the drive to improve themselves which divides the novice from the
hardcore. It is possible to improve rapidly in skill in almost every sport or activity which the VOC
does: several members of the club have begun to lead climb within just a few climbing days of their
first ever climb; one person I know went from only toproping iceclimbs to leading a Grade 4+ in
one season. Bruce Fairley climbed Mt. Steele, a 5000m peak ìn the St. Elias Range, at the end of his
FIRST YEAR OF CLIMBING! Despite what you think, these are not strange people who are just
naturally lucky or in shape: they're just people who applied themselves to the outdoors. Examples
also exist of people becoming excellent telemarkers in a season, of mastering kayak rolls in but a
few tries, and so on. If you have a problem with this consider Kobus Barnard (ex-VOC hardcore,
see any joumal 7978-1989 for details if you're not familiar with this guy). I ran into him this year
and we were discussing the curent makeup of the club. He figured it would have become dominated by "sport climbers" (another popular devil figure fo¡ the old trad guard). I maintained that the
majority of VOC climbers were top-ropers, the same as always. Kobus corrected me. In the "old
days", he stated, people didn't toprope. They either learned to lead right away (i.e. second or third
day climbing) or gave up and quit. I must admit I was surprised. This little flgure should sober
some people right up. To sum up this long winded paragraph: if you want to do it, you can do it,
providing you apply yourseH. There is not some sort of genetic/mystical division between the novice and the hardcore. The difference is almost purely mental: the hardcore wants to improve, and is
willing to do what is required to so improve , agreeing in principle with the philosophy that if something is worth doing, it's wofh doing well. If not, why bother?
So: there exists a problem in the club; the problem is that the so-called novices dominate the
affairs of the club, while the ha¡dcores are disaffected with club matters; the results of this are that
the club as a whole suffers in two ways: lack of positive attitude, and degradation of club competence. To put it plainly, the people who should be leading the club both on trips, and by example,
are not doing (enough of) either. Conversely, the club has relatively inexperienced people as leaders, who don't really know what they're doing, but see nothing wrong with that and make little, if
any, effort to change their status. This has not always been the state of affairs: the VOC in times
past Ìvas dominated by the hardcore element, who were the most active members both in terms of
club activities such as trips, and also with respect to social activities. In fact, the VOC has at times
been at the forefront of mountaineering activity in Canada, despite the relative youth and inexperience of its members vis-a-vis the other mountaineering clubs (ACC, BCMC, etc.). Look at those
other clubs I just mentioned: the majority of thei¡ most active and influential members today are exVOC'ers. Look at the current VOC and you'll see just the opposite! The most active and influential
figures in the university climbing/mountaineering/outdoor scene today are usually not on the VOC
executive; in fact, a good number of them are only peripherally associated with the club. This is in
direct contrast to the way things were seven years ago, when they ran the club! V/ith specific
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regards to the executive, certain ex-executives have confided to me that they gave up because they
saw executive status, rather than an oppofunity to be a designated leader of the club, as a burden
consisting mainly of a commitment to show up once a week and argue about a vast range of inconsequential topics. Conversely, some current VOC executives seem to regard their position as a
mandate to, firstly, use the clubroom as their personal changeroom, overnight crash pad and study
kiosk, and secondly to contribute a vast range ofuninformed, naive, and frankly stupid opinions on
a variety of topics of no real relevance to the pursuit of outdoor activities, to the detriment of focus
on issues of importance.
What has caused this to occur? To some extent it is a societal change: the past ten years have
seen an explosive growth in both the numbers of persons actively perusing outdoor activities, and
in the number of people who make a living from teaching such pursuits (guides). There is no doubt
that some of the mental paralysis which grips the VOC is a result of this introduction and growth of
the guideþrofessional -clienlamateur mentality. Where befo¡e after taking a club course, a paficipant would believe that they knew what they were doing, now they compare themselves (consciously or not) to a lavishly certified guide and believe that they cannot be as competent, that they
have only qualified themselves to take the next level of courses. Not to mention the consumability
ofbeing guided: if you drop a few grand on a mountaineering/kayaking course, you can impress the
easily impressed far more than if you spend exactly the same amount living the grungy roadtrip
life, even though you get in far more climbing and climbing experience (despite, or because of, the
general squalor.) There was a really good critique of guiding in a BCMC newsletter I read not long
ago which you should run out and read yourself before you start whining at me about this last paragraph. I'll even frnd it for you if you ask me nicely,..
But this is only a minor component of the problem which affects the VOC, and I could write
a whole other a¡ticle on why I think guiding is evil; however, I want to stay on topic. The real problem is that the structure on which the club is founded has become inverted. Novices dominate the
club both on the executive and in the clubroom; this has caused the hardcores to become alienated
from club activity, with the result that there has been a shift in the focus of the club from being primarily focused on outdoor activity, to being primarily social in scope. That is, rather than trips
being the focus of the club, the trip is now seen not as a goal in itself, but as a primarily social function which just happens to take place outside.
To make a personal digression here: I joined the club in 1990. After my first year, in which I
picked up a lot of the basics, quite a few of the then-experienced people either left or disassociated
themselves from active club affairs. There was a relatively large intake of active members with little experience. We got out there and did stuff ourselves. Sure, the experienced people were there in
the background; if I needed support, I could ask for it. But mainly, we would go out on climbing or
mountaineering trips in inexperienced groups and learn stuff as we went along. In the club today I
don't see that. Few people want to lead a trip to a place they've never been. Even fewer want to go
out climbing without some experienced person as leader. You're just not going to learn as much
that way! You should grab a bunch of people at your own skill level, ask someone experienced for
a recommendation of something that will challenge you, and go out and do it, or have fun failing
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and leam from your mistakes. If you wait for someone else to teach it to you when you could do it
yourself, you'll wait a long long time.
Once again: there has been a shift in
focus within the VOC, from a focus on outdoorpursuits as key, with social activities as
a natural outgrowth of this, to an emphasis
of social activities, which just happen to
take place outdoors. It's no longer: "Join the
VOC, clirnb mountains, meet people" but
now "Join the VOC, sit in the clubroom,

meet people, maybe go toproping at the
Bluffs or ski to Elfin Lakes." As a result, or
maybe a side effect is a better term since it is
hard to tell exactly what causes what here,
those people who spend (or want to spend)

most

of thei¡ time

climbing/sküng/moun-

taineering lose interest

in the Club, since

they perceive (rightly) that time

spent

becoming involved in the VOC will be detrimental to their outdoor pursuits. Not that the

ha¡dcore is antisocial; rather, he or she
would rather not let his or her social life
come to dominate and diminish his time
spent outdoors. Big social trips routinely fail
to do anything of significance, since they are
perforce slower and of less overall experience. (These trips are considered successful
if they make it to a hut, whereas the hut is
Is a delicate balance required?
the point at which the real trip begins, i.e.
Photo: Mark Grist
the point of departure for the summit bid.)
The Club also suffers, since these people are the very people on whom it depends to transfer their
skills to novices such that the novices become the next group of hardcores.
It is not the point of this article to cast blame, or pinpoint exactþ where things went wrong,
(although I have my opinions on both, and will happily, or angrily, sha¡e them with you over a beer,
depending on who you are) but I do intend to offer a few solutions. The Club must cleady reinvigorate itself by attracting those hardcores whom it has alienated, or by drastically improving the skill
levels and mental attitudes of its current members. At the executive level, increasing the number of
hardcores would be beneficial, since they will tend to attract their friends (other hardcores) to the
Club. Removal of some of the creature comforts from the clubroom (such as the microwave and
comfy couch) would also help- by removing the socialite/study crowd, thereby leaving only those
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who congregate to discuss what they did tast and the next big thing to come. Getting more trips led
to more destinations might also help-a moratorium on more than two or three trips, of some specified size (say fifteen people max), to any one area during the course of a year, artd not more than
one by the same group ofpeopl¿ would perforce increase the exploratory activity ofthe club, or at
least the diversity of trip destinations. So too would be a return to the bygone days of the clubroom
when the topics of conversation were inevitably set and dominated by the ha¡dcore. This created an
atmosphere which, while initially seeming hostile to newcomers, actually subtly showed such novices the levels to which they should aspire to rise or transcend.
I have little faith in the strength of one article to change the scene which currently prevails
in the VOC. It is, to my way of thinking, doubtful that the club will retreat from its path of increasing membership and revenue at the expense of skill and leadership, and realnze that a smaller,
leaner and harder club can be more effective. Will we ever retum to the days when trip sheets,
instead ofreferring to large, social rockclimbing trips and group ski excursions to a hut, proclaimed
the leader's intention of making the first winter traverse of the Sky Pilot Range, and solicited any
interested parties to come along?
Ifyou, the reader ofthis article, are not a ha¡dcore, but desire to become one, here's how to
go about it:
1) change your mental attitude. School (especially the social aspects, but to some extent the
academic life too) must become seconda¡y to outdoor pursuits. Think and talk not of who sleeps
with who, or what you saw on TV last night, but of the summit you will climb next, or the run you
skied yesterday.
2) reaþze that the more you depend on others for your progress, the less you will learn.
Those who count on VOC rockschool, glacier school, tele clinics, etc. to increase their skill level
are still waiting. Those who shell out cash on courses from professional guides rather than take the
free VOC alternative are "sheep who deserve the slaughter they are led to". [IE, they learn a similar
amount but come out several hundred dollars poorer-willinglyll Those who use such schools as a

foundation for expanding their abilities on small trips, by pushing their limits in the company of
otherkeeners, are the ones who will become the next generation ofhardcores.
3) look at a guidebook not just as a list of future trips, but as a list of places to avoid, surpass, or go beyond. Seek out the holes in the map, the blank sections, the places where none of your
friends have been. Who wants to have the same experience as all the other clones? This especially
applies to hiking trails-the next edition of 103 Hikes will be called 103 Crowded Trails...
4) don't be afraid to admit your incompetence as a first step to becoming competent. Don't
look on a conversation you can't understand about arcane matters between two hardcores as a
threat to your existence, but as a glimpse of future possibilities for yourself.
5) this one is really obvious-stop toproping! Learn to lead and buy a rack, or quit rockclimbing altogether and concentrate on doing something you can do well.
6) you don't have to have a lot of gear to be a hardcore, just enough for your own personal
self-sufficiency, as long as you know how to use what your friends will let you borrow of theirs.
TWo climbers only need one rack, but two skiers do need two pairs of skis. Concentrate on improv-
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ing your skills in those

areas you can afford to, and leave the other things for later. IE, prioritize.
Master one sport, then the next, instead of being a bumbly at everything forever.
7) once you become a hardcore, recognize your debt to those on whose shoulders you stood
by in turn encouraging beginners to stand on yours. Take beginners out on trips where they'll be
pushed to thei¡ limits, where they couldn't do it without you being there, to show them the standard
they should aspire to.
8) Remember that the definition of "epic" is arbitrary, a moving target that recedes as your
skills improve. Chase the edge. It's better to avoid epics through mastery of skill and experience
than it is to have them due to lack of same skills and experience, but it's better to have them
because you went for it than not to have them because you're scared of pushing your limits and you
turn back whenever you see a cloud in the sky. The ideal thing is to be in a situation where some
bumbly would be harshly epicing, but you are laughing and in control because of your hardcore
skills and training. What constitutes an epic is beyond the scope of this article. Just remember if
injury or death results, it's not an epic: it's a mistake. You can't be proud of that, like you can when
you pull through another heinous epic. An epic makes a good story; the other ones are stories you
don't want to tell. Let's examine this in a bit more detail. Last year Eric and Neil went out and did
some big routes. They were pushing their experience and had to deal with getting off route, overnight unplanned bivis and so on. Yet they succeeded in their objectives. Despite this, many people
called them cowboys and seemed to think they were accidents waiting to happen. Wait a second
here: they succeeded. Their experience was up to the challenge: they learned from thei¡ mistakes,
they pulled it out of the hat. Most of their critics: a) couldn't have done what Eric and Neil did do;
b) have never pushed themselves enough to have an eprc. So in my view Eric and Neil aren't the
guys we should be being critical of...we should be trying to emulate their successes.
9) Go somewhere diffe¡ent with each trip. Climb different routes at Squamish. Try doing
things that aren't usually done - skiing in August, free climbing in January, etc. When a big trip is
going out to one destination, lead a small one to a different objective, have more fun, get more done
and let everyone know it.
There's some indication in the VOC Journal back issues that this problem might be cyclical
in nature, something that recurs every so often. If so, it's time to push the pendulum back the other
way. You see, every year I've been in the VOC people bitch and cu¡se about how all the experienced people are leaving and there's going to be no one good left. Well, this problem, like I said, is
brought up every single year. Get it? It's different experienced people leaving every year. Somehow
they became experienced: why didn't the whiners do likewise? Some of them a¡e long-serving
members in their own right...do I have to spell it out more specifically? They're the perpetual novices. They've flunked out in VOC. There's a tenn I haven't used much up until now: bumbly.Now
you've had it defined for you.
After passing a¡ound a few draft copies of this article I have found that many people get all
offended by my assefations that becoming a hardcore means putting school second on the priority
list. They feel I'm attacking them for wanting to study. This isn't really my intent, although there is
something to that argument. Guy E. told me back in second year that he was "a climber who stud-
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ies, not a student who climbs" which to my way of thinking is a subtle but important distinction. I
also feel that a lot of academic activity is actually urìnecessary, and undertaken more as a reflex
action than for any actual reason. The key here is to tum it on in class, and use your time efficiently:
the objective is to comrnit a certain amount of time to the outdoors, and to ensure that any time not
so comrnitted is used to good effect. In my case this meant studying on the bus, between classes etc.
and not on the weekend when I was out cranking. Sure, you rnight have to take the occasional break
to write a term paper, e.g.., but you can usually do this on a weekend when the weather or other factors mean the climbing isn't good or the snow sucks or so on and so forth. Also, work out the point

of diminishing returns for pre-exam studying. I find that anything over two days just doesn't work,
because I start forgetting things again. This is where the proper classroom technique is good
because ifyou learn it in class, you won't have to study it, you'11 already know it. Ifyou doubt that
this technique works consider my GPA was in the high 3's (3.8 or higher) as an undergrad, I'm not
some genetic ubermensch or super brain type, (although I'm told I am a geek); "I can do it-why
can't you?" (Frederic Nicole).
Was this aficle serious? Look around you, O Joumal reader, and decide for yourself. When
you're old, and think back to the present day as a distant memory, would you rather remember the
list of tangible things you accomplished, the sumrnits climbed and trails followed, or do you think
you'll really be proud of telling your grandchildren about how you studied hard all through that
nice long weekend to get an A on a test instead of a B+? Or how you slept with someone at a VOC
party who you couldn't remember the name or face of at the time, and missed out on the climb of
your life the next day because you were too hung over and scratched up to move? (It may be fun,
but are you really all that proud ofit?) The choice is yours, but I urge the Club as a whole to choose
the former path. To dip into a trite and tired little metaphor, it may be the trail less travelled, but the
views are a hell of a lot better and you don't have to pay to hike that trail.
A final coÍunent: I'm not saying that the VOC, or outdoor activities in general, should not
be about having fun. This is the common critique of my position: "Vy'ell, sure, I'm not a hardcore,
but I'm having fun going out and TR'ing 5.7'slskiing to Elfin Lakes/going to Glacier School as a
student three years running, how dare you criticize me?" I'm just saying that exploration and discovery and improving your ability level is a lot more fun than staying stuck in your own little rut,
that adventures are more fun than social trips. Having a club dominated by the hardcore element
will be beneficial for the whole club. I'm not trying to impose a personal bias here. In fact, this is
my last year in the VOC. I'm out of here and the club will no longer affect me directly. I'm writing
this a¡ticle purely as an influence to the proto-hardcores in their formative years who are now active

in the VOC. So if you count yourself amongst that group, GET ACTIVE and change the club.
Everyone will benefit.
Reference (for a critique of the mental attitudes which lead one to avoid exploration): The VOC ønd
the Guidebook Game. Fatr\ey, Bruce. Varsity Outdoor Club Journal, 1984; The VOC and the Spirit Of Adventure or some such title, 1981 VOCJ.
Another good reference is an a¡ticle Mike Buda wrote in the 1994 VOCJ. It is thanks to Mike's aficle
that I started thinking along these lines. Go out and read it. All the points Mike made a¡e still valid.
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ttMore Rontt
by Ron Horwood
Ethics are defined as a discipline dealing with good and evil and with moral duty. The problem with ethics is that everyone has them and everyone has their own opinion as to what good and
evil are. Every sport and outdoor activity that I have involved myself in has had its little debates
over style, ethics and whatever else people find to whine about when they're paying more attention
to others than to themselves. Sometimes these arguments are important, especially when they are
about things that affect everyone, for example environmental impact, land use etc... Other times it's
just busy bodies who can't help but feel that their ethics are superior and the result is the hardman
debates etc... And really those people are wasting their time. The only effect that these annoying
people will have is to warp the minds of novices in their respective sports.
Imagine if I thought that people were soft and weak (not to mention pathetic) if they disagree with my own personal standards.
I like climbing and I climb whenever I get the chance. That means I'll climb in the rain,
snow or sun, I'll sport, trad, solo or boulde¡ and I'll even aid. The result ofthis is people think I'm
insane, and I think those people are soft. But a¡e they really? After all, many of the people who
think I'm insane are better climbers than me with more experience and their own ideas of the right
way to do things. I've even hea¡d tales of epics suffered just to bag a peak, something I don't usually bother with.
I also like to slide on snow, and my method of choice is the snowboard. It's not much use for
backcountry travel, but I don't really know how to ski, so as a result I've been seen hiking with a
board strapped to my back, riding my bike to ski hills and other stupid things just to get my fix of
snow. Yet despite knowing people who will skin uphill for days just to get a little yo-yoing in, my
habits strike those same people as strange.
Mountain biking is another sport I enjoy. The weather shouldn't matter and it comes with
it's own form of transportation - and surprisingly enough I get teased for riding in snowstorms and
in subzero weathe¡. It doesn't make sense: I've met perfectly nonnal people who will ride an hour
in the rainjust to get to the trailhead, but supposedly I'm the crazy one.
Being a swimmer I've always been fond of water sports and I've done a lot of canoeing;
races, rivers, lakes, saltwater, in the rain, snow, and hail, on wate! ice, and even land. And you
know what? No one has ever made fun of me for that.
So take a lesson from canoeists and follow my true ethics: "Ignore the insane people, have
fun doing what you do the way you do it and when the urge to butt in becomes too strong just smile
smugly and sit there confrdent in your own superiority."
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Horwood on We Dive atDawn, Joshua
Photo: Dan Perrakis
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A Robson Ramble
by Mark Grist
"Drive drive d¡ive
Hike hike hike
Sit in tent, contemplate navel
Hike hike hike
Drive drive drive."

No, it isn't a lame attempt at a Haiku, this was what Markus Kellerhals said of his Mount
Robson experience several years ago. Too bad he didn't tell me this befo¡e we headed off on the
B.C. day long weekend with ambitious plans to climb the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies.
Our plan was to leave Va¡couver on the Friday, drive like crazy to Mt. Robson (9 hours, realistically speaking) and camp at Kinney Lake. The next day we thought we'd ascend to the Ralph Forster Hut and scramble up Little Robson to get a look at the ¡oute for the next morning. Sunday
would be spent climbing to the summit and then descending. Monday we'd cruise back into town
with huge grins on our faces and marvel at what a great time we had, and how it easy it was. That
was the plan.
As many people have found on trips I lead, well, what is planned and what is accomplished
are two very different things. But hey, we were only about 5000 feet short of the summit! As it
tumed out, the weather crapped out, as is usually to be expected with this peak in suûtmer. On the
way in to Kinney Lake I passed one of those oh-so-informative B.C. Parks signs which described
how such a big mountain like Mt. Robson could create its own weather. "Yeah, kind like Siwash
rock" I chuckled to myself as I looked at the clouds blanketing the summit down to 9000'. Somehow I couldn't shake the thought that this must be the climber's equivalent of the "glass ceiling"
encountered in the business world. We never saw the top of Mt. Robson the whole time we were
there.

We woke up early Saturday to light dizzle, wondering if our time might be better spent hik.While
ing to Berg lake and taking in the falls along the way.
contemplating this decision, a faint
sucker hole appeared and we were off like a shot for the summit. Had we actually stopped to take a
look we would have seen that the faint patch of blue was in fact a camper shaking out his tarp. It
doesn't take much to get climbers enthused, especially when so close to Mt. Robson.
The hike to the Ralph Forster hut is described as a "gnnd" in the Selected Alpine Climbs in
the Canadian Rockies guidebook. Clearly, understatement is a prerequisite for any description in
this guidebook. After eight hours of slogging up the rather steep trail we arrived at the base of the
5.3 chimney. Vy'ell, that's not exactly true. \Me a¡rived at the base of a pitch of nicely exposed fourth
class which led to the 5.3 chimney. Faced with the prospect of eight dunderheads getting up the two
pitches, with daylight fading and weather moving in it looked like camping on a snow patch at the
little col was a better option. We spent the evening marveling at the size of the icefall behind the
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hut, the hut being just up above us on the ridge. A tantalizingly large block of ice hung precariously
at the edge. I silently wished for a morta¡ shell. A sizeable chunk did break off that evening, sounding like point-blank cannon fire, but we wanted that huge chunk to go. Fred Touche summed it up
when he said "Man, that hut sure would be VIBRATING if that chunk came down!"
The next moming we decided that any further ascent would be pointless. While packing up
the tents (we were thankful that we had carried them, much as we cursed them on the way up) we
watched a mini system come at us from across Kinney Lake. Five minutes later ablizzard was upon
us, with snow actually driving uphill towards us at the col - absolutely bizarre. Fifteen minutes later
the sun came out. I have never seen such rapidly changing weather pattems before. All day the
weather changed on this time scale. If any lessons can come out of this, I guess it's that if you get
caught in ablizzard or a whiteout all you have to do is wait ûfteen minutes and next thing you
know, you'll be getting out your sunglasses. This is particularly important for the loose, open section where the "cairns" are few and far between (see re-drawn topo). Getting off route on this section could prove to be very dangerous - helmets are mandatory too'
Although a dismal failure in terms of climbing the mountain, this trip was actually incredibly valuable in terms of what we learned. Next time I go, the size of party will be four at the abso-

lute maximum. Two or three would be ideal. Traveling quickly on this mountain is critical.

Traveling light is equalty important. To this end, I would recommend wearing running shoes for the
hike to the Forster Hut. The trail is relentlessly steep and for most, a full day in mountaineering
boots (no matter how well worn in) on this tenain will be a recipe for blisters. Running shoes are
faste¡ and more comfortable. After spending so much time and effort getting to Mt. Robson, I
would recommend enjoying the surroundings. Take a week off and allow for two or three days at
the hut in order to wait for good weather. Afterward, do the trip to Berg lake. The group that went
to the higher lakes were amazed at the views - truly a Canadian classic.
Since we had a "mini epic" on the way down - thanks to the outdated topo in the guidebook
- I've re-drawn the major details as the route was best traveled in the summe¡ of 1996. By the way,

the "ladder" described consists of steps chopped in two fallen trees which came to rest at 500.
These logs are rotten and actually started sliding when Mike had his foot between them! Thank god
he had plastics on, or his lower leg would have been shredded!

Particinants:
Mark Grist
Mike Guite
Wendi Devolder
John

Fern Webb
Dave Campbell
Fred Touche
Stefan
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Follow the Berg Lake tail towæds Kimey Lake. After descending back down to the lake, you'll come across the sign indicating
the route for the horsey path. Follow this path until you come across a braided strear/avalanche runout æne. Swingilg round to tbe rigbt,
ald slightly uphill, a gully comes into view. Stay on the right hand side of the gully ald ascend talus sþes to a faint ridge (the tæs start just
on the other side). Just before it lmks like the scrambling could get serious, you should see faint flagging going into the Effi (off to the righl
as you look up the slope). The trail is ætually quiæ good, for such an obscue begiming. Eventually a¡ open patch is reached (lotsa fueweed
in August), where a fue occued a few years ago (on some of the logs you cm still se¿ some of the orange "fue retardant" they drop ftom the
fue bombers). Pleasant open hiking leads to headwall of sorts. Traverse right, under the craggy headwall to a sætion of chains, scrmblilg on
poor rock. After a steep section, there is awesome hiking on a teed ridge overlooking the visitor center and highway dom below. Eventually
you come out of the tlees to loose, open rubble slopes. This is where you learn how much of a choss pile Mt. Robson is, md how badly helmets a¡e needed. Traverse md ascend g¡adually on these slopes - avoid the æmptation of climbing tæ high on these slopes. Cains may or
may not be visible in this section. Eventually the '\iler steps" are reached. Choose you route cæefulìy, especially when wet md with a large
pack. The rest should be straightforuud ftom here.
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Thrice Sphinxed
by

Mark Grist

Now there's a tongue twister for ya. Try saying that really fast three times in a row with a
cold powerbar in your mouth. OK, you can stop spitting on the page now. In the past year I have
really come to appreciate the three alpine huts the VOC has built and currently maintains. Last February saw my first trip to the Burton (aka Sphinx) Hut on the eastern shore of Ga¡ibaldi Lake. The
weather was absolutely impeccable all weekend and I returned to civilization on Sunday night with
a wicked sunburn. Small price to pay for the amazing time I had that weekend.
I tried to climb Mt. Carr (ust behind the hut) but the gully was a bit too icy for my skill
level. It didn't matter, the views were absolutely stunning. The amount of skiable terrain was phenomenal. The sharp lines on the cold granite crags were unbelievable. I suffered severe dehydration
due to the amount of drooling I did that day.
I was hooked on this area.
Easter weekend came, and so too did the end of classes. Trying to revive the popularity of
April Sphinx camps of years past, five of us headed in for five days of skiing. Unfortunately the
weather was pretty atrocious for most of our stay, but we did manage to chmb Castle Towers on the
one sunny morning we had. Tim made fine work of the last rocky section, using a well placed ice
axe jam in a horizontal crack, The ski down was eventful, as usual, \Mith Tim again providing the
majority of the entertainment. His faceplant-headspring-flip earned a 6.0 in technical merit f¡om all
judges. Artistic impression still needs some work, though. Once back in the hut he discovered that
his granola bag had ruptured during the descent and its contents had promptly attached themselves
to the backs of his skins. A masterpiece of modem art ! Well done Tim!
V/ell it rained and rained, and rained and rained. And then it rained some more. And then we
decided to head home a day early. One look at Ga¡ibaldi Lake revealed that it was a sheet of ice,
covered with water. In the worst spots, it was 6 inches deep. My ski tips were submerged for the
majority of the crossing. Obvious crack lines were visible in the ice and we didn't care to dally
much. A smart chap had dug a hole in the ice by the shelters at the west end of the lake and the ice
was still over a foot thick. I guess that if the lake is reputably crossable in May, then early April
should be no problem, even if it does rain continually for several days.
After reading that the last kerosene stove rusted away because the hut supposedly floods
every spring ("The Christening of Biff, the Stove" VOCJ, 1996) ,I was intrigued to find out
whether or not this was actually true. By the time I could tear myself away from my summer job it
was the second week of July and probably too late to see any flooding. I put up a trip sheet and had
only one taker - the unbelievably fit Paul Vaughan. It was bound to be a long day taking the "overland" route to the Burton Hut, but thanks to the blistering pace set by Paul, we made good time. The
snowpack of 1996 was unusually large and managed to persist for quite a long time. Taylor meadows were still under a foot of snow in mid July. We zipped across the Black Tusk meadows (or at
least where they were supposed to be) and swung by the cinder cone - truly a cosmic landscape.
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'We

had planned to go through Gentia¡r pass and then on to Polemonium Ridge. From there

it

would be just a short jaunt down to the hut. Well, things didn't quite work that way. We were
caught in a temporary white-out where the sþ and snow were all the same colour - everywhere you
looked was the same! Even the direction of slope was hard to determine. 'We wound up heading
through a pass which tumed out to be west of Gentian peak, and dropped down. By the time we
bushwhacked down to the lake (rather enjoyable, I might add) we had about a kilometer of shoreline to follow. Luckily there weren't any huge cliffs along the way, but we were forced to wade at
some points. The rangers told us that it isn't possible to follow the northem shoreline all the way
around the lake because there are a couple of spots where it drops sheer into the lake and is quite
deep to boot. Apparently some people tried it last summer and wound up swimming!
The next day was spectacular, with paintbrush and lupine absolutely everywhere. We also
encountered one section of süde alder, absolutely everywhere. Our plan was to climb Castle Towers
and then retum via the Helm glacier. Unfortunately the day was running short so we had to pass on
Castle Towers but had some tremendous krazy carpet rides on the steep snow slopes. All the way
down Polemonium Ridge I was longing for my skis - what a tremendous run it would make in win-

ter or summer. We stopped at Gentian Pass for a late lunch and then continued on in the snow. So
much snow in fact that when Paul asked me if I wanted to stop for a wate¡ break (around 4:00pm)
by a band of rock, my knackered response was,
"Uh... yeah...uh.....let's go...over to that..uh.....not snow."
Crevasses ïvere not a problem at all, and judging by the record amount of snow this year
(5.4m at Grouse Mtn. 1997) I would hazard to say that there will be even more snow than last year.
This was a fatrly strenuous two day trþ, but the variety of terrain and remote nature of the trip
made it all more that wofhwhile.

Particinants:

Duty
\ilebb

Janet Fisher

Tim

Reto Riesen

Fern

Krystina_

Mike

Laanela

Paul Vaughan
Anne Borland

Ma¡k Grist

Postscript - The Christenins of .Iacob. the Ladder.
The Burton Hut was built in 1969, and, is in rema¡kably good shape. One thing that it was
really lacking was a ladder for access to the upper loft. Without the ladder it's a funky lieback-stemchimney move, but could get precarious if attempted too early in the morning. Before we headed up
a weekend making a new ladder out of the finest B.C. 1x4 spruce. In the spirit
of Lenny Thomas's a¡ticle last year, I figured that "Jacob" might be an appropriate name to christen
the new ladder. [See page 154 for apicture.]

in April I had spent
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Paul Vaughn near Sphinx Hut
Photo: Mark Grist
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Clouds betray.an alien presence in the Chilliwack \ialley

Photo: Andre Zimmermann
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Paul Fearing airs out his tellies near Sphinx Hut

Photo: Anna Topf

Dark clouds brewing at Joshua
Photo: Shoshanna Reiter
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Cam and Alexa on top of Lady Peak
Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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Black Thsk in February
Photo: Dan Perrakis
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Grahame Quan in search of faceshots
Photo: Jeremy Frimer
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Facets of the YOC: Drawing by Nelson Rocha
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Eric Hutton and John Ford on "Fitzroy Was Here" (5.10b), Joshua
Photo: Drew Brayshaw
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